ANNOUNCEMENTS

NV5 Geospatial, powered by Quantum Spatial, today launched INSITE, a comprehensive cloud-based platform that enables users to more efficiently and cost-effectively manage their geospatial data, from acquisition to delivery. With applications designed for electric utilities and telecommunications, as well as federal, state and local governments, INSITE provides tools to support the entire geospatial data lifecycle, including project tracking, data collection and delivery, quality control, on-demand reporting, analytics and enterprise integration.

“Location-based data is critical for business and governments when it comes to managing risk, lowering costs, forecasting work and maintaining compliance. Yet there are numerous technical and organizational barriers that prevent them from optimizing use of this information,” said Mark Abatto, president and COO of NV5 Geospatial. “INSITE was purpose-built to break down these barriers, creating a single source of truth for all geospatial data within an organization. Now, with INSITE, distributed teams can collaborate more effectively, visualize data with ease and gain real-time insights through powerful analytics.”

INSITE enables users to import, search, analyze, manage, integrate and export all types of geospatial data and multimedia. As a cloud-based platform, INSITE improves speed and efficiency, minimizes storage expenses and supports greater collaboration by eliminating the use of standalone hard drives or a dedicated computer.

The INSITE platform is the foundation for three primary categories of use. All users can benefit from INSITE Lifecycle, which provides visibility into project status through a web-based map with real-time tracking of data from acquisition through processing and delivery. INSITE Core enables data visualization and interaction, including access to aerial imagery, lidar data, GIS layers, and more. Lastly, INSITE provides the basis for Industry-specific applications, including:

- INSITE Facility, provides configurable asset management, including planning, execution, and tracking for inspections and maintenance on any asset and facility.
- INSITE Pole Manager, which enables electric utilities to take advantage of automated pole modeling analytics that support joint use, clearance, and integrity analysis programs.
- INSITE turbocharges use of geospatial data through integration with enterprise resource and asset management systems, such as Esri, IBM, Oracle, SAP, SPIDAcite and others. Compatible with all major operating systems, INSITE is accessible via any Internet-connected device. To learn more, visit insitenv5g.com/insite.

GeoCue Group announces the release of their latest addition to their 3D Imaging Systems (3DIS®) series, the True View® 515. This compact, affordable 3D Imaging System has significantly better sensitivity compared to other sensors in its class, resulting in remarkable analytic data. True View 515 will redefine lidar wire extraction and dense vegetation penetration applications for all-purpose sensors. GeoCue is excited to bring this state-of-the-art 3D imaging system to the market.

GeoCue changed the drone lidar/Imaging market in 2019 with the creation of a 3D Imaging Sensor/System approach to drone mapping. Unlike conventional drone lidar systems with tacked on cameras, a True View 3DIS® couples a laser scanner with tightly integrated and calibrated photogrammetric cameras. The included post-processing software generates RGB colorized point clouds from the source images. Unlike the flat colorization from ortho images seen in other systems, the True View 3DIS® renders 3D colorization for spectacular, high accuracy data sets.

GeoCue’s True View 515 is unlike any sensor in its class. The True View 515 series is an all-purpose grade 3DIS® designed for small Unmanned Aerial Systems. The system includes full post-processing software that generates a ray-traced 3D colorized point cloud and geocoded images. GeoCue’s True View 3DIS® product series is an inclusive hardware and software offering providing users with a complete acquisition to deliverables workflow.

“Our True View 410 3DIS® has created a new standard for fused lidar and imagery in an affordable, easy to use package and our RIEGL miniVUX-based systems are really the best available drone sensors for survey grade projects” said Lewis Graham, President/CTO of GeoCue. “However, in discussions with our customers, we kept hearing about the gap between these two products; clients wanted to collect transmission wires and see through heavy vegetation and would accept accuracies/precision slightly below survey grade. After testing many high beam count sensors, we were able to achieve spectacular results with the True View 515 configuration. There is simply no drone lidar/Imaging system under $100,000 that will produce data comparable to the True View 515.”

True View 515 3DIS® is equipped with Hesai’s PandarXT-32 laser scanner integrated with dual GeoCue photogrammetric cameras and ApplaniX APX-15 positioning system. The True View product line gives surveyors and mappers the ability to collect and deliver high quality data. These deliverables are generated using workflows and tools within the included True View EVO post-processing software.

Examples of derived products include break line enforced models, profiles and cross sections, topographic contours, volumetric analysis, classified ground model and more. Every True View 3DIS® includes all the software needed to flow from raw collected data to product deliverables; True View EVO, ApplaniX POSPac and True View Reckon post-deployment data management portal.

GeoCue’s True View 3DIS® are designed to create point cloud data that have been colorized with Red-Green-Blue (RGB) camera data via a rigorous point by point tracing algorithm. One of the biggest advantages of a True View 3DISTM is the speed with which these data can be produced; a 15-minute data collect can be processed to a colorized point cloud in about 10 minutes! To learn more, visit www.geocue.com.
The Juneau Icefield Research Program (JIRP) calculates that thinning of Alaska’s Taku Glacier has increased from an average rate of a half meter to two meters per year over the past two decades. Annual mapping by JIRP reveals the glacier’s thickness has increased and decreased from one year to the next, likely due to snow accumulation variability, but the overall current trend shows an annual net loss of ice.

“Taku is losing enough meltwater every day to fill an NFL stadium,” said Seth Campbell, JIRP Director of Academics & Research.

JIRP monitors the complex kinematics and mass balance of the Juneau Icefield – that is, they study annual changes to ice velocity, snow accumulation, and surface melting – to estimate if the glacier is advancing or retreating over time. One way they accomplish this task is by mapping yearly GPS field points in the Grapher and Surfer modeling packages from Golden Software, a developer of affordable 2D and 3D scientific software based in Golden, Colo.

“JIRP’s study of the many processes impacting the Juneau Icefield demonstrates the value of applying advanced visualization to gain insights from complex data sets,” said Golden Software CEO Blakelee Mills.

Accurate assessment of the Taku melt rate is vital to the study of climate change because, at more than 800 square kilometers, the glacier is the largest in the massive Juneau Icefield. Straddling the Alaska-Canada border, the receding icefield plays multiple important roles in local ecosystems. For the residents of British Columbia, it is a reliable supply of freshwater; but for the Gulf of Alaska, increasing glacier meltwater can have potentially negative impacts the marine ecosystem and valuable fisheries.

JIRP research dates to 1946, but the introduction of GPS contributed significantly to annual summer fieldwork beginning in 1993. Volunteers capture more than 1,000 GPS measurements at designated transect locations on the icefield each year to record glacial velocity and surface elevation changes. These values reveal whether the glacier is growing or shrinking due to changes in precipitation or melt rates or from changing rate of movement.

“We have seen increases in thickness after particularly snowy winters,” said Scott McGee, JIRP Geomatics Program Lead. “But less snow accumulation and more surface melt seem to be the primary drivers of change now.”

JIRP researchers rely on Golden Software’s Grapher scientific graphing package to plot GPS “Z” elevation values across transects in 2D to generate thickness profiles. They often overlay multiple years’ worth of field data to illustrate change over time. The scientists also input GPS field points for multiple transects from multiple years into the Surfer 3D surface mapping package to gain a sense of overall glacier volume change.

Together, these ice elevations, velocities, and volume change calculations give researchers a better understanding of external forces acting upon the Juneau Icefield and what to expect in the future. Read the full case study at https://www.goldensoftware.com/success-stories/tracking-glacier-thickness-changes-with-grapher-and-surfer.

Golden Software’s Grapher and Surfer packages are used by more than 100,000 scientists and engineers worldwide, many involved in oil & gas exploration, environmental consulting, mining, engineering, and geospatial projects. The software has been relied upon for more than 35 years by users in numerous disciplines to easily visualize and interpret complex data sets. For additional information, visit www.GoldenSoftware.com.
237 A Digital Terrain Modeling Method in Urban Areas by the ICESat-2 (Generating precise terrain surface profiles from photon-counting technology)
Nahed Osama, Bisheng Yang, Yue Ma, and Mohamed Freeshah
The ICE, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) can provide new measurements of the Earth’s elevations through photon-counting technology. Most research has focused on extracting the ground and the canopy photons in vegetated areas. Yet the extraction of the ground photons from urban areas, where the vegetation is mixed with artificial constructions, has not been fully investigated. This article proposes a new method to estimate the ground surface elevations in urban areas.

249 A Novel Class-Specific Object-Based Method for Urban Change Detection Using High-Resolution Remote Sensing Imagery
Ting Bai, Kaimin Sun, Wenzhuo Li, Deren Li, Yepei Chen, and Haigang Sui
A single-scale object-based change-detection classifier can distinguish only global changes in land cover, not the more granular and local changes in urban areas. To overcome this issue, a novel class-specific object-based change-detection method is proposed.

263 Discovering Potential Illegal Construction Within Building Roofs from UAV Images Using Semantic Segmentation and Object-Based Change Detection
Yang Liu, Yujie Sun, Shikang Tao, Min Wang, Qian Shen, and Jiru Huang
A novel potential illegal construction (PIC) detection method by bitemporal unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) image comparison (change detection) within building roof areas is proposed.

273 Error Analysis and Optimization of a Sky Full-Polarization Imaging Detection System
Yongtai Chen, William C. Tang, Jinkui Chu, Ran Zhang, and Song Li
An accurate sky polarization field map is a prerequisite for polarization navigation applications. In this article, a detector for sky full-polarization imaging detection is described, the major error-influencing factors (MEIFS) are obtained, and the error propagation is modeled and analyzed.

283 Parsing of Urban Facades from 3D Point Clouds Based on a Novel Multi-View Domain
Wei Wang, Yuan Xu, Yingchao Ren, and Gang Wang
Recently, performance improvement in facade parsing from 3D point clouds has been brought about by designing more complex network structures, which cost huge computing resources and do not take full advantage of prior knowledge of facade structure. Instead, from the perspective of data distribution, we construct a new hierarchical mesh multi-view data domain based on the characteristics of facade objects to achieve fusion of deep-learning models and prior knowledge, thereby significantly improving segmentation accuracy.

295 Scene Classification of Remotely Sensed Images via Densely Connected Convolutional Neural Networks and an Ensemble Classifier
Qimin Cheng, Yuan Xu, Peng Fu, Jinling Li, Wei Wang, and Yingchao Ren
Deep learning techniques, especially convolutional neural networks, have boosted performance in analyzing and understanding remotely sensed images to a great extent. However, existing scene-classification methods generally neglect local and spatial information that is vital to scene classification of remotely sensed images. In this study, a method of scene classification for remotely sensed images based on pretrained densely connected convolutional neural networks combined with an ensemble classifier is proposed to tackle the underutilization of local and spatial information for image classification.
During the last ice age, the Atlantic coastal plain of the southeastern U.S. was a cold, dry, and windy place. With patches of permafrost stretching as far south as Georgia, the seasonal freezing and thawing of sandy soils left landscapes littered with thermokarst lakes and scattered sand dunes and ridges—much like those now found in parts of Alaska and the Arctic.

If you know where to look in the Carolinas, Georgia, Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware, you can still find abundant relics from this cooler period. At ground level, clusters of low-relief oval depressions called Carolina bays can look as ordinary as a lake, bog, or farm field. Yet from above—from an airplane or satellite—the distinctive features stand out.

The image at the top of the page shows a collection of Carolina bays near Bladen Lakes State Forest in North Carolina. The natural-color image was acquired by the Operational Land Imager (OLI) on Landsat 8; the data were then draped over a digital elevation model to emphasize the terrain.

Many of the Carolina bays in this area have elliptical shapes oriented in a southeast-northwest direction. This orientation is a product of the prevailing winds when the lakes were forming, explained Christopher Swezey of the U.S. Geological Survey. “The dominant wind direction in this part of North Carolina was from the west, and that wind set up gyres in the lakes that eroded shorelines on the northeast and southeast margins of the lake.”

According to Swezey, most Carolina bays likely formed episodically during the last glacial maximum and the beginning stages of deglaciation, a period that spanned 40,000 to 11,000 years ago. While other geologists have speculated about the Carolina bays possibly being products of meteor impacts, Swezey has amassed evidence that they are relic thermokarst lakes.

An early study of the features estimated there are as many as 500,000 Carolina bays in the Atlantic coastal plain. “We now know that was a really conservative estimate,” said Swezey. “With the availability of modern lidar data, we are seeing many more of them than were previously recognized.”

The broad distribution of the Carolina bays suggests that permafrost extended for several hundred kilometers south of the ice sheet. “This is noteworthy because many geologists who studied glaciation in the past have suggested that frozen ground extended only as far south as northern Virginia during the last ice age,” said Swezey.

For more information and to see additional imagery, visit https://landsat.visibleearth.nasa.gov/view.php?id=147904. NASA Earth Observatory images by Joshua Stevens, using Landsat data from the U.S. Geological Survey and topographic data from North Carolina State University. Story by Adam Voiland.
While writing GIS software is a big business and no laughing (or trivial) matter, ever since the early days of computer software programs, the authors have displayed their sense of humor, and creativity, by placing little “hidden features or Easter eggs” in their coding. Sometimes these hidden features would display the coders names when a special key sequence or click-pattern was detected. Other times, hidden features, likened to Easter eggs, would be revealed with key combinations. In this month’s column, we highlight five GIS Tips & Tricks that are easy to miss.

**Tip #1:**
(From Carly Bradshaw)

Carly does a lot of line-vector editing and discovered that when in an active editing session in ArcGIS, if you hover over a line and toggle the “V” key on the keypad, all of the vertices appear/disappear, as below:

Pressing/releasing the V-key toggles the vertices on and off but only when hovering the cursor near the line (or polygon) being edited.

**Tip #2:**
(From Savannah Carter)

Like Carly, Savannah performs a lot of vector editing, and found that she often forgets about “Exploding Multipart Feature”. As with most tools, there are multiple ways to enable the “Explode Multipart Feature”. The tool is available in the ArcToolbox|Data Management, and on the Advanced Editing toolbar as:

Of course, the tool is found in the Advanced Editing Customize menu and can be added to any toolbar.
While I am at it, you may have noticed that the size of the icons on the Advanced Editing Toolbar above is larger than the standard display. That is not a result of me enlarging a picture with some digital Paint program. For those of us with aging eyes or very high-resolution computer displays, there is an option to increase the size of ALL of the icons on the Esri toolbars. While this option is not exactly hidden, it is not very obvious either.

To increase the size of the icons, from the Main Toolbar use the Customize | Customize Mode (or double-click anywhere on the gray space on the interface) to open the “Customize” dialog. Then click on the Options tab and select “Large Icons.”

Todd works with many GIS software packages at Dewberry and has contributed some other Tips & Tricks to this column. While editing vector files, Todd finds that zooming in and out with the mouse wheel is sometimes too coarse for his needs. Todd discovered that holding the <CTRL> key down while wheeling will provide finer control over the zoom increment.

Keith spends a lot of time reviewing ortho-imagery and associated products as a final quality check prior to delivery to clients. While this tip is not technically an “Easter egg”, Keith found that when reviewing 4-band multichannel imagery, it is really easy to “switch” between bands with the Layer Properties menu.

In the Esri ArcGIS Software, the natural color image is rendered by assigning Red to Band 1, Green to Band 2, and Blue to Band 3, as below:

To render the multi-band image as a false-color Infrared image, use the dropdown arrows in the Layers | Symbology tab and assign the infrared, usually, Band 4 to Red, leave Green assigned to Band 2, and assign red to Band 3 as below:

Of course, click “OK” to apply the new band/color assignments.

Easter eggs can be found in all software packages. Please feel free to share yours with us. Send your questions, comments, and tips to GISTT@ASPRS.org.

Al Karlin, Ph.D., CMS-L, GISP, Keith Patterson, PSM, SP, GISP, Savannah Carter, Carly Bradshaw, and Todd Waldorf are with Dewberry’s Geospatial and Technology Services group in Tampa, FL. As a senior geospatial scientist, Al works with all aspects of lidar, remote sensing, photogrammetry, and GIS-related projects. Keith, a Florida-licensed Professional Surveyor and Mapper, manages photogrammetry, lidar, and GIS mapping projects nationwide. Carly is a Geospatial Analyst who works on lidar and breakline editing. Savannah, also a Geospatial Analyst, specializes in topographic and bathymetric lidar projects. Todd, a Geospatial Analyst too, works as a photo-interpreter and lidar editor (and is incredibly good at finding Easter eggs before younger GIS analysts).
Question: Do frame-based remote sensing systems, such as metric cameras, rely significantly on accurate inertial measurement unit (IMU) data with OPK (omega, phi, kappa) parameters for the creation of high-accuracy geospatial products? Or is position (XYZ) alone more important, as long as aerotriangulation can solve frame rotation during post-processing?

Nathan Eick, Flight Operations Manager, Aerial Services, Inc. (ASI)

“Experience has shown us that while direct orientation sometimes achieves project accuracy, it fails to do so at other times.”

Dr. Abdullah: My answer to your question Nathan is no, an aerial metric camera does not rely significantly on IMU orientation, as long as you are performing aerial triangulation on the imagery. For processing imagery, IMU has a significant advantage if you are using the direct orientation concept to bypass the process of aerial triangulation. However, you cannot always rely on the quality of the solution from the direct orientation for accurate mapping. Experience has shown us that while direct orientation sometimes achieves project accuracy, it fails to do so at other times. The concept of direct orientation hurts the most when you use it to set up stereo models for compilation.

“During aircraft takeoff and landing, not to mention soaring into the upper atmosphere, there are always mechanical and thermal stresses that cause vibration on and between these system components.”

While a good IMU measures accurate orientation angles of its body frame, these mechanical stresses may cause disruption in accurately transforming the orientation of the camera body and vice versa. Having accurate, IMU-derived orientation angles is always beneficial to the aerial triangulation solution as it can reduce the number of ground control points and it may accelerate the image matching process. However, the presence of IMU in aerial triangulation is not as important as utilizing accurate GPS positions. Having an accurate GPS position for each frame processes rely on multiple elements, including the camera, GPS receiver, IMU, camera mount, laptop, etc. The presence of parallax in some stereo pairs could be caused by a source other than IMU. When we put IMU on the digital camera, we are bolting the IMU hardware, i.e. box, to the camera body or the assembly that carries the lens. During aircraft takeoff and landing, not to mention soaring into the upper atmosphere, there are always mechanical and thermal stresses that cause vibration on and between these system components. While a good IMU measures accurate orientation angles of its body frame, these mechanical stresses may cause disruption in accurately transforming the orientation of the camera body and vice versa.
“Utilizing accurate GPS positions and a few ground control points are all we need to perform successful aerial triangulation”

is crucial to processing imagery through aerial triangulation. This replaces the need to survey a tremendous amount of ground control points previously needed for the old practices of aerial triangulation prior to the invention of GPS. IMU can be handy for single flight-line corridor projects because it can reduce the amount of ground control points needed for processing the imagery. However, using high-end IMU for metric, large-format cameras can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. This is why many of us in the industry stopped adding IMU to the camera after we experienced the problem of parallax with direct orientation. Utilizing accurate GPS positions and a few ground control points are all we need to perform successful aerial triangulation.

**Dr. Abdullah is Vice President and Chief Scientist at Woolpert, Inc. He is also adjunct professor at Penn State and the University of Maryland Baltimore County. Dr. Abdullah is ASPRS fellow and the recipient of the ASPRS Life Time Achievement Award and the Fairchild Photogrammetric Award.**

The contents of this column reflect the views of the author, who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Woolpert, Inc., NOAA Hydrographic Services Review Panel (HSRP), Penn State, and/or the University of Maryland Baltimore County.
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Your Path To Success In The Geospatial Community
This book is a wide-ranging and wide-open introduction to geographic information systems technology appropriate for undergraduate and graduate courses or for professionals interested in getting started with this technology or broadening their knowledge of the field.

This book is organized into twelve chapters and covers a wide variety of material that quickly brings a student up to speed on the most important GIS ideas and concepts. Most chapters include exercises in a section at the end that illustrates the concepts covered. The chapters were written by different authors, which is evident in some organizational and style inconsistencies, but this is more than made up for by the amount and depth of included content. The chapters are not all purely technical content, the text is bookended by Chapters 1 and 12, which provide context for students and professionals about the why and how of working with geospatial technology.

Chapter 1—Making Sense of Geotechnology provides a vision of the purpose of GIS technology, the role of the GIS professional, and the purpose of the content of this book. Chapter 2—Georeferencing covers the basics of coordinate systems and how they are applied to geospatial data. Chapter 3—Getting the World into Your GIS discusses how data are acquired, including digitizing, GNSS, and remotely sensed data. Chapter 4—Geospatial Analysis: Introduction introduces the topic through operations of selection, proximity, and interpolation. Chapter 5—Thematic Mapping introduces cartography and the display of quantitative geospatial data. The sixth chapter, “Data Models” digs into the details of spatial data representation seen in Chapter 1 and an introduction to linking spatial and tabular data. Chapter 7—Web GIS has some interesting examples of how web maps actually work but also introduces higher-level applications, including Esri’s ArcGIS Story Maps. Chapter 8—Open-source GIS introduces common open-source platforms such as QGIS and GRASS. Chapter 9—Introduction to Remote Sensing and GIS covers the basics of remote sensing, from the physics to the platforms, and how remote sensing data is used in GIS. Chapter 10—Introduction to Health GIS Applications exposes the reader to public health and emergency management applications and touches on map accessibility. “GIS and Digital Humanities” is the title of Chapter 11, describing what the authors mean by the term with some applications of GIS technology to historical and cultural analysis and provides some examples of special challenges of getting essentially non-spatial data into a form that lends itself to GIS analysis. The final chapter, “Organizational GIS” talks about how GIS can be used across an organization. This includes discussions of real-time data, data sharing, and integration that is commonly known as “Enterprise GIS.”

The book emphasizes Esri’s ArcGIS platform in its discussion and examples, but it also provides information about other desktop, server, and cloud-based platforms. Surprisingly, although this book was published in 2019, the exercises and tutorials use Esri’s ArcMap 10.5 desktop software and the book has no mention of Esri’s newest desktop application, ArcGIS Pro.

GIS: An Introduction to Mapping Technologies, First Edition
Patrick McHaffie, Sungsoon Hwang, and Cassie Follett.

Reviewed by Curtis V. Price, Lecturer, Department of Geology and Geological Engineering, South Dakota School of Mines & Technology, Rapid City, South Dakota.
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ArcGIS Pro, released in 2015 and quickly gaining adoption. However, an instructor using this book could easily adapt the short and illustrative exercises to whatever software they are using and the content earlier in the chapter would successfully provide the context the student would need to connect the concepts to the user interface (what I call “buttonology”), which can change with every software update. The universal concepts of geography and database management that are the underpinnings of all complete GIS systems are well covered, which makes the book much more “software-agnostic” than it appears at first glance.

The greatest strength of this book (and maybe its biggest weakness) is the ambitious amount of material included. The scope of this small-format (7.5” x 9.5”) book is a little overwhelming; and yet there are a variety of useful treasures that one would not expect in a comprehensive survey of the GIS field. For example, there is a valuable deep dive into a web browser’s HTML source view demonstrating how tiled map services work, a chapter devoted to open-source GIS software, including QGIS and its links to GRASS tools, and another chapter that covers remote sensing in much more detail than one would expect in a book about GIS. Although though the overall discussion is broad, the exercises in this book commendably “get into the weeds” of what you have to do to import, interpret, and edit data sets found online to make it useful for analysis. This approach may help the reader build a toolbox of technical hands-on methods that are often glossed over in many GIS texts that use pre-formatted included tutorial data in the interest of limiting the scope and simplifying the discussion. Useful details about file formats and data “street smarts” that are often only learned by hard experience are found everywhere in this book. At the same time, there is much here about the philosophy and purpose of geospatial analysis (the “why” of GIS) that I found very inspiring and thought-provoking reading. This book is very hard to classify and there is something here for just about everyone.

Because of its wide scope, I believe this book would be an excellent supplementary text used across many geospatial courses and a great source for the professional to broaden their skillsets and background. I personally plan to spend more time with this book, even after 30 years in the field!
The Grids & Datums column has completed an exploration of every country on the Earth. For those who did not get to enjoy this world tour the first time, PE&RS is reprinting prior articles from the column. This month’s article on the Co-operative Republic of Guyana was originally printed in 2003 but contains updates to their coordinate system since then.

The region known as Guiana or Guayana is on the northeastern coast of South America. It is comprised of the former British Guiana, now Guyana, the former Netherlands Guiana, now Suriname (PE&RS, March 2002), and French Guiana. Originally inhabited by the Surinen Indians, the coast was probably sighted by Christopher Columbus in 1498 and by Ojeda and Vespucci in 1499. Vicente Yáñez de Pinzón in 1500 was the first to sail close along the shore. He entered some of the rivers, and the Oyapock River was at first called the Yáñez Pinzón River by the Dutch, and later called the Vincent Pinzón River by the French. Initially, both Spanish and Portuguese mariners avoided the coast between the Oyapock and Orinoco rivers. In 1597-1598, a Dutch expedition examined the river mouths from the Amazon to the Orinoco. This started a series of colonies settled initially by the Dutch, then by the French and the English that all attempted to simultaneously fight the climate, the jungle, and the Indians. The country was eventually ceded to Great Britain by the Dutch in 1814, and it became the British Guiana Crown Colony in 1831. Guyana achieved independence in 1966, it became a republic in 1970, and it adopted a new constitution in 1980.

Slightly smaller than Idaho, Guyana borders Brazil (1,119 km), Suriname (600 km), and Venezuela (743 km). Its coastline on the Atlantic Ocean is 459 km long; it claims a territorial sea of 12 nautical miles, and it claims mineral rights to 200 nautical miles or to the outer edge of the continental margin. Guyana terrain is mostly rolling highlands with a low, swampy coastal plain and a savanna in the south. The lowest point is the Atlantic Ocean and the highest point is Mount Roraima (2,835 m) in the Pakaraima Range along the Venezuela-Brazil border.

According to Russell Fox of the Ordnance Survey’s International Library, “In the first half of the 20th century the Lands and Mines Department had observed some high-order astro fixes and traverses in the coastal zone and along the main river valleys leading to the mining areas in the interior of the northern part of British Guiana. There were also a few railway traverses by other entities, such as the Bauxite Company. The only triangulation appears to have been the British Guyana-Brazil boundary survey of the 1930s. The absence of a national triangulation network resulted from logistical, topographical and economic limitations. In the early 1950s the Directorate of Colonial Surveys (DOS) observed some astro fixes, assessed the existing Lands and Mines Department and Bauxite Company work and agreed...
with them on an adjustment strategy to produce a unified set of coordinates from the disparate (albeit high quality) traverses and astro fixes. The method was to accept certain fixes and traverses and to adjust weaker ones to fit; there was not a single datum station. The system adopted was the British Guyana Grid on the Transverse Mercator projection referenced to the International ellipsoid where \( \alpha = 6,378,388 \) and \( \frac{1}{\alpha} = 297 \). Latitude of Origin, \( \phi _o \), equator, Central Meridian, \( \lambda _o \) = 59º West of Greenwich, False Easting = 900,000 feet, False Northing = nil, and the Central Scale Factor, \( m_o \) = 0.99975. The U.S. Inter American Geodetic Survey observed a Hiran trilateration between Venezuela and Brazil in the late 1960s. DOS decided to use that as the basis of a new national network for Guyana and, in 1971, computed an adjustment based on the 1970 Aerodist values of Hiran stations Atkinson and Rose. DOS called the datum Provisional South American Datum of 1956. The International ellipsoid was retained but the UTM Grid replaced the British Guyana Grid. That system was used on all subsequent DOS mapping. Note that the 1978 readjustment of the Aerodist trilateration by Matti Jaakkola was not used by DOS. The Royal Engineers and DOS did a lot of Doppler work, DOS to control the aerial photogrammetry for its 1:50,000 and large-scale coastal zone map series.”

According to John W. Hager, now retired from NIMA, the DOS astro fix at Georgetown Lighthouse was published as a mean of determinations observed in 1926 and 1951 where \( \Phi _o = 6º 49’ 31.12” N \) and \( \Lambda _o = 58º 09’ 52.76” \) West of Greenwich. The International ellipsoid was used at the time, as published in the *Guyana Trig List, 3rd edition*, 1967. Hager went on to say, “Five stations were established in Guyana as part of the Hiran net from the Caribbean to Brazil. Only station Eagle was held fixed in the Terra Surveys Limited of Canada network established about 1968. The position of Eagle is on the Provisional South American Datum of 1956 where, for Aerodist Station Eagle, \( \phi _o = 5º 13’ 23.6660” N \) and \( \lambda = 59º 06’ 10.0549” W.”

The origin of the Provisional South American Datum of 1956 (PSAD56) is at La Canoa, Anzoátegui Province, Venezuela where \( \Phi _o = 08º 34’ 17.10” N \), \( \Lambda _o = 63º 51’ 34.880” W \), and the defining azimuth to station Pozo Honda \( \alpha _o = 40º 22’ 45.96” \) (*PE&RS*, December 2000). La Canoa is about 657 km from Georgetown Lighthouse, and the Zanderij Datum origin in Suriname (*PE&RS*, March 2002) is about 361 km from Georgetown Lighthouse.

Of all of the borders of Guyana, only the Brazil-Guyana boundary appears to be currently stable and uncontested. Reading the history of the region is a veritable jumble of squabbles among the European powers over centuries that were reflected in the whole of the Guianas by the British, Dutch, French, Venezuelan, and Portuguese. Of late, there has even been some gunboat diplomacy between Guyana and Suriname over the mineral (oil and gas) resources of the offshore continental shelf. Some of the diplomatic position papers are available over the internet, and make for some fascinating reading about the history of the border negotiations.

The latest transformation parameters available from NIMA regarding the shift from the PSAD56 to the WGS84 Datum in Guyana are \( \Delta X = -298 \) m ±6 m, \( \Delta Y = +159 \) m ±14 m, \( \Delta Z = -369 \) m ±6m, and this is based on a solution of nine points in Guyana. Early in 1997, the U.S. National Geodetic Survey published NAD83 coordinates of several local marks in Guyana that were observed by NGS personnel. Being consistent in the NGS “policy” that I consider to be ill conceived and wasteful of U.S. taxpayer funds, no local datum coordinates were researched by NGS personnel nor published in the NGS data sheets. Considering the expenses of a geodetic expedition, consistently not having “sufficient funds” to research a local survey office nor occupy original datum origin points is a spurious argument. Let’s try harder, NGS!

**Guyana Update**

Guyana has established eight GPS CORS sites throughout the republic, and during the first phase of the Guyanan government’s infrastructure development project, a geodetic survey was conducted in 2019. The localized Provisional South American Datum of 1956 (PSAD56) was bypassed and a new “grid system” (sic) was established on the WGS84 ellipsoid.


The contents of this column reflect the views of the author, who is responsible for the facts and accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official views or policies of the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing and/or the Louisiana State University Center for GeoInformatics (C’G). This column was previously published in *PE&RS*. 
GREETINGS FROM THE ASPRS STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL (SAC)!

As we continuously network with our ASPRS community, we are taking this month to highlight the resources available to Student members and Chapters associated with Universities within the Potomac Region. The Potomac region includes the states of Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, and Virginia; the District of Columbia; and select counties in West Virginia and Pennsylvania.

The Potomac Region has previously provided financial support to students through funding for activities and travel expenses. Recently, the Region has formalized the process and expanded the financial supports to Chapters and student members. Students and chapters should be aware that funding amounts that exceed established guidelines may be considered, applications are accepted on a continuous basis, and that all activities should promote growth as a student developing in our field. For more information, please visit: https://www.asprspotomac.org/awards/.

Additionally, you may direct your questions, comments, or suggestions to the President of the Potomac Region at president@asprspotomac.com, the Secretary-Treasurer at secretarytreasurer@asprspotomac.org, or www.asprspotomac.org/contact/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Student Chapter Activities</strong></th>
<th>Designed to promote interactive events on camps and virtually</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example Event</strong></td>
<td>West Virginia University hosted a technology fair with drones on campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples Activities</strong></td>
<td>Speaker Fees, Refreshments, Transportation for Speakers, Transportation to Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Funding</td>
<td>= 2 events per year @ $250 per event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Inter-Chapter and Inter-University Activities</strong></th>
<th>Designed to encourage group activities within ASPRS chapters and across universities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example Event</strong></td>
<td>Organizing a student session at the ASPRS conference or at another related conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example Activities</strong></td>
<td>Fostering Relationships, Exchanging Ideas and Presentations, Networking, Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports</td>
<td>2 or more chapters or universities and public events are encouraged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Funding</td>
<td>= $500 per event @ 1 per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Student Membership Fees and Student Renewal Fees</strong></th>
<th>Designed to assist students with membership fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newly forming chapters are eligible as well as established chapters. Applicants will need to discuss planned activities and/or current activities and career goals. Please submit chapter packages together, instead of individually.</td>
<td>Estimated Funding = $50 for ten students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Professional Transition Support</strong></th>
<th>Designed to support students graduating and entering professional fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supports first year of membership. Student applicants should document their involvement in their student cheaper</td>
<td>Estimated Funding = $150 for one student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASPRS ANNOUNCES ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Steve Coast Selected For The 2021 ASPRS Outstanding Technical Achievement Award

ASPRS has selected Mr. Steve Coast for its prestigious Outstanding Technical Achievement Award, recognizing the game-changing and persistent impact of Open Street Map (OSM). His initiative has grown, since its inaugural release in 2004, from a small group in London to a worldwide community of both users and contributors. Because of Steve Coast’s vision then and development over nearly two decades, today millions of people use their own resources to easily acquire and to openly share geospatial data acquired with smart devices, low-cost GPS receivers, and airborne or handheld imaging.

The development of OSM was revolutionary. This innovation cultivated the first wide-spread, crowd-sourced earth-observation data acquisition campaign in the mapping community. Steve Coast’s work released a novel way to produce useful maps for the general public as well as in professional applications.

In 2006, the OpenStreetMap Foundation was established to encourage the growth, development and distribution of free geospatial data and provide geospatial data for anybody to use and share anywhere. Industry took notice quickly. In December 2006, Yahoo! confirmed that OSM could use its aerial photography as a backdrop for map production. By 2008, OSM data was available for downloading to GPS receivers, and its popularity further increased. Big companies, such as Apple started to use OSM data. OSM impact continues to expand. The OSM community often surveys areas that can be ignored, as fiscally insignificant to large companies, such as jogging trails, footpaths, bicycle routes, boating areas. With the need for anywhere and anytime navigation, OSM recently added path planning functionality, one of the most frequently used mapping-services on smart devices.

Often, special events, named Mapathons, are used to instruct non-professionals, from young students to senior adults, about how to accurately extract data from imagery using readily available applications, including OSM, and how to increase or update geospatial data in key areas, whether in their local area or in places, fraught by the effects of natural events that cause location and content changes. Other examples of the impact of OSM include:

- Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT), a nonprofit organization which was created in the immediate aftermath of the 2010 Haiti earthquake.
- The Missing Maps project, founded by HOT, Medecins Sans Frontieres/Doctors Without Borders, and the American and British Red Cross agencies and which aims to map the world's most vulnerable people.
- YouthMappers, founded in 2014 by faculty from Texas Tech University, The George Washington University, and West Virginia University, with support from the US Agency for International Development’s
GeoCenter, and now administered by Arizona State University and organized as a network of chapters on university campuses, run by student leadership under the guidance of university professor mentors with 143 campus chapters as of 2018

- GeoChicas, a group of women who volunteer map in OSM and work to close the significant gender gap within the OSM community by promoting mapping campaigns that address women’s issues such as mapping gender violence and by creating more training spaces for women and ensuring harassment-free mapping.

- Crowd2Map Tanzania established in 2015 to improve the rural maps of Tanzania to fight female mutilation and improve development of the region.

Visit the OSM website at www.openstreetmap.org to understand more about the activity that Steve Coast initiated and learn why the organization can claim: “OpenStreetMap is a map of the world, created by people like you and free to use under an open license.”

Learn more about Steve Coast from his own description https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/User:Steve or from his The Book of OSM published in November of 2015.

Steve Coast is a brilliant visionary, an exceptional professional, a successful entrepreneur, a devoted volunteer to the geospatial science and engineering community worldwide, and a staunch advocate of citizen-science contributions.

Virginia Norwood Named the 2021 ASPRS Life-Time Achievement Award Recipient

Virginia Norwood is known as the “Mother of Landsat.” When interviewed by Laura Rocchio for a NASA Landsat Science article, Ms. Norwood was asked if she is comfortable with this title and she replied, “Yes. I like it, and it’s apt. I created it. I birthed it; and I fought for it.” In recognition of her contributions to satellite communications and optics for over 40 years, including the design, building, promotion and operation of the first multispectral scanner (MSS) on-board Landsat-1, Ms. Norwood was awarded the 2021 ASPRS Life-Time Achievement Award.

As documented in Rocchio (2020), Ms. Norwood graduated from MIT in 1947 at the age of 20 with a degree in mathematical physics. A year later, she and her husband were hired by the U.S. Army Signal Corps in New Jersey where she worked in weather radar. At the age of 22, Ms. Norwood received the first of her three first U.S. patents, for the invention of a weather balloon radar reflector that allowed storms to be detected and tracked from a distance. Turning to microwave antenna design, she and her husband moved to California to work at Sylvania Electronic Defense Labs. The following year she was hired by the Hughes Aircraft Company where she worked for 26 years until her retirement in 1990. In her capacity as the company’s first female member of the technical staff, she received two more patents for her designs of antennae, communication links and optics. When she became the head of the microwave division, one male engineer quit rather than work for a woman and another told her a woman with children had no business working at Hughes. Fortunately for the global remote sensing community, she turned to NASA’s need for spaceborne multispectral imagery of the Earth.

After conducting a users’ needs study that included interviewing resource managers, collecting field measurements with agronomists and consulting with laboratories at Purdue University and the
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Environmental Research Institute of Michigan acquiring airborne multispectral imagery, Ms Norwood compiled the specifications for a scanner that would meet the requirements of a broad range of applications. Although interested in scanner technology, NASA engineers were focused on the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) as the primary sensor for the first Landsat satellite, then named the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS). The television-like system that had been previously used in TIROS weather satellites and the Surveyor moon missions was similar to the images from traditional cameras and preferred scientists and cartographers of the U.S. Geological Survey. It was finally decided that the multispectral scanner would be added as an experimental payload to ERTS and Norwood and her team proceeded to modify airborne scanning technology to a spaceborne platform with no gravity or air and the need to transmit data extremely long distances. Working with Hughes engineer, Jack Lansing, Ms Norwood refined existing scanner designs to meet spectral and spatial resolutions that exceeded those of weather satellites to produce 4-band multispectral images extending from blue to near-infrared with a pixel size of 79 m. The rotating scan mirror and her decision to transmit the MSS data digitally to the Earth were questioned by NASA, but Ms. Norwood intended the 6-bit image and calibration data from an internal lamp calibrator on-board the satellite would be transmitted digitally to the ground and calibrated to allow spatial and temporal comparisons. As noted in Roccio (2020), “The MSS radiometrically-corrected digital data pioneered quantitative satellite remote sensing, taking the science of Earth observation digital, where it has stayed ever since.”

ERTS-1, later renamed Landsat-1, was launched on July 23, 1972 with both the RBV and MSS sensors. Two days later the first images were received at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and all were amazed by the quality of the MSS images. Within two weeks, the RBV experienced an electrical anomaly that ended its image acquisition and the MSS took over as the primary sensor for moderate-resolution Earth observations.


WELCOME SHALINI GOGAWALE!

Shalini is ASPRS’s new Association Coordinator and will be replacing Brenna LeMaire. She comes with over 17 years of operational experience in the collegiate athletics industry. She most recently worked on a special project in the Consulting Department of Postlethwaite & Netterville and we are delighted to welcome her to the team!

THE ASPRS MID-SOUTH REGION PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF THE AUBURN UNIVERSITY STUDENT CHAPTER

The new Chapter was recently approved by the Mid-South Region and the Region Officers Council and was presented to the ASPRS Board of Directors

The Chapter’s faculty advisor is Lana L. Narine, Ph.D., Assistant Professor in the School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences, Auburn University Auburn, Alabama.

ASPRS ANNOUNCES HENRY JOHN “HANK” THEISS AS THE 2021 RECIPIENT OF THE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC (FAIRCHILD) AWARD

After earning a PhD from Purdue University in 2000 Dr. Theiss became Chief Scientist in Photogrammetry at Centauri. His work significantly advanced the concept of generic sensor modeling of optical line scanners and frame sequences. He developed a new bistatic SAR sensor model with a simulated data testbed and performed associated geopositioning analysis. He supported the Community Sensor Model Working Group (CSMWG) which fosters collaboration among government, industry, and academia to facilitate standardization, interoperability, and advancement of geopositioning capabilities associated with remote sensing systems.

In 2020 he joined the Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies (CAST) at the University of Arkansas as a Research Associate Professor.

The Photogrammetric Fairchild Award is designed to stimulate the development of the art of aerial photogrammetry in the United States. Practicability is the essence of the Award and is the basis for the review of all candidates.
A Digital Terrain Modeling Method in Urban Areas by the ICESat-2 (Generating precise terrain surface profiles from photon-counting technology)

Nahed Osama, Bisheng Yang, Yue Ma, and Mohamed Freeshah

Abstract
The ICESat Cloud and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) can provide new measurements of the Earth’s elevations through photon-counting technology. Most research has focused on extracting the ground and the canopy photons in vegetated areas. Yet the extraction of the ground photons from urban areas, where the vegetation is mixed with artificial constructions, has not been fully investigated. This article proposes a new method to estimate the ground surface elevations in urban areas. The ICESat-2 signal photons were detected by the improved Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise algorithm and the Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System algorithm. The Advanced Land Observing Satellite-1 (ALOS)–derived digital surface model has been utilized to separate the terrain surface from the ICESat-2 data. A set of ground-truth data was used to evaluate the accuracy of these two methods, and the achieved accuracy was up to 2.7 cm, which makes our method effective and accurate in determining the ground elevation in urban scenes.

Introduction
Urbanization is one of the most influential human activities across the world today, affecting the quality of urban life and its sustainable development (Ding et al. 2016; Sumari et al. 2019; Shao et al. 2020). With the development of urbanization in the world, the problems caused by urban expansion are becoming more and more important and bringing new problems to urban development (Sumari et al. 2020), such as urban floods (Shao et al. 2019), natural vegetation cover decline (Zhang et al. 2020), and arable land loss (Shao et al. 2020). On the other hand, urban land use is rapidly changing because of urbanization, which, in turn, will cause the terrain to change. The quantity and distribution of urban expansion will affect urban surface runoff and then affect the quality and quantity of groundwater as well (Shao et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020). Therefore, a precise digital elevation product at a global scale is essential for base map production, geographic information systems (GIS), hydrological applications, disaster management, city planning, terrain analysis, infrastructure design, precision farming, and satellite navigation.

In the past, both traditional field surveying and remote sensing techniques have been used to produce elevation models (Erdoğan 2009; Tinkham et al. 2013). Today, almost all height models are produced by remote sensing, such as UAVs (Pichon et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2020), airborne and spaceborne lidars (Carabajal & Harding 2005; Shao et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019), airborne and spaceborne stereo pairs (Singh et al. 2010; Pulighe and Fava 2013; Shao et al. 2016), and synthetic aperture radar interferometry techniques (Ba et al. 2012). The earlier and the current satellite missions, such as the Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), the Advanced Space borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), the Advanced Land Observing Satellite-1 (ALOS), Sentinel-1A, Sentinel-1B, TanDEM-X, and TerraSAR-X, have provided global digital elevation information with different spatial resolutions and vertical accuracy.

Lidar is a recent and widely used method to obtain more accurate elevation measurements (approximately up to 15 cm), so integrating lidar data, such as ICESat-1/ICESat-2 data, with other remote sensing data may achieve better elevation modeling results. Previous studies have integrated ICESat-1 mission height measurements with other sources of data, such as the integration between ALOS PALSAR, X-SAR, and SRTM, to produce a digital elevation model, achieving a vertical accuracy of 1.14 m (Julzarika 2017). Ocean gravity has been detected by integrating ICESat-1 with ERS-2 (McAdoo et al. 2008) and glacier elevation change in Antarctica by integrating ICESat-1 with ERS-2 (Brenner et al. 2007). ICESat-1, SRTM, airborne InSAR data, and airborne lidar data with MODIS imagery have been used to detect surface elevation change in Alaska and Canada.
for a period of 30 years (Muskett et al. 2009). Also, surface elevation measurements from the ICESat-1 have been compared to a high-resolution airborne lidar over the Alaska sea ice, and ICESat-1 measurements agreed with the laser altimetry measurement within 2–9 cm in different areas over Alaska (Kurtz et al. 2008).

The ICESat-2 carries the first space-based photon-counting lidar to collect height measurements for different surfaces at a global scale and to detect the temporal and spatial change in elevation (Neuenschwander and Magruder 2019). The Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS) onboard the ICESat-2 mission can send 10,000 pulses per second from an altitude of 495 km (Neuenschwander and Pitts 2019). The last-generation ICESat-1 was launched to measure ice sheet mass balance, cloud and aerosol heights in 2003 and was operational for 7 years. The current mission was designed to overcome the limitations of the previous mission (Parrish et al. 2019). For comparison, the ICESat-1 has only one laser beam with a footprint 70 m in diameter and an along-track interval between adjacent footprints of 170 m, whereas the ICESat-2 has three pairs of beams with footprints of 17 m and an along-track interval of 0.7 m. The multiple beam pairs in ICESat-2 provide better spatial coverage than the ICESat-1 (Schutz et al. 2005). The number and distribution of ATLAS-returning photons (including noise and signal photons) is related to the geometry and reflectance of Earth’s surface, scattering and attenuation in the atmosphere, and the solar elevation angle (Neuenschwander et al. 2019). However, the raw photons captured by the ATLAS is very noisy. For example, in the daytime, the solar background rate reaches many MHz, which means that the number of the background noise photons is much larger than that of signal photons (Herzfeld et al. 2014; Markus et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2018). Noise photons obscure Earth’s features (Parrish et al. 2019).

Previous researchers have developed many methods for signal photon detection from noisy raw photon-counting data using the Multiple Altimeter Beam Experimental Lidar (MABEL) data sets (Jasinski et al. 2016; Nie et al. 2018; Ma et al. 2019) and MATLAS data sets (produced by adjusting the MABEL data to be similar to ATLAS/ICESat-2 data) (Zhu et al. 2018; Forfinski-Sarkozi and Parrish 2019; Neuenschwander and Pitts 2019). For instance, in sea ice and ice sheet areas, a surface-finding algorithm was proposed to detect the surface profiles (Brunt et al. 2014; Farrell et al. 2015). Other algorithms were developed to detect surface photons in vegetated and forested regions, such as using an adaptive ellipsoidal searching filter established from local principal components (Wang et al. 2017), using an adaptive density-based model (Zhang and Kerekes 2015), transforming the point cloud into a two-dimensional grid and using active contours for point cloud segmentation (Awadallah et al. 2014), and using a multistep de-noising algorithm based on localized statistical analysis (Nie et al. 2018). However, these methods misclassified canopy photons as ground photons in dense vegetation because the laser cannot penetrate deep into the ground surface. Consequently, only a few photons reflected from the terrain surface in areas with dense vegetation. The original density-based notion of clusters algorithm (DBSCAN) was used to identify similar groups of data in a large spatial data set (Ester et al. 1996) and was then modified to detect the signal returns from the raw photon-counting lidar data (Zhang and Kerekes 2015).

Regarding the ICESat-2 data processing, the onboard ATLAS algorithm is the model used by NASA’s team to classify the photon events. The assumption of the algorithm is that the sunlight background noise recorded by ATLAS follows a Poisson distribution. Thus, this algorithm uses Poisson statistics to find the photons that do not follow this distribution, which are probably signal photon events (Luthcke and Pennington 2019). Most previous studies have dealt with simulated ICESat-2 data collected by airborne micro-pulse lidars, which have high-density photons compared with ATLAS-collected photons. However, little research has utilized the actual ICESat-2 products in their studies to extract the canopy surface and the ground surface (Neuenschwander and Pitts 2019) (Wang et al. 2019), land ice surface (Smith et al. 2019), and bathymetry information (Parrish et al. 2019).

Here, the integration between ICESat-2 lidar data and ALOS PALSAR data has been used to obtain better digital terrain elevation results. The improved DBSCAN model is proposed to detect the signal photons in urban areas from the ICESat-2/ATL03 raw data set. Then the ALOS PALSAR digital surface model (DSM) is utilized to separate the ground photons from the nonground photons of the ICESat-2 signal photons. The objectives of this study are to explore ICESat-2 performance to model the topography in urban areas and to compare NASA’s ATLAS algorithm with the improved DBSCAN algorithm in detecting the ICESat-2 signal photons.

Study Area and Materials

Study Area

The study area was chosen in Wuhan City, China, through which many ATLAS ground tracks passed. A sampled ground segment captured at 05:39:18 A.M. (UTC time) or 13:39:18 A.M. (local time) on 29 November 2018 was collected and is illustrated in Figure 1. This segment is ground track 1 right (GT1R) and corresponds to one of the three strong beams of ATLAS. This ground track covers the latitude range of 30.4765 N, 30.4965 N and longitude range of 114.5364 E, 114.5497 E. Based on the China’s 2018 land use data, the classification

Figure 1. Study area around the Yangtze River in Wuhan, China.
shows that the subset ground track passed through urban and rural settlements and other areas of industrial, mining, transportation, and other kinds of land.

**ICESat-2 Data**

ICESat-2 is a recent mission of NASA that was launched at an altitude of 500 km to measure the elevation of Earth's surface (Neuenschwander and Pitts 2019). ATLAS was used to collect height data onboard the ICESat-2 mission. It can take measurements every 0.7 m on Earth’s surface. ATLAS has six laser beams that produce six ground segments with a total coverage of approximately 6.5 km in the across-track direction, as shown in Figure 2.

![ATLAS ground tracks](image)

**Figure 2.** ATLAS ground tracks (strong and weak beams).

ATLAS has many products with different levels of processing. The ATL03 product is a precise global geo-located photon datum that provides accurate values of geodetic latitude, longitude, and ellipsoidal height for each received photon (above the WGS 84 ellipsoid). These photons are corrected from the atmospheric effect and Earth’s distortion. The ICESat-2 data is available at [https://icesat-2.gsfc.nasa.gov](https://icesat-2.gsfc.nasa.gov).

**ALOS PALSAR Data**

PALSAR is one of many instruments onboard the Advanced Land Observing Satellite-1 (ALOS) mission, which was operational from 2006 to 2011. The satellite was launched by the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency and can provide radar images for the whole globe. In 2014, the Alaska Satellite Facility has created a project to produce radiometrically terrain corrected (RTC) DSM products by correcting the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) geometry and radiometry (Julzarika 2017). In the radiometric correction, the topographic effect, which changes the backscatter values, was removed. Terrain correction means correcting the geometric distortions that cause some geo-location errors. The correction has been made by integrating many digital elevation models (DEMs) with various accuracies and resolutions. The quality of the RTC product is related to the quality of the DEM used in the RTC process. For this study area and all the regions between latitudes 60 degrees north and 57 degrees south, the SRTM GL1 data at 1-arc-second (30-m) resolution was used for the SAR image correction. The RTC DSM products can be of 12.5 m or 30 m in resolution with a 5-m standard deviation (Santillan and Makinano-Santillan 2016). The DSM used in this research is a high-resolution DSM (12.5 m) that was produced from SAR images captured on 29 January 2009. More information and data download can be obtained from [https://www.asf.alaska.edu](https://www.asf.alaska.edu).

In this study, the ICESat-2 data is daytime data, and here there are many noise photons in the raw point cloud. To obtain the digital terrain model (DTM) from the ICESat-2 data, a new method has been proposed, as shown in Figure 3.

![Method diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Main steps for ground photons extraction and DTM generation from the ICESat-2 data.

The method depends on the following main steps: (1) Using two different algorithms for de-noising the raw photon-counting data and detecting the signal photon events. In this step, the ATLAS official signal finding algorithm (NASA’s algorithm) and the improved DBSCAN algorithm have been used and compared. (2) Removing the remaining noise and smoothing the photons via median filters. (3) Separating the ground photons from the nonground photons using the ALOS PALSAR DSM. (4) Using an averaging window to filter out the ground photons and generate the terrain surface. The next sections explain each step in detail.

**Removing the Noise in Raw PCL Data**

The ICESat-2 raw photon point cloud is very noisy (as illustrated in Figure 4) due to the existence of the solar-induced background effect (Markus et al. 2017). Therefore, a proper photon classification and extraction algorithm is necessary to detect the signal photons from the raw noisy data.

![Noise removal diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** ICESat-2 raw data (ground track 1 right, strong beam).

Detailed information about the two algorithms that have been chosen for the noise removal and signal photon extraction are presented in the following sections.

**Noise Removal by the ATLAS Algorithm**

The ATLAS official signal finding algorithm is proposed by NASA’s scientists to classify and detect the signal photons collected by the ATLAS device. Given that noise photons satisfy a...
Poisson distribution, the algorithm works based on the spatial distribution statistics of raw photons. It classifies the photons into five categories: noise, solar background, low confidence, medium confidence, and high confidence (Scott et al. 2019) as illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. ICESat-2 photon classification based on the ATLAS signal finding algorithm.](image)

The algorithm can distinguish signal photons from other photons by constructing elevation histograms, calculating the signal-to-noise ratio for every bin within this histogram, and determining the confidence parameters based on that ratio. In most cases, the high-confidence photons detected by this algorithm are most likely signal photons.

**Noise Removal by the DBSCAN Algorithm**

Regarding the improved DBSCAN algorithm, this method is a classical clustering method that has been frequently used by previous studies. It can be considered as a supervised classification for the data set segmentation. The principle of this method has been inspired by the ability of the human eyes to observe groups of data by density (Rahmeh and Sitanggang 2016). As shown in Figure 6a, we can easily identify the four clusters (C1–C4) of data since the distance between the points is very small. Thus, it has a higher density, and these clusters are separated by bigger distances that make them appear as low-density areas. Therefore, the DBSCAN algorithm groups the data points that are close to each other in one cluster by applying a specific search distance threshold (R) to the neighbor points and detecting the closest neighbor of the core point within the given minimum number of points in each cluster (Min Pts) and the threshold distance R, where the distance between two points ≤ R. Then it groups this point and its neighbors into one cluster and transfers to the next point in the data set to apply the same model for all the data (Martin et al. 2009), as shown in Figure 6b.

![Figure 6. Principle of the DBSCAN algorithm. (a) Identifying the data clusters based on the density distribution. (b) How the DBSCAN algorithm groups the data using the Min Pts and the neighborhood radius.](image)

For estimating the parameters of this model, the minimum number of points was set as three points, as it is not logical to set the Min Pts as one point, and it will be similar to the hierarchical clustering if it is set as two points. Thus, at least three points are required to detect all the possible clusters in the data set. To get the neighborhood distance R, the value can be chosen by constructing the k-distance graph, as proposed in Schubert et al. (2017), and the best value will be found in the critical change point in the graph.

Since the improved DBSCAN algorithm detects the photons clusters based on the given neighborhood radius and the minimum number of points in that cluster, it is expected that the algorithm will detect another set of noise clusters with the change of these two parameters. This principle has been used to refilter signal photons after the first detection by applying the algorithm on the data set once again and adjusting the values of R and Min Pts.

**Outlier Removal**

After the application of the improved DBSCAN algorithm, most of the noise photons and the extreme values were removed. Still, some noise photons that exist above and below the ground surface were very hard to be removed without removing some of the important signal photons. Therefore, the median-based Hampel filter and outlier detection filters were used to smooth the data, and great care was taken to preserve the original shape and details of the ground surface. The first filter calculates the median and the standard deviation of the window, which is composed of the sample data, and picks three samples per side surrounded by these data. If the sample exceeds the median by 3-sigmas (standard deviation), it is replaced with the median value (Pearson et al. 2016). The second filter is an iterative application of statistical outlier removal as presented by Barnett and Lewis (1994) and the Grubbs test (Grubbs 1969), which tests each sample separately. With a given number of iterations, the tested value is either the maximum value or the minimum one and is the value farthest from the sample mean. For a better application of this filter, the data are preferred to have a normal distribution. That is why this filter should be applied after applying the first filter and removing the probable outliers in the data.

**Ground Photon Extraction**

After filtering and smoothing the data, the remaining photons are expected to be the true signal photons that correspond to the ground surface and aboveground features, such as buildings, trees, and artificial constructions. In previous studies, some methods and algorithms were used to classify signal photons into ground photons, top of canopy photons, and canopy photons (Nie et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2018; Narine et al. 2019; Neuenschwander & Pitts 2019). However, these methods can be applied in vegetated areas where only the ground surface and trees are involved. In this research, it was difficult to apply the previous methods to effectively separate the aboveground features from the ground surface because the study area contains a mixture of natural and artificial features, especially buildings that mixed with the low-rise trees. Therefore, a method that does not depend on classification algorithms was applied to separate the ground photons from the nonground photons. This method uses an auxiliary source of data that contain the height information of the covered features.

The DTM is a three-dimensional digital representation of bare ground surface, and the DSM is the surface profile that contains the elevation information of covered features above bare ground surface (Sreedhar et al. 2015), as illustrated in Figure 7.

It will be expected that if the elevation values of the nonground features are removed from the ICESat-2 data, the only elevation values that remain will be for the terrain surface (Hu and Tao 2005). There are many methods to extract building information, such as optical remote sensing images (Shao et
al. 2020). However, in order to get accurate results of the bare ground elevations, a surface model that contains both building and trees information, with a high vertical accuracy and a relatively high spatial resolution, should be used. Another dimension in selecting the best DSM for this study is to use open-source data so, it will be easy to apply this method in different study areas around the world. That is why ALOS PALSAR RTC DSM was selected for this purpose. This DSM is considered one of the most accurate high-resolution global open-source DSMs so far. This model is characterized by 5 m of vertical accuracy and 12.5 m of spatial resolution. The DSM is available for download free at https://search.asf.alaska.edu.

The following steps were applied to extract height information from the ALOS PALSAR DSM. (1) The area of interest was set, and the RTC DSM for January 2008, which corresponds to the ICESat-2 ground track used in this research, was selected. (2) GIS was utilized to visualize and match the geographic coordinates of the ICESat-2 ground track with ALOS DSM, then the information for the track was extracted using the ArcMap toolbox in the GIS software. The DSM had a shift value and some outliers, that could affect the photon separation process, so it was necessary to remove this shift by taking an intermediate point in the track and subtracting its elevation from the corresponding point elevation in the DSM, then adding this value to all the DSM elevations to eliminate the displacement between the two data sets.

It should be noted that there is a temporal displacement between the ICESat-2 and ALOS DSM because the ICESat-2 data was collected in November 2018 and the ALOS PALSAR images were collected in January 2009. This temporal difference is also expected to affect the accuracy of ground photon extraction. In order to minimize this effect, it is proposed to divide the study area into relatively small segments (about 1 km each) in the along-track direction, then applying the steps shown in Figure 8 for each segment.

Ground photons will appear continuous and denser than the nonground photons, and by comparing the ALOS DSM with the ICESat-2 elevations, threshold elevation differences were chosen based on the apparent difference between the two elevation sets by the trial-and-error method. Different thresholds for the elevation change should be selected carefully to maintain the ground photons, and the photons above or below these thresholds should be removed. The results at this stage represent only the desired ground photons.

**Data Fitting and Surface Generation**

As a final step to generate the best-fit ground surface, a moving window (at the size of seven) was utilized to estimate the ground surface from the remaining ground photons by taking their average elevations based on this rational transfer function (Oppenheim et al. 1999):

\[
y(n) = \frac{1}{\text{window size}} \left( x(x) + x(n-1) + \ldots + x(n - (\text{window size} - 1)) \right).
\]

This filter minimized the effect of any unremoved surface features, such as small trees and small one-story buildings, that influence the accuracy of the ground surface generation.

---

**Figure 7.** Difference between the DSM and the DTM.

**Figure 8.** Ground photon separation method from ICESat-2 signal photons using ALOS PALSAR DSM.
Results and Analysis

ATLAS Signal Photon Detection Results
The following results were obtained by applying the ATLAS signal finding algorithm. As mentioned, the high-confidence photons are the signal photons of the ICESat-2 data. However, as illustrated in Figure 9a, only a few photons correspond to high confidence, which is not sufficient to recognize Earth’s surface. Consequently, the medium-confidence photons were added to ensure that most of the ground photons were included, as illustrated in Figure 9b.

The advantage of this algorithm is that the classified photons do not have any extreme values and do not need more filters. In Figure 9, it is very clear that the higher the confidence was, the less noise the data contained.

In Figure 9a, the detected photons are probably representing the bare ground surface. However, it also has many gaps when the medium-confidence photons (the purple color in Figure 9b) were added, and some of the above-surface features appeared, such as the symbol “^,” which represents the reflectance of the gable roof of a building, as shown in the green box in Figure 10. Ground photons are missing under this building, as they were obscured by the building.

DBSCAN Signal Photon Detection Results
For the improved DBSCAN algorithm, the detected signal photon are shown in Figure 12a. Although it looks as if the algorithm efficiently detected the signal photon clusters, the data seem to have some noise clusters too. Thus, the values of two parameters controlling the performance of this algorithm were adjusted; that is, the minimum number of points (MinPts) was increased, and the neighborhood radius (R) was decreased. Then the DBSCAN algorithm was used again to detect new clusters from the previously filtered data set, as shown in Figure 12b. By the second application, most of the outliers have been removed, and the signal photons were preserved.

Slope is an important factor affecting the accuracy (Bolstad and Stowe 1994; Su and Bork 2006; Gillin et al. 2015) and reflectance of photon data. The total ground track profile seems to have a gentle slope, and the ground elevation ranges from 10 m to 25 m in an along-track distance of 2500 m.
After applying the DBSCAN for the second time, the data still contain some noise, therefore, a series of iterative filters was used to remove this noise. The filters succeeded in removing the outliers located away from the signal photons. However, the outliers near the ground surface photons were very difficult to recognize and to be removed by any filters, as they were mixed with the ground surface photons.

Separating Ground Photons by ALOS DSM

After the data filtering, the ALOS PALSAR–derived DSM was used to partially separate the nonground photons from the ground photons by matching the geographic coordinates of the ICESat-2 ground track with the ALOS DSM. Then the surface elevation values for the ground track were extracted using GIS. The ALOS DSM values contained some outliers and was shifted from the ICESat-2 elevations. Thus, the outliers were removed, and the shift distance was adjusted. Then the DSM elevations were compared with the ICESat-2 filtered elevations, as shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Comparison of signal photons of the ICESat-2 data detected by the two algorithms and ALOS PALSAR DSM. (a) DBSCAN signal photons. (b) ATLAS signal photons.](image)

Since the height accuracy of the ALOS DSM is 5 m, the ALOS DSM did not precisely match the ICESat-2 surface photons and the elevation values distributed above and below that surface. Also, the DSM is greatly mismatched with the ICESat-2 elevations in some areas where the surface shape was changed from the collection date of the ALOS DSM in 2009 to the collection date of the ICESat-2 data in 2018. The ALOS DSM was used to separate the nonground photons from the ground photons by taking the difference in elevations between the two data sets and removing any photons with elevation differences lower than −3 m (lower threshold) or higher than 5 m (upper threshold). These values were chosen after many experiments to prevent any important data loss and to preserve the actual ground photons. After removing the nonground features photons, the DSM values were subtracted from the ICESat-2 values. The results are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. ICESat-2 final ground photons. (a) Final ground photons for the DBSCAN algorithm. (b) Final ground photons for the ATLAS algorithm.

Despite the temporal difference between the ICESat-2 and the ALOS PALSAR data collection time raises some problems in the ground photon separation, the results look promising, and some remaining outliers that were away from the ground surface were removed in this step. The final ground photons look more continuous and connected, indicating that they are the desired ground photons.

Accuracy Assessment

To evaluate the accuracy of the generated surface, in situ measurements with a higher accuracy were used to evaluate the ICESat-2 results. In this research, a set of eight full ground control points were distributed along the ICESat-2 track, and the precise coordinates of these ground control points based on the WGS-84 ellipsoid were collected on 12 December 2019 using GPS. The points were collected at right-angle intersections with the roads to represent the bare ground elevations. Before performing the statistical test, first, the latitudes and the longitudes of the collected points were matched with the ICESat-2 ground track to ensure that the GPS points lie at the same track and to make sure they are valid to evaluate the results. Second, the points that were located away from the 14-m footprint of the ICESat-2 ground track were eliminated, leaving only five points for the validation process. In this situation, collecting more GPS points was hard due to natural and human constraints, such as when the ICESat-2 ground track passes through private property, government property, or a place that is not suitable to set the GPS instrument or to receive a proper signal. The points were projected in both the ATLAS and the DBSCAN ground photon results after estimating the average ground surface, as shown in Figure 15.
Finally, the vertical accuracy statistic was conducted using the root mean square error (RMSE) test. The results of the test for the two algorithms are listed in Table 1. From Table 1, the mean elevations of the ground levels detected were 17.872 m by the DBSCAN algorithm and 17.914 m by the ATLAS algorithm, respectively. The results from the RMSE test using the GPS ground-truth data indicate that the improved DBSCAN algorithm has a vertical accuracy of 0.027 m, while the ATLAS algorithm has a vertical accuracy of 0.045 m in detecting the terrain surface photons.

Table 1. Accuracy assessment results for the improved DBSCAN and ATLAS algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean Elevation of Ground Surface (m)</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBSCAN algorithm</td>
<td>17.872</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS algorithm</td>
<td>17.914</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elevation differences between the ground-truth data and the improved DBSCAN-detected signal photons range from 2 cm to 6 cm (Figure 16a), whereas the differences were from 0 cm to 15 cm for the ATLAS signal finding algorithm ground photons (Figure 16b).

Figure 15. ICESat-2 estimated terrain surface and ground-truth data. (a) Estimated terrain surface for the DBSCAN ground photons. (b) Estimated terrain surface for ATLAS ground photons.

Figure 16. Comparison of the ground-truth elevations data and the corresponding signal photon points detected by the DBSCAN algorithm and the ATLAS signal finding algorithm.

Discussion
For detecting the signal photons from the ATL03 raw data, the DBSCAN algorithm performed better than the ATLAS signal finding algorithm, and in Table 1, the RMSE difference between the DBSCAN algorithm and the ATLAS algorithm is 1.8 cm. Nevertheless, the results of both algorithms were satisfactory, as both did not exceed centimeter-level accuracy.

DBSCAN Algorithm
One of the disadvantages of the improved DBSCAN algorithm is that it is not easy to set appropriate values for the two parameters R and Min Pts. Even for the same data set, when the number of samples changes, the parameters should also change (Schubert et al. 2017). Also, this algorithm sometimes detects some clusters of the noise photons with the same properties of the signal photons of the Min Pts and R within each cluster. The results from the algorithm application contain a lot of noise and outliers. Therefore, it had to be removed again by adjusting the number of Min Pts in each cluster and R and using a set of filters to remove the remaining noise and smooth the data. The algorithm is predicted to perform even better in raw data captured at night, when the effect of the solar background is at its minimum and only the signal photons and the instrument noise exist (Zhang and Kerekes 2015).

For the ground surface photons as shown in Figure 14a, the surface detected by the improved DBSCAN algorithm looks more continuous and smoother. Also, the algorithm was able to preserve the surface details even after being applied twice and has better performance in the areas where buildings exist than the ATLAS algorithm. Since the final ground surface was estimated by averaging the ground surface photons, the improved DBSCAN algorithm—estimated ground surface is more accurate than the ATLAS ground surface because when the medium-confidence photons were added to the high-confidence photons in the second method, some noise photons were also included, decreasing the quality of the photons and leading to a worse effect on the surface generation.

ATLAS Algorithm
On the other hand, regarding the noise filtering, the ATLAS signal finding algorithm seems to have better performance, even with the existence of the background sunlight. The algorithm classification is convenient to use in separating the signal photons from the noise photons without any outliers. In the case of using points of a lower confidence level, surface feature photons appear. However, using the lower confidence points introduces more problems; for example, the noise that is very close to the ground surface and the covered surface features starts to appear gradually. Also, only the high-confidence photons do not provide enough information to represent the ground surface in this research; therefore, we had to add the medium-confidence photons to properly estimate the ground surface. As previously mentioned, the main stumbling block for the ATLAS signal finding algorithm is the slope of the surface (Luthcke et al. 2019). That is why the gaps in the signal photons detected by the ATLAS algorithm in this research could be due to the rapid change in the elevations between the ground surface and the top of buildings. Also, the scatter effect of the building’s edges makes it hard for this algorithm to detect signal photons on both the ground and the buildings in the intersection areas of the building’s edges with the ground surface.

ALOS DSM
Despite the fact that the ALOS DSM is significantly older than the ICESat-2 data, it was able to filter the nonground photons from the ICESat-2 data and retain the ground surface photons. Nevertheless, the area with great elevation variation experienced some removal of the ground photons as a result of this significant difference in elevations. This could be a disadvantage of this method if a relatively long ground segment was used. Therefore, it is better to choose the appropriate length for dividing the ground segment in the along-track direction based on the apparent elevation change between the two data sets.

The histogram analysis for the improved DBSCAN algorithm and ATLAS signal finding algorithm was performed to evaluate the change in the photon density after conducting each step with both methods. As the signal photons are much closer to each other than the noise photons, a Gaussian curve (Nie et al. 2018) can be used to fit the elevation density distribution. Figure 17 shows the fitted elevation density distribution of the photons (using green curves) for the improved DBSCAN algorithm. The area under the green curve is supposed to be the signal photons, and the extension of the red line corresponds to the noise photons and gross errors in the data.
The histogram for the result from the first application of the algorithm is shown in Figure 17a, and the elevations exceed the values of −100 and 100, indicating that the noise still exists above and below the signal photons. After the second application of the algorithm (Figure 17b), the range of the elevation photons decreased from −20 to 40, which ensures that most of the noises were removed by this step. Figure 17c shows the density of the signal photons after the application of the median filter and extracting the ground surface photons from the ALOS PALSAR DSM.

Figure 17. Histograms for the improved DBSCAN-detected signal photons. (a) After the first application of the algorithm. (b) After the second application of the algorithm. (c) DBSCAN final ground photons after using the ALOS DSM.

For ATLAS algorithm histograms, Figure 18 shows the distribution of the high- and medium-confidence photons. It is clear that the photons have a very good distribution and fit the Gaussian curve well in Figure 18a, where almost all the photons lie under the curve. As we have mentioned, this is because the data did not have any extreme values and the noise was at the minimum level because we chose only the high- and medium-confidence photons. This distribution gets even better when we have separate the surface feature photons by ALOS DSM and extracted the ground photons, as the ground photons have a higher density than the nonground photons, as shown in Figure 18b.

When comparing the final histogram of both methods (Figures 17c and 18b), we find that the photon density in the ATLAS algorithm is much higher than that in the improved DBSCAN results, which is also clear in the photon data (Figure 14). The density in the DBSCAN results is highly dependent on the values of the minimum points and the neighborhood radius, which will make the density increase or decrease when increasing or decreasing these two values.

Figure 18. Histograms for the ATLAS signal finding algorithm–detected signal photons. (a) Density distribution for ATLAS high- and medium-confidence photons. (b) ATLAS final ground photons after using ALOS DSM.

One limitation of this method for both the DBSCAN and the ATLAS algorithm is that it will get good results only in relatively small areas (within 5 km) in an along-track distance. For very long tracks, it will take a much longer time to divide the along-track into small segments and choose many thresholds for these segments to subtract the DSM. Despite that, this method is very convenient in the applications that require detailed and high-accuracy information in urban areas.

Conclusion

The city plays an important role in social development and is the main headquarters for most of the functions of human social, economic, and cultural activities (Li et al. 2019). Thus, it is of a great significance to extract or monitor urban surface elevation information by remote sensing.

The ICESat-2 is the latest high-resolution spaceborne photon-counting lidar that is able to map and monitor the change of Earth’s elevations precisely through its multiple laser beams with a temporal resolution of 91 days. This study investigated the performance of the ICESat-2 to model the terrain surface using a strong laser beam in urban areas. Two different methods—the improved DBSCAN algorithm and NASA’s ATLAS signal finding algorithm—were used to estimate the ground surface elevations. Then the ALOS PALSAR DSM was used to remove the nonground photons. The quality of the two proposed algorithms was evaluated using a collection of GPS ground control points. The evaluation test showed that both methods had good results. Yet the improved DBSCAN algorithm was relatively better than the ATLAS algorithm in estimating the ground surface elevations, with an RMSE value of 2.7 cm. Our method has shown a better result than previous research studies in retrieving the ground photons, making it more convenient to estimate the ground elevations in urban areas.

For future work, the high-resolution full-waveform GEDI (Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation) lidar, which will be able to precisely geo-locate the reflectance over different surfaces, is expected to provide more accurate results of the terrain surface by integration with the current ICESat-2 products even in high-density vegetation areas.
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A Novel Class-Specific Object-Based Method for Urban Change Detection Using High-Resolution Remote Sensing Imagery

Ting Bai, Kaimin Sun, Wenzhuo Li, Deren Li, Yepei Chen, and Haigang Sui

Abstract
A single-scale object-based change-detection classifier can distinguish only global changes in land cover, not the more granular and local changes in urban areas. To overcome this issue, a novel class-specific object-based change-detection method is proposed. This method includes three steps: class-specific scale selection, class-specific classifier selection, and land cover change detection. The first step combines multi-resolution segmentation and a random forest to select the optimal scale for each change type in land cover. The second step links multi-scale hierarchical sampling with a classifier such as random forest, support vector machine, gradient-boosting decision tree, or Adaboost; the algorithm automatically selects the optimal classifier for each change type in land cover. The final step employs the optimal classifier to detect binary changes and from-to changes for each change type in land cover. To validate the proposed method, we applied it to two high-resolution data sets in urban areas and compared the change-detection results of our proposed method with that of principal component analysis k-means, object-based change vector analysis, and support vector machine. The experimental results show that our proposed method is more accurate than the other methods. The proposed method can address the high levels of complexity found in urban areas, although it requires historical land cover maps as auxiliary data.

Introduction
Urban land cover change detection (CD) has become a hot research issue in recent years. Accurate and detailed urban land cover information is the basis for land use/land cover mapping (Huang et al. 2014; M. Lu et al. 2016), disaster assessment (Liou et al. 2010; Tu et al. 2017), urban growth monitoring (Huang et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019), and land management (Vinatier and Arnaiz 2018). The availability of high-resolution (HR) images allows us to perform detailed comparison of urban areas at different phases; however, interaction between humans and natural system complicates land cover change detection in urban areas (X. Wang et al. 2018).

In order to extract land cover changes accurately, especially in urban areas, object-based change-detection (OBCD) methods have been developed to take full advantage of spectral information, spatial information, and shape information (Walter 2004), and they have been shown to be more accurate than pixel-based CD methods for HR images. However, the accuracy of OBCD methods is heavily dependent on the initial segmentation scale (Hussain et al. 2013; Tewkesbury et al. 2015) and the classification method. Selecting a segmentation scale suitable for urban areas is more complex than for rural areas, because urban land covers is heterogeneous and changes quickly over time and space.

Selection of the segmentation scale is crucial for subsequent feature extraction and change-information analysis (W. Feng et al. 2018). Traditionally, researchers have used simple visual judgment (Meinel and Neubert 2004; Zhang et al. 2008; Duro et al. 2012) or assessment of segmentation quality (Draguţ et al. 2010; Johnson and Xie 2011; Chen et al. 2018; T. Feng et al. 2018) to select a single scale for segmenting all types of land cover/land use. Land cover changes in urban areas can vary in size, pattern, and complexity, making it extremely difficult to define a scale at which all features in a scene are accurately represented (Johnson and Xie 2011). So recently, researchers have developed multi-scale approaches to address this issue. Some methods integrate multi-scale CD results for greater accuracy (W. Feng et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2019). Other methods fuse multi-scale spectral and spatial features to improve CD results (Li et al. 2017; X. Wang et al. 2018; Shao et al. 2019). However, these methods still do not select a scale that intrinsically represents each change type in land cover. Actually, class-specific scale parameters are often necessary when complex land cover changes are encountered (Xun and Wang 2015). Therefore, some methods extract class-specific objects by overlaying historical land cover vector maps with multi-date images (Y. Wang et al. 2012; Ayele et al. 2018). However, this method assumes that the scale of the vector polygons matches the scale of the change of interest (Tewkesbury et al. 2015), so it is unable to detect changes within an object, such as when a part of a building object is changed into a road while the rest of the building object remains unchanged. In addition, Grybas et al. (2017) have demonstrated that the optimal parameters for a particular scene do not necessarily equate to the optimal parameters for the chosen classification scheme. So choosing class-specific scale parameters which can highlight local changes and effectively increase the accuracy of CD at the same time is a big challenge.

Not only class-specific scale parameters are needed, but also class-specific classifiers, because different change types in land cover have unique attributes. To date, classifiers such as random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), gradient-boosting decision tree (GBDT), and Adaboost have been...
used to detect changes in land cover type such as buildings, roads, vegetation, bare soil, concrete, and water (Jung 2004; Conchedda et al. 2008; Rokni et al. 2015). These approaches have high classification accuracy, fast computing speed, and stability in multi-temporal remote sensing classification applications, confirming that different classifiers are suitable for different change types in land cover (Gislason et al. 2006; Nemmour and Chibani 2006; Rodríguez-Galiano et al. 2011; Verikas et al. 2011; Woo and Do 2015; Ustuner and Balik Sanli 2019). Nevertheless, these methods require manual selection of a suitable classifier to achieve high-accuracy CD, and current methods cannot exploit the advantages of all of these methods simultaneously.

To fill this gap, we propose a novel class-specific OBCD method for HR remote sensing imagery specifically designed for complex urban environments. This method has three steps: class-specific scale selection, class-specific classifier selection, and land cover CD. The first step consists of two parts. In the first part, a multi-resolution segmentation method and RF are combined to obtain multi-scale change maps of all types of land cover. In the second part, the harmonic mean of the false-alarm and miss-detection rates exceeding the maximum in these maps acts as a constraint rule in selecting the optimal scale for each change type in land cover. The second step links multi-scale hierarchical sampling (MSHS) with a classifier such as RF, SVM, GBDT, or Adaboost; the algorithm automatically selects the optimal classifier for each change type in land cover. The final step employs the optimal classifier to detect binary changes and from-to changes for each change type in land cover.

The details of this novel class-specific OBCD method are described in the next section. After that are presented the application of the proposed method in urban areas, a performance assessment, and comparative analyses using HR images. Then comes a discussion of the work, followed by conclusions drawn.

**Method**

In this study, we propose a novel class-specific OBCD method for urban areas. This method obtains an intrinsic scale and automatically selects a class-specific classifier for each change type in land cover. We provide a flowchart of this method in Figure 1.

The class-specific OBCD method includes three parts: class-specific scale selection, class-specific classifier selection, and land cover CD. Multi-date images and a historical land cover map are first inputted into a class-specific scale-selection method to select an intrinsic scale for buildings, roads, bare soil, water, vegetation, and concrete, as shown at the top of Figure 1. These intrinsic scales are used to segment these land cover types to obtain corresponding objects. A class-specific classifier-selection method automatically selects the optimal classifier for these classes. The land cover CD uses the optimal classifier to detect binary changes and from-to changes in these classes, as illustrated in the figure. The details of these three parts are given in the following subsections.

**Class-Specific Scale Selection**

The first step in the proposed class-specific OBCD method from HR imagery is to determine a class-specific scale. Traditionally, a scale of the vector polygons in the historical vector map represents the scale of the change in land cover (Y. Wang et al. 2012; Ayele et al. 2018). However, this method cannot detect local changes. Using CD accuracy as a constraint rule to select a smaller scale on the basis of the scale from the vector polygons is a feasible solution. We perform top-down segmentation based on the scale of the vector polygons by multi-resolution segmentation (Gislason et al. 2006) to obtain multi-scale objects and use an RF classifier to detect changes. The F1 score, which is the minimum of the harmonic mean of false-alarm rates and missed-detection rates (Beitzel 2006), acts as a constraint rule to select the intrinsic scale for each change in land cover. The flowchart of the proposed class-specific scale-selection method is given in Figure 2.

Suppose there are two remote sensing images: image S1 in T1 and image S2 in T2. These two images are overlaid into

![Figure 1. The flowchart of the proposed class-specific object-based change-detection method.](image1)

![Figure 2. The flowchart of the class-specific scale-selection method.](image2)
one image pair $S$ in Figure 2 by simple band stacking. The multi-resolution segmentation method and a historical land cover map are used to segment this image pair $S$ to obtain objects. This image pair $S$ continues to be segmented from top to bottom to obtain subscale object layers $\{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_n\}$. After the segmentation process is completed, each object corresponds to a type of change in land cover—including changes in buildings, roads, bare soil, vegetation, water, and concrete—according to the attribute information from the historical land cover map. For each object of image $S_1$ in $T_1$ and image $S_2$ in $T_2$, eight types of spectral features (total $8N$), eight types of textural features (total $8N$), and four types of shape features (total $4N$) are selected. Detail information for these spectral, textural, and shape features (Bai et al. 2018) of each object in image $S_1$ and image $S_2$ is given in Table 1.

As Table 1 shows, all features of two phases are fused to obtain a feature vector ($36N$) for each object. The object feature vectors corresponding to each scale are inputted into RF for CD. The $F_1$ for each change types in land cover at each object level is calculated for verification. The scale corresponding to the largest $F_1$ is the intrinsic scale for each change type in land cover. These intrinsic scales and corresponding subscales will be used as input to the class-specific classifier selection.

Class-Specific Classifier Selection

HR images reveal various types of change in land cover, each with distinctive imaging attributes. Traditionally, a single-classifier method is used for these change types in land cover (Volpi et al. 2013; W. Feng et al. 2018). A single-classifier method however, ignores the differences between these change types. To address this issue, we propose a novel class-specific classifier-selection method divided into three parts: basic classifiers, multi-scale hierarchical sampling, and multi-classifier selection.

We first selected four basic classifiers: RF, SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost. We combined MSHS with these four classifiers because these combinations can learn multi-scale features compared with the traditional single-scale sampling method (Bai et al. 2018). We conducted multi-classifier selection to obtain a class-specific classifier. In the following subsections, we describe each part in detail.

Basic Classifiers

Many machine-learning classifiers have been applied to remote sensing areas, including RF, SVM, GBDT, Adaboost, artificial neural networks, deep learning, and so on (Pu et al. 2008; Volpi et al. 2013; Woo and Do 2015; Gong et al. 2016; Bai et al. 2018; Georganos et al. 2018). From these classifiers, we selected four popular ones—RF, SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost—as the basic classifiers. Deep learning was not considered because it requires a large number of samples. The diagrams of these basic classifiers are given in Figure 3. In the following subsections, we present a brief introduction to each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>$T_1$ (N bands)</th>
<th>$T_2$ (N bands)</th>
<th>Fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectral</td>
<td>Mean value for red, green, blue; standard variance for red, green, blue; brightness; and maximum difference</td>
<td>$8N$</td>
<td>$8N$</td>
<td>$36N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textural</td>
<td>Mean, variance, homogeneity, contrast, dissimilarity, entropy, angular second moment, and correlation index</td>
<td>$8N$</td>
<td>$8N$</td>
<td>$36N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Area, length/width ratio, shape index, and density</td>
<td>$4N$</td>
<td>$4N$</td>
<td>$4N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3](image.png)

Figure 3. The diagram of (a) support vector machine (SVM), (b) random forest (RF), (c) gradient-boosting decision tree (GBDT), and (d) Adaboost for binary changes. The red points in (a) reflect the support vectors.
One example of SVM, RF, GBDT, and Adaboost can be understood as detecting binary changes between T1 and T2 images. Suppose n training samples \( T(x_i, y_i), (x_j, y_j), \ldots, (x_n, y_n) \) in this image pair, \( x_i \in X, y \in \{1, -1\}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). The feature space is denoted X. Each \( x_i \) in X has spectral, textural, and shape features. The label of \( x_i \) is denoted \( y_i \); if \( y_i = 1 \), then \( x_i \) has changed—otherwise, no change.

**SVM:** The basic principle of SVM is to find a hyperplane that separates the data set into a discrete predefined number of classes in a fashion consistent with the training samples (Mountrakis et al. 2011). As Figure 3a shows, the hyperplane is \( wx + b = 0 \). The distance of the hyperplane from the training sample points \((x_i, y_i)\) is defined as

\[
r_i = y_i \left( \frac{w}{||w||} x_i + \frac{b}{||w||} \right).
\]

Thus the minimum value of the distance of all training sample points from the hyperplane is \( r = \min_{i=1,2, \ldots, n} r_i \), where \( r \) represents the distance from the support vector to the hyperplane. The optimal hyperplane is obtained when \( r \) reaches its maximum value. In SVM, the linear inseparable problem is transformed into a linear classification problem through a kernel function. The radial basis function kernel has demonstrated accuracy in many applications (Anantrasirichai et al. 2013; Paneque-Gálvez et al. 2013). Therefore, we selected the radial basis function kernel: \( k(x, x) = e^{r - d^2} \) (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000).

**Random forest:** RF is composed of a series of classification and regression trees (CARTs), and makes decisions by voting on these decision trees (Breiman 2001). In Figure 3b, the bagging sampling method was used to obtain Z training subsets from T and randomly select \( n \) features from spectral, textural, and shape features to split each node, creating \( k \) CARTs: \( f_j(x, \theta) = x \rightarrow y_i \), \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, k \), where \( x \) is the input vector and \( \theta \) is a random vector for all decision trees. This random vector represents a random selection of the training samples or a random selection of features. The final CD results are obtained by voting among these decision trees. The number of decision trees and input features directly decide the final CD accuracy. In general, the number of decision trees is set to 500 (Lawrence et al. 2006; Bai et al. 2018). The number of features is set to the square root of the number of input features (Gislason et al. 2006; Belgio and Drägut 2016; Bai et al. 2018).

**GBDT:** The GBDT method is a member of the boosting family in ensemble learning. GBDT uses the CART regression tree as a weak classifier, which is also called a multiple additive regression tree or gradient-boosting regression tree (Song et al. 2019). In Figure 3c, the cost function is denoted as \( L(y, f(x)) = (y - f(x))^2 / 2 \). This method obtains the final decision trees by continuously fitting the cost function to the minimum, and produces the final CD results by accumulating the answers of these decision trees.

**Adaboost:** Adaboost was proposed by Freund and Schapire (1997). In Figure 3d, the output weight of the kth weak classifier is \( W(k) = (w_{k1}, w_{k2}, \ldots, w_{kn}) \), where \( w_{ki} = 1/m \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). So the weighted error rate of the kth weak classifier \( C_k(x) \) on the training set is

\[
e_k = p(C_k(x) \ne y_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{ki} I(C_k(x_i) \ne y_i),
\]

and the weight coefficient of \( C_k(x) \) is

\[
a_k = \frac{1}{2} \log \frac{1 - e_k}{e_k}.
\]

A weak classifier with a small error rate has a larger weight coefficient. The trials will be terminated when the error rate or trial t reaches a predetermined value. The final CD result is obtained by the weighted voting of each classifier, according to the function \( f(x) = \text{sign} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} a_k C_k(x) \right) \).

**Multi-Scale Hierarchical Sampling**
We combined MSHS with RF, SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost classifiers. The combination of MSHS with the RF classifier can learn multi-scale features from training samples, which yields higher accuracy than the combination of a single-scale sampling method with the RF classifier (Bai et al. 2018). Therefore, we use MSHS. Besides the combination of MSHS with RF, we expanded the application scope of the MSHS method, combining it with SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost. An example of a combination of MSHS and SVM is shown in Figure 4.

As Figure 4 shows, for buildings, roads, bare soil, vegetation, water, and concrete objects, the respective training samples at the current intrinsic scale and subscales are inputted into MSHS to obtain different scale–sample combinations. These multi-scale sample combinations are subsequently inputted into multiple SVM classifiers. The cross-validation (CV) error in training samples is calculated. Bai et al. (2018) used the minimum out-of-bag error parameter as the constraint rule to select the optimal RF classifier for the combination of MSHS and RF. We used the CV error in training samples instead, for all four classification methods, since SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost have no out-of-bag error parameters, and deployed the minimum CV error in the verification samples to select the optimal SVM classifier. The same extension operation is applied to the RF, GBDT, and Adaboost classifiers, and the optimal classifier in each of the four types is selected. In the following subsection, we discuss the multi-classifier selection process.
Multi-Classifier Selection

In this subsection, we discuss the selection of an optimal classifier for each change type in land cover. An example of the multi-classifier selection method is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 illustrates a multi-classifier selection for building objects. The building segmentation scale is used to segment image S1 in $T_1$ and image S2 in $T_2$ to obtain building objects. For building objects of this image pair, eight types of spectral features (mean value for red, green, and blue; standard variance for red, green, and blue; brightness; and maximum difference), eight types of textural features (mean, variance, homogeneity, contrast, dissimilarity, entropy, angular second moment, and correlation index), and four types of shape features (area, length/width ratio, shape index, and density) are selected. All features of two phases for building objects are fused to obtain a feature vector. Building objects and corresponding feature vectors are inputted into the combined MSHS method with RF, SVM, GBDT, and Adaboost classifiers to obtain the optimal SVM, RF, GBDT, and Adaboost classifiers. We select the final classifier for building objects from these optimal classifiers when the CV error of the verification samples exceeds the minimum in these classifiers. The same extension operation is applied to roads, vegetation, bare soil, water, and concrete objects to obtain a final classifier for each type of objects.

Land Cover CD

Land cover CD is the last step of our proposed method. In this step, we employ the final class-specific classifiers to detect binary changes and from-to changes for buildings, roads, bare soil, vegetation, water, and concrete objects.

Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the experimental data, sampling process, experimental results, and accuracy analyses of the proposed method.

Experimental Data

Experimental data were collected based on two multi-temporal remotely sensed images corresponding to the geographical areas of Suizhou and Liuzhou cities, China. Land cover in these two cities has been changing rapidly. Only the red, green, and blue bands of the images were used in our study. A reference change/no-change map and historical land cover maps come from the China Surveying and Mapping Department. All images have a resolution of 2 m. Each image pair was preprocessed using image registration (Townshend et al. 1992) and relative radiometric normalization (D. Lu et al. 2004).

Data set 1, shown in Figure 6, consists of a land cover map from 2015, a reference change/no-change map, and two multispectral images from the WorldView-2 satellite over an area of Suizhou, acquired in 2015 and 2016. It covers 768×768 pixels and contains six main land cover classes: buildings, roads, bare soil, water, vegetation, and concrete. Reference binary changes for the data set are change or no change.

Figure 6. Data set 1: (a, b) True-color images in 2015 and 2016; (c) reference change/no change map; (d) 2015 land cover map.
Data set 2, shown in Figure 7, consists of a land cover map made in 2015, a reference change/no-change map, and two multispectral images from the Gaofen-2 satellite over an area of Liuzhou acquired in 2015 and 2016. It covers 2256 × 1137 pixels. Like data set 1, data set 2 contains six main land cover classes: buildings, roads, bare soil, water, vegetation, and concrete. Reference binary changes for data set 2 are change or no change. We applied and validated our proposed method using these two data sets as follows.

**Sampling**

For sampling, we used 20% training-set ratios to implement simple random polygon sampling of the pixel ground truth. Training samples were obtained manually. They also can be obtained from the pre-change detection map. Pre-change maps can be generated by unsupervised CD methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) k-means (Celik 2009), iteratively reweighted multivariate alteration detection (Nielsen 2007), change-vector analysis (Sun and Chen 2010), and so on. Training samples covered all land cover change types evenly. In the experiment testing the optimal segmentation-scale and multi-classifier selection, 75% of the training samples were selected as the training data and 15% were used as the verification data to calculate the CD accuracy. In the CD method experiment, the remaining pixels in images were used as the validation set to calculate the final CD accuracy.

**Experiments**

In our experiments, for the RF classifier we set the number of decision trees to 500 and the number of splitting variables to six. For the SVM classifier, we used the radial basis function kernel. The change types in land cover were defined using the land use map from the previous phase, including changes from buildings, roads, bare soil, vegetation, water, and concrete.

In the class-specific scale-selection experiment, we compared the CD results at the 10 segmentation scales. For data set 1, 10 segmentation scales (l1, l2, ..., l10) measured increments of 10 ranging from 10 to 100. For data set 2, 10 segmentation scales (l1, l2, ..., l10) measured increments of 20 ranging from 20 to 200. The training objects at 10 segmentation scales were guaranteed to stay in the same position during sampling. We overlaid random polygon samples with the objects at scale l10 to obtain training objects. The object with the most pixels superimposed on the random polygon sample was selected as the training object. After training objects were determined at scale l10, they were determined at scales l1–l9 by the hierarchical relationship between the multi-scale layers. The label of each training object was determined according to the pixel ground truth. Our experiments were performed in Python.

In order to validate this method, we applied our method to the two data sets to detect binary and from-to changes, then compared the binary and from-to CD results using the proposed method with those from the traditional single-scale, single-classifier (SSSC) method and a class-specific-scale, single-classifier (CSSC) method. For the SSSC method, we used a single RF classifier to detect changes at 10 scales from 10 to 100 with increments of 10 for data set 1, and at ten scales from 20 to 200 with increments of 20 for data set 2. For the CSSC method, we used a single RF classifier to detect changes at a class-specific scale. In the following, we will conduct a detailed analysis of these binary and from-to CD results for the two data sets.

**Binary CD Results**

The binary CD experimental results of the two data sets using SSSC methods at 10 single segmentation scales, the CSSC method, and our proposed method are shown in Figures 8 and 9. White regions represent change and black regions represent no change area.

As can be seen from the figures, the binary CD results from small scales to large scales are different for the two data sets. Minor changes can be detected at small scales, but this includes many false alarms. There are many missed detections at large scales. These results demonstrate that the accuracy of CD is heavily dependent on scale. In addition, a visual comparison of results from the proposed method with those from the SSSC and CSSC methods reveals that our proposed method produced is more visually accurate.

**From-To CD Results**

The from-to CD experimental results of the two data sets using SSSC methods at 10 single segmentation scales, the CSSC method, and our proposed method are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Reference from-to change maps for the two data sets were from the China Surveying and Mapping Department.
Reference from-to changes for data set 1 comprise 22 types: no change and 21 types of land cover changes, such as from building to road. From-to changes for data set 2 comprise 27 types: no change and 26 types of land cover changes. Black regions represent no change and colored regions represent from-to change.

From a comparison of our results to the reference ground truth, our proposed method appears more accurate visually than the SSSC methods at 10 scales and the CSSC method. These results suggest that our proposed CD method can still be applied to from-to CD.

Experimental Analysis

In order to validate our proposed CD method, we selected false-alarm rate (FAR), missed-detection rate (MDR), overall accuracy (OA), and F1 measures (Lunetta et al. 2004; Beitzel 2006). These four indexes range from 0 to 1. FAR and MDR get closer to zero with our proposed method, and OA and F1 get closer to 1, illustrating that our proposed method is more accurate.

Accuracy Analysis with SSSC and CSSC Methods

FAR, MDR, OA, and F1 values of binary and from-to CD results were calculated for the two data sets for our proposed method versus the SSSC and CSSC methods. Due to spatial limitations, only binary CD accuracy values for the two data sets are shown in the tables.

Values for FAR, MDR, OA, and F1 of binary CD using the proposed method versus the SSSC and CSSC methods for data sets 1 are shown in Table 2. The MDR of our proposed method (16.93%) is significantly lower than for all 10 SSSC scales (42.01%–72.29%). Our proposed method delivers higher OA (93.42%) and F1 (82.27%) than all 10 SSSC scales (OA: 83.13%–89.96%; F1:

Table 2. False-alarm rate (FAR), missed-detection rate (MDR), overall accuracy (OA), and F1 values of binary change-detection results using our proposed method, single-scale, single-classifier (SSSC) methods, and the class-specific-scale, single-classifier (CSSC) method for data set 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>MDR (%)</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>89.14</td>
<td>62.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>42.01</td>
<td>89.93</td>
<td>67.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td>45.19</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>66.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>23.38</td>
<td>57.55</td>
<td>87.05</td>
<td>54.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>38.42</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>85.06</td>
<td>54.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>25.69</td>
<td>44.35</td>
<td>88.32</td>
<td>63.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>24.99</td>
<td>54.10</td>
<td>87.26</td>
<td>56.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>66.06</td>
<td>85.87</td>
<td>48.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>70.78</td>
<td>85.50</td>
<td>42.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>41.38</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>83.13</td>
<td>37.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>30.36</td>
<td>92.35</td>
<td>76.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our proposed method 18.51 16.93 93.42 82.27

Figure 8. Binary change-detection (CD) results of data set 1 using our proposed method, single-scale, single-classifier (SSSC) methods, and the class-specific-scale, single-classifier (CSSC) method. (a to j) Binary CD results of SSSC methods at (a) scale 10, (b) scale 20, (c) scale 30, (d) scale 40, (e) scale 50, (f) scale 60, (g) scale 70, (h) scale 80, (i) scale 90, and (j) scale 100. (k) CSSC method. (l) Our proposed method. (m) Reference ground truth.
37.63%–67.90%). These results illustrate that our proposed method can significantly reduce missed detections and increase performance compared with all 10 tested SSSC methods for data set 1. The FAR of our proposed method (18.51%) is lower than those for scales 40–100 (23.38%–41.38%), illustrating that our proposed method effectively reduces false alarms compared with most of the SSSC methods.

Table 2 also compares the accuracy of our proposed method with the accuracy of the CSSC method for data set 1. The MDR of our proposed method (16.93%) is lower than for the CSSC method (30.36%), illustrating that our proposed method dramatically improves missed detections. OA (93.42%) and F1 (82.27%) for our proposed method are higher than for CSSC (OA: 92.35%; F1: 76.97%). However, the FAR of our proposed method (18.51%) is lower than for CSSC (13.98%). These results illustrate that our proposed method is not effective in reducing false alarms compared with the CSSC method.

Values for FAR, MDR, OA, and F1 of binary CD using the proposed method versus the SSSC and CSSC methods for data set 2 are shown in Table 3. The MDR of our proposed method (13.05%) is significantly lower than for all 10 SSSC scales (16.24%–54.62%). These results illustrate that our proposed method can effectively reduce missed detections compared with all 10 tested SSSC methods. Our proposed method delivers higher OA (93.18%) and F1 (83.54%) than all 10 SSSC scales (OA: 87.64%–90.78%; F1: 59.95%–76.21%), thus confirming the validity of our proposed method. However, the FAR of our proposed method is lower than for scales 20, 40, 180, and 200, illustrating that our proposed method does not effectively reduce false alarms compared with the tested SSSC methods.

Table 3 also compares the accuracy of our proposed method with the accuracy of the CSSC method for data set 2. The MDR of our proposed method (13.05%) is lower than for the CSSC method (19.80%), illustrating that our proposed method effectively reduces missed detections. OA (93.18%) and F1 (83.54%) for our proposed method are significantly higher than for CSSC (OA: 90.05%; F1: 76.25%), demonstrating that the class-specific classifier-selection method is much more accurate than the single-classifier approach. The FAR of our proposed method (19.61%) is lower than for CSSC (27.34%).
Figure 10. From-to change-detection (CD) results of data set 1 using our proposed method, single-scale, single-classifier (SSSC) methods, and the class-specific-scale, single-classifier (CSSC) method. (a to j) From-to CD results of SSSC methods at (a) scale 10, (b) scale 20, (c) scale 30, (d) scale 40, (e) scale 50, (f) scale 60, (g) scale 70, (h) scale 80, (i) scale 90, and (j) scale 100. (k) CSSC method. (l) Our proposed method. (m) Reference ground truth.
These results illustrate that our proposed method is effective in reducing false alarms compared with the CSSC method.

In order to more intuitively analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method compared with the SSSC and CSSC methods, we drew the binary and from-to CD accuracy distributions for the two data sets according to these four index values using box plots (Figure 12).

In Figure 12, the x-axis represents the accuracy indexes, and the y-axis represents their values. Blue boxes represent the SSSC method for binary CD, and pink boxes the SSSC method for from-to CD. Within these boxes, the line represents the median value of the accuracy index using SSSC methods. Blue circles represent the CSSC method for binary CD, and pink circles the CSSC method for from-to CD. Blue diamonds represent the proposed method for binary CD, and pink diamonds the proposed method for from-to CD. In the following, we present a detailed accuracy analysis of binary and from-to CD based on Figure 12.

As can be seen from the figure, our proposed method offers significantly improved performance over the tested SSSC methods and the CSSC method for both data sets in both binary and from-to CD, as evidenced by the fact that the diamonds are above the whole box plots and circles for OA and F1 in both data sets.

Furthermore, our proposed method delivers a lower MDR than the tested SSSC methods and the CSSC method for binary and from-to CD, as the diamonds are below the whole box plots and circles for MDR in both data sets. The proposed method does not, however, have a clear advantage over the tested SSSC methods and CSSC method for binary and from-to CD when it comes to false alarms. This is because we cannot get a consistent measure of the accuracy relationship between FAR values in the two data sets. Thus the accuracy of the binary and from-to CD results at different scales fluctuates significantly, since the length of each box is very long.

Comparison Analyses with Other Methods
In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method, our binary CD results were compared with state-of-the-art techniques including PCA k-means (Celik 2009), OCVA (object-based change vector analysis; Sun and Chen 2010), and SVM (Cortes and Vapnik 1995). For data set 1, PCA k-means, OCVA
at single scale 100, OCVA at class-specific scales, SVM at single scale 100, and SVM at class-specific scales were conducted. For data set 2, PCA $k$-means, OCVA at single scale 200, OCVA at class-specific scales, SVM at single scale 200, and SVM at class-specific scales were conducted. The respective results are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Visual inspection of the figures shows that our proposed method has higher accuracy on these two data sets than other methods. This can be seen by the fact that our proposed method has fewer missed detections and false alarms than the other methods. These results indicate that our method is suitable for WorldView-2 and Gaofen-2 satellite image data. The FAR, MDR, OA, and F1 values were calculated in order to compare and validate the proposed CD method against PCA $k$-means, OCVA, and SVM. The results for the two data sets are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. False-alarm rate (FAR), missed-detection rate (MDR), overall accuracy (OA), and F1 values of change-detection results using principal component analysis (PCA) $k$-means, object-based change vector analysis (OCVA) at scale 100, OCVA at class-specific scales, support vector machine (SVM) at scale 100, SVM at class-specific scales, and our proposed method for data set 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>MDR (%)</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA $k$-means</td>
<td>65.82</td>
<td>64.78</td>
<td>76.37</td>
<td>34.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCVA at scale 100</td>
<td>67.62</td>
<td>56.96</td>
<td>64.63</td>
<td>36.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCVA at class-specific scales</td>
<td>67.94</td>
<td>43.42</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>40.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM at scale 100</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>45.57</td>
<td>64.02</td>
<td>42.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM at class-specific scales</td>
<td>42.90</td>
<td>32.74</td>
<td>78.17</td>
<td>61.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed method</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>93.42</td>
<td>82.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. False-alarm rate (FAR), missed-detection rate (MDR), overall accuracy (OA), and F1 values of change-detection results using principal component analysis (PCA) $k$-means, object-based change vector analysis (OCVA) at scale 200, OCVA at class-specific scales, support vector machine (SVM) at scale 200, SVM at class-specific scales, and our proposed method for data set 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
<th>MDR (%)</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA $k$-means</td>
<td>63.55</td>
<td>59.95</td>
<td>76.48</td>
<td>38.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCVA at scale 200</td>
<td>87.67</td>
<td>68.64</td>
<td>65.08</td>
<td>17.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCVA at class-specific scales</td>
<td>88.01</td>
<td>69.35</td>
<td>65.60</td>
<td>17.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM at scale 200</td>
<td>69.77</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>73.81</td>
<td>45.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM at class-specific scales</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>29.84</td>
<td>88.78</td>
<td>59.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed method</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td>93.18</td>
<td>83.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FAR and MDR, and higher OA and F1, than OCVA methods, illustrating that machine-learning methods deliver more accurate results.

In comparisons between single-scale methods and methods with class-specific scales, the class-specific methods perform effectively, demonstrating the validity of our proposed class-specific scale-selection method. Compared with single-classifier CD methods including SVM at scale 200 and SVM at class-specific scales, our proposed method delivers higher OA and F1 and lower FAR and MDR, demonstrating the validity of our proposed class-specific classifier-selection method.

**Discussion**

In this article, we proposed a novel class-specific scale-selection method. This method uses the enhanced accuracy of an RF change detector that selects the optimal scale for each change type in land cover. So this method is not only direct and simple, it also considers scale differences between all change types in land cover. In addition, we proposed a class-specific classifier-selection method. For each change type in land cover, we use the minimum CV error in training samples as the constraint rule to select the optimal classifier from four types. Therefore, our proposed method is more precise and targeted. In applications, our proposed method is not only suitable for binary CD but also accurate and scalable for from-to CD. This method can be used for land cover map updates and is particularly well suited for urban areas.

We also recognize that there are potential limitations to this novel approach. It assumes the same classification types in multi-date images. In addition, we selected class-specific scales and class-specific classifiers for six change types in land cover, which is not refined enough for real applications. In the future, we will develop methods for selecting class-specific scales and classifiers for detecting more refined changes. Another limitation is that the proposed approach does require the availability of one reliable land cover map providing specific land cover types. Actually, there are adequate historical land cover vector maps in from the China Surveying and Mapping Department. How to effectively use historical land cover vector maps to assist CD has always been an important task in surveying and mapping. In future work, we will exploit historical multi-period land use maps for more refined CD.

Figure 13. Binary change-detection results for data set 1 using (a) principal component analysis (PCA) k-means, (b) object-based change vector analysis (OCVA) at scale 100, (c) OCVA at class-specific scales, (d) support vector machine (SVM) at scale 100, (e) SVM at class-specific scales, (f) our proposed method, and (g) reference ground truth.

Figure 14. Binary change-detection results for data set 2 using (a) principal component analysis (PCA) k-means, (b) object-based change vector analysis (OCVA) at scale 200, (c) OCVA at class-specific scales, (d) support vector machine (SVM) at scale 200, (e) SVM at class-specific scales, (f) our proposed method, and (g) reference ground truth.
Conclusions
In this article, we presented a novel class-specific OBCD method for urban areas. In this method, we use a class-specific scale-selection method to select the intrinsic scale for each change type in land cover. We also select a class-specific classifier for each change type in land cover. We then use the corresponding class-specific classifier to detect binary and from-to changes for each change type in land cover. In order to validate the proposed method, two data sets in urban areas were selected. Our proposed method, PCA k-means, OCCV, and SVM were used for comparative analysis. The results showed that our proposed method has higher OA and F1 and a lower MDR, proving that it is more accurate than other methods. It has the ability to deal with high levels of complexity in urban areas. In contrast to traditional methods, the proposed class-specific scale-selection method targets each change type in land cover and highlights the local changes. In addition, the proposed class-specific classifier-selection method automatically selects the corresponding classifier for each change type in land cover, which is more targeted and accurate than other approaches. Our proposed method also has some shortcomings. It needs a historical land cover vector map. In the future, we will study historical multi-period land use maps for more refined CD.
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Discovering Potential Illegal Construction Within Building Roofs from UAV Images Using Semantic Segmentation and Object-Based Change Detection

Yang Liu, Yujie Sun, Shikang Tao, Min Wang, Qian Shen, and Jiru Huang

Abstract
A novel potential illegal construction (PIC) detection method by bitemporal unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) image comparison (change detection) within building roof areas is proposed. In this method, roofs are first extracted from UAV images using a depth-channel improved UNet model. A two-step change detection scheme is then implemented for PIC detection. In the change detection stage, roofs with appearance, disappearance, and shape changes are first extracted by morphological analysis. Subroof primitives are then obtained by roof-constrained image segmentation within the remaining roof areas, and object-based iteratively reweighted multivariate alteration detection (IR-MAD) is implemented to extract the small PICs from the subroof primitives. The proposed method organically combines deep learning and object-based image analysis, which can identify entire roof changes and locate small object changes within the roofs. Experiments show that the proposed method has better accuracy compared with the other counterparts, including the original IR-MAD, change vector analysis, and principal components analysis-K-means.

Introduction
Illegal construction (IC) inspection and prevention are regarded as routine tasks of urban management. ICs can be located in remote sensing scenarios by comparing the latest imagery and benchmark database containing legal constructions, such as urban development plans (Varol et al. 2019), cadastral data (Ostankovich and Afanasyev 2018), and city and municipality property maps (Moghadam et al. 2015; Khalilimoghadam et al. 2017), and analyzing the content differences (Ye and Chen 2015; Doxani et al. 2015). This kind of method can identify real ICs. However, the retrieval of legal construction data is occasionally difficult. By contrast, potential ICs (PICs) can be located by change detection techniques, which determine newly emerged buildings/construction by comparing multi-temporal imagery (Chen et al. 2018c; Chaabane et al. 2019). In such cases, the results need further validation because the illegality semantics cannot be directly obtained from imagery.

The aforementioned studies extracted the building-level, that is, the entire building appearance/disappearance, as the PICs. However, ICs may be small objects hidden within the buildings’ roofs, such as photovoltaic panels, solar water heaters, and satellite television receiving antennas, which are blind corners of manual inspection. A small PIC may only occupy 10 × 10 to 20 × 20 in a 0.1 m aerial image and is less than one-pixel size in some space-borne images, such as Gaofen (GF)-1 or GF-2 images of China. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can obtain super-high centimeter resolution images (Pajares 2015), which provide sufficient ground details and facilitate small PIC detection. PICs, including small PICs, are detected in this study using change detection techniques by comparing bitemporal UAV images.

Detecting PICs from a whole UAV image may be inefficient, and conducting roof-constrained PIC detection improves method performance. Therefore, fully convolutional networks (FCNs) (Long et al. 2015), which conduct pixel-level semantic segmentation, achieve good method accuracy for building (roof) extraction. Popular FCNs include UNet (Ronneberger et al. 2015), DeepLab (Chen et al. 2017a; Chen et al. 2017b; Chen et al. 2018a; Chen et al. 2018b), SegNet (Badrinarayanan et al. 2017), and PSPNet (Zhao et al. 2017). Among these FCN models, UNet is designed with a relatively simple network structure, low requirement for training sample volume, and good training and classification efficiency; thus, it has a good practice in remote sensing information extraction (Zhang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2020a), such as building extraction (Peng et al. 2019; He et al. 2020; Shao et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020b). The simple network structure of the UNet also facilitates its structural modification. UNet with depth branch (UNet-DB), which integrates image spectral and depth
features based on UNet, is proposed in this study for roof extraction. UNet-DB accurately extracts building roofs when the digital surface model (DSM) data, which offers the image depth information and can be generated by UAV oblique photogrammetry, are available.

Deep learning-based change detection generally requires large and balanced samples for model training, which is complicated in detecting PICs with small sizes, diverse types, and sparse distribution. Object-based change detection (OBCD) obtains object primitives (segments) with image segmentation and conducts unsupervised change detection on the primitives, which is suitable for small PIC detection. However, OBCD requires explicitly specified image features for change analysis. Small PICs may be low and are hard to distinguish though bitemporal DSM comparison. Image texture, edge, and other features are ineffective in change analysis due to small sizes. The image spectrum is utilized as the dominant feature for PIC detection considering the method generality. Thereafter, iteratively reweighted multivariate alteration detection (IR-MAD) (Nielsen 2007), which is robust to spectral differences between bitemporal UAV images, is selected as the change detection method. A two-step change detection strategy is designed to amend the deficiency of IR-MAD in some particular scenarios and improve the method accuracy. Through the combination of deep learning and OBCD techniques, the proposed method not only detects building-level PICs but also small PICs within the building roofs, which is an important innovation of this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The section “Technical Route” introduces the proposed method, which includes the semantic segmentation network for roof extraction, and the two-step change detection strategy. The section “Experiments” presents two groups of comparative experiments on roof extraction and the OBCD for PIC detection. Method performance analyses and discussions are also conducted to verify the proposed method. Finally, the last section provides the conclusion.

**Technical Route**

Figure 1 shows the technical route of the proposed method. Oblique photogrammetry for UAV images obtains the orthoimage and DSM imagery, which are used for roof and PIC detection. Although DSM is unnecessary, it improves roof extraction accuracy, as illustrated in the experiments. The proposed UNet-DB extracts the roofs and uses the orthoimage and DSM. If DSM is not provided, then the original UNet conducts the roof extraction without depth information.

The two-step change detection is conducted within the roofs. The building-level changes, which include building roof appearance, disappearance, and shape changes, are detected through morphological analysis on the bitemporal roofs. Image segmentation is conducted within the remaining roof areas to obtain the subroof primitives, which are subjected to OBCD for small PIC detection. The roof and subroof primitive changes are combined and outputted as the final PIC detection results.

**Roof Extraction**

Directly combining the depth and red, green, blue (RGB) images and conducting the four-band-based UNet segmentation are limited in accurate roof extraction, as shown in the experiments. Thus, UNet-DB, which constructs a separated depth branch into UNet for method improvement, is designed. The encoder of the UNet has five groups of convolution layers. Each group includes two convolution layers succeeded by one pooling layer. Such a design is followed by the depth branch. The backbone network is partially modified by adapting to the diversity of the roof shapes and sizes. A convolution layer is supplemented to the third convolution group in the UNet RGB branch to learn more low-level features than the original structure. The channel number in the fifth group is modified from 1024 to 512, thereby reducing the calculation amount.

Asymmetric convolution is further added to the network. Asymmetric convolution is generally used as an architectural element (Denton et al. 2014; Jaderberg et al. 2014) to reduce the network parameters. For example, in Inception-v3 (Szegedy et al. 2016), the 7 × 7 convolution is replaced with 1 × 7 and 7 × 1 convolutions. Therefore, Ding et al. (2019) proposed the asymmetric convolution block (ACB), which added the outputs of the three parallel convolution branches with square, horizontal, and vertical convolution kernels (Figure 2).
From the perspective of image filtering, ACB helps the network learn richer image features than common symmetric convolutions. Atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) uses jumping receptive fields in image feature extraction (Yu and Koltun 2016). ASPP with different dilation rates effectively aggregates features at different scales. In this study, ASPP with dilation rates of 1, 2, and 5 is added to the network, thereby facilitating the extraction of roofs in different sizes (Figure 3).

The UNet-DB network is presented in Figure 4. The encoder includes separated depth and backbone branches, which handle the depth and RGB channels, respectively. The two branches have five groups of convolution layers. After each group of convolution, the depth branch transports the extracted features to the backbone network for information fusion. The features generated by the encoder are sent to the ASPP module for multiscale feature fusion. The decoder gradually recovers the feature maps to the original image sizes by deconvolution, conducts the prediction, and outputs the classification results.

PIC Detection
IR-MAD, which initially addresses the automatic radiometric calibration of multitemporal images (Nielsen et al. 1998), is selected as the change detection method for bitemporal UAV images with apparent radiometric differences. However, IR-MAD fails in some particular change scenarios because it only uses image spectral features. Thus, a two-step change detection scheme is designed. This scheme first detects the whole roof changes based on the roof morphology and then the subroof changes according to the reformed object-based IR-MAD (OB-IRMAD).

Whole Roof Change Detection
Figure 5 illustrates some roof changes in which IR-MAD fails the detection. Figure 5a shows that the newly emerged buildings and background are quite similar in color, thereby disturbing IR-MAD. Figure 5b shows the roof arrangement or orientation changes in the bitemporal images. Meanwhile, the roofs have minimal changes considering color and height. Such roof changes cannot be detected by IR-MAD or DSM elevation analysis. However, the changes can be revealed by comparing the morphological difference of the bitemporal roofs. Let $GA$ and $GB$ be the pixel sets of the two roofs at the same location from the bitemporal images. The intersection-over-union ($I_U$) measure is calculated as follows:

$$I_U = \frac{|GA \cap GB|}{|GA \cup GB|}$$
The proposed task. The changed pixels are assigned to the subroof primitives. A primitive is marked as changed if its changed pixels exceed 50% of its total pixel number. The reformed IR-MAD method is named OB-IR-MAD in the succeeding discussion for convenience.

**Experiments**

The proposed method was implemented by the research group using Visual C++ 2017 and Python 3.6 support program libraries, including GDAL 2.4, GEOS 3.5, TensorFlow 1.14.0, and OpenCV 3.0. The algorithm was tested on Windows 10, with CPU Intel i7-9800X, GPU RTX2080Ti, 64 GB of memory, and 11 GB of video memory.

**Experimental Scheme**

**Experimental Data**

The UAV images captured in Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province from 2017 to 2019 were used (Figure 7). The imaging parameters are shown in Table 1. The orthoimage and DSM data were obtained through oblique photogrammetry in areas 2 and 3, and area 1 only had the orthoimages. If DSMs are available, then these images are integrated into the RGB images as the fourth band and uniformly normalized to 0–255.

Areas 1 and 2 were on the city outskirts. Area 1 included different types of apartments, villas, large sports venues, and some land under construction. Many high-rise buildings emerged in the west, which became a considerably changed subarea in the year 2019. Area 3 had a large number of low-rise buildings. A small number of changes were found by visual interpretation. However, roofs were densely distributed with complex configurations. Spectral differences between the bitemporal images were found in all these experimental areas, thereby resulting in challenging change detection.

**Experimental Setting**

UNet-DB was compared with two counterparts: UNet utilizing only RGB bands and UNet-D using RGB and depth bands for method comparison and validation. The images numbered 3, 4, 5, and 6 were selected for method comparison because they had RGB and depth bands. Approximately 20% of subareas with different types of roofs were collected from the bitemporal images, which were uniformly cropped into 512 × 512 image patches. Automatic data augmentation was conducted by random image zooming, rotating, mirroring, and noise adding. The training sample set was further divided into independent training, validation, and test sets by the ratio of 5:3:2. Cross-entropy loss and RMSprop (Graves 2013) were respectively used as the loss function and the optimizer to train the FCN models. RMSprop is an improvement to the Adagrad algorithm (Duchi et al. 2011) with adaptive learning rates. The initial learning rate of the RMSprop optimizer was 0.001, decay was 0.9, and batch size was 20.

The extracted roofs were segmented using HBC-SEG. The scale parameter of HBC-SEG determined the average segment sizes. Scale 50 was manually tuned to obtain unbroken primitives while preventing overmerging with other objects. The process of change detection...
additional input setting criteria for HBC-SEG can be found in Wang and Wang (2016) and Wang et al. (2016, 2017a, 2017b, and 2018).

The following three classical change detection methods were selected for method comparison: change vector analysis (CVA) (Malila 1980), principal components analysis (PCA)-K-means (Celik 2009), and IR-MAD, which were originally pixel-based methods. These methods were all reformed to object-based ones for fair method comparison with OB-IRMAD. Meanwhile, CVA has no inputs. The inputs of nonoverlapping block \( H \) and dimension \( S \) were both 3.0 for PCA-K-means. The number of iterations of IR-MAD was 50. In OB-IRMAD, \( I_{0,U} \) was 0.5, and the other settings were the same with IR-MAD.

**Method Accuracy Evaluation**

Method accuracy was evaluated on the basis of the entire imagery. Four method accuracy measures were used in the building extraction and change detection modules:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{BYN}{BYN + BNN} \\
\text{Recall} = \frac{BYN}{BYN + GNN} \\
F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \\
I_{0,U} = \frac{BYN}{BYN + BNN + GNN}
\]  

where \( BYN \) denotes the number of real targets that are classified as targets, \( BNN \) denotes the number of real nontargets but classified as targets, and \( GNN \) denotes the number of real targets but classified as nontargets. Roof extraction requires precise object boundaries; thus, target extraction accuracy was measured pixelwise. For example, measure Recall denotes the number of extracted roof pixels divided by the total number of the roof pixels. Measure \( F_1 \) is the harmonic average of Precision and Recall, which evaluates the method performance from a comprehensive perspective. Measure \( I_{0,U} \)

---

**Figure 7. Bitemporal images for PIC detection.** (a) Area 1, (b) Area 2, and (c) Area 3.

**Table 1. Experimental data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Area</th>
<th>Image ID</th>
<th>Imaging Time</th>
<th>Image Size (Pixel)</th>
<th>Geographic Position (WGS_84_UTM_zone_50N)</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution (m)</th>
<th>Available Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2017.04</td>
<td>5295 × 3945</td>
<td>X [721 345, 722 403]</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>RGB image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2019.06</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y [3 585 646, 3 586 432]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2017.04</td>
<td>5041 × 3141</td>
<td>X [733 382, 734 579]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>RGB Image and DSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2019.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y [3 588 485, 3 589 229]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2017.04</td>
<td>3652 × 2326</td>
<td>X [733 447, 734 314]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>RGB Image and DSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2019.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y [3 587 901, 3 588 453]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
denotes the set intersection divided by the set union of the extracted and real roof pixels.

The change detection accuracy was measured objectwise. Accordingly, except for $I_O U$, Precision, Recall, and $F_1$ were selected as the accuracy measures. For example, Precision denotes the extracted real PIC number divided by the real PIC number, and the other measures similarly function. All the real PICs were obtained from the bitemporal subroof primitives with pixels exceeding 50%, thereby forming the reference maps.

**Performance Analysis**

**Roof Extraction**

Qualitative and quantitative analyses were conducted to validate the proposed roof extraction scheme in areas 2 and 3. The results are shown in Table 2, Figures 8–10.

**Quantitative analysis:** UNet Recall exceeded 93% on all the four images, whereas Precision and $I_O U$ significantly fluctuated (i.e., the lowest rate is 68% on experiment no. 7), thereby indicating that UNet had more false alarms than the other methods. Although with some exceptions on experimental nos. 1 and 4, UNet-D performed better than UNet on these accuracy measures in total. UNet-D increased more than 10% considering Precision, $F_1$, and $I_O U$ on experimental nos. 7–8 compared with UNet. Additional depth information was effective in improving roof extraction accuracy.

UNet-DB was significantly better than UNet-D considering Precision, which exceeded 94% in all experimental areas. Considering Recall, UNet-DB slightly performed weaker than UNet-D overall. Accordingly, UNet-DB was better than UNet-D on comprehensive measure $F_1$ on all the experiments. UNet-DB also completely outperformed UNet-D on $I_O U$. Such evidence indicated that the depth utilization and network reform schemes of UNet-DB further improved the method performance compared with those of UNet-D.

**Qualitative analysis:** UNet extracted most roofs mixed with a large portion of bare land, vegetation, and roads. UNet-D and UNet-DB reduced such overextractions (Figure 9). Figure 10 shows some subareas in Figures 8–9. Subarea 1 had large pieces of different-colored factory roofs. UNet generally

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Area</th>
<th>Extraction Method</th>
<th>Experimental No.</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>$F_1$ (%)</th>
<th>$I_O U$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area 2 Time 1</td>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-DB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>94.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 2 Time 2</td>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-DB</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3 Time 1</td>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-D</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-DB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3 Time 2</td>
<td>UNet</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNet-DB</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performed in this area. UNet-D performed better than UNet.

Table 3. Accuracy measures of the change detection methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Area</th>
<th>Accuracy Measure</th>
<th>CVA (%)</th>
<th>PCA-K-Means (%)</th>
<th>IR-MAD (%)</th>
<th>OB-IRMAD (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area 1</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>29.52</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>51.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>60.66</td>
<td>61.48</td>
<td>74.59</td>
<td>82.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>39.71</td>
<td>35.88</td>
<td>60.83</td>
<td>63.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 2</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>53.93</td>
<td>55.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>77.59</td>
<td>66.38</td>
<td>67.24</td>
<td>95.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>43.19</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>59.85</td>
<td>70.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area 3</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>39.30</td>
<td>39.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>66.90</td>
<td>76.06</td>
<td>76.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>39.40</td>
<td>34.18</td>
<td>51.82</td>
<td>51.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. PIC detection results of CVA, PCA-K-means, IR-MAD, and OB-IRMAD.

but still demonstrated defects (i.e., holes), whereas UNet-DB obtained the most complete roofs. In subareas 2 and 3, some playgrounds and parking lots were extracted as roofs by UNet. Some fences were also extracted as roofs by UNet-D. UNet-DB optimally performed with small errors around the roof boundaries. In subarea 4, UNet extracted roofs but with many holes, and UNet-D eliminated some of these roofs. UNet-DB further eliminated these holes and achieved optimal results. Dilated convolutions in UNet-DB expanded the receptive field, thereby facilitating the extraction of roofs in different sizes. Asymmetric convolution learned directional features, which adapted to roofs in different orientations and shapes.

**PIC Detection**

**Quantitative analysis:** The statistics on the change detection accuracy are listed in Table 3. IR-MAD and CVA had similar Recall statistics, whereas IR-MAD Precision exceeded 15% over CVA and PCA-K-means. Accordingly, IR-MAD had superior F1 statistics to CVA and PCA-K-means. OB-IRMAD further improved the method performance compared with IR-MAD and was better than all the other methods in the Precision, Recall, and F1 measures.

**Qualitative analysis:** Figure 11 shows the change detection results in the three areas. PCA-K-means and CVA had evident false alarms. IR-MAD significantly reduced such errors but lost many changes in the lower right corner of area 1 and the lower left corners of area 2. These changed areas had similar tones to the background. OB-IRMAD recovered these changes through morphological analysis (fifth row in Figure 11).

**Influence of Segmentation Scale**

An appropriate segmentation scale is important for small PIC detection. Many factors, including image resolution, image complexity, amount of noise, and application goals, require consideration. The scale was set to 50, which was a generic value in the experiments. Figure 13 shows the segmentation results with a scale varying from 30 to 70. At scale 30, the subroof primitives were fragmentary, and the over-segmentation...
errors were evident. Many under-segmentation errors emerged at scale 70 due to the merging of subroof primitives with the surrounding objects. Accordingly, scale 50 was tuned as the balanced input and generically used in all the experiments.

**Discussions**

**Building extraction network:** The UNet network, which was used in this study for building roof extraction, was also the backbone network for depth information fusion because of its simplicity, low requirement of training samples, and good method accuracy on high-spatial resolution images. However, numerous advanced models, which have potentials in accurate building extraction, have emerged (Ji et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2019; Shao et al. 2019; Ahmed et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020a; Zhang et al. 2020b). Designing additional sophisticated networks will be attempted by combining the depth branch fusion scheme with other network structures/substructures for building extraction.

**Utilization of the depth information:** Depth information was integrated into the semantic segmentation to improve the roof extraction accuracy. Moreover, depth information facilitates roof sample collection for network training. Numerous building roofs can be automatically extracted by simple knowledge rules involving image spectral and depth information, which reduces the labor intensity. By contrast, the depth information was not used in the change detection stage because small PICs may be low in height. However, the whole roof and tall PIC changes can be detected via bitemporal DSM elevation analysis. Depth information will also be comprehensively engaged in the OBCD for further method accuracy improvement in future studies.

**PIC detection based on deep learning:** IR-MAD only utilized image spectral features in change detection and unsatisfactorily performed in some complex scenarios (e.g., experimental area 3 of this study). Deep learning-based change detection methods are currently popular research topics. However, training sample collection and model training are difficult due to the small size, diverse type, and sparse distribution of the PICs. The knowledge transfer capability of current deep learning-based change detection methods is limited when the sample size is insufficient. Different regions often need incremental training, which is time consuming and laborious considering engineering applications. With the development of automatic sample augmentation techniques, Siamese network-based methods (Zagoruyko and Komodakis 2015) will be investigated for accurate and robust change detection.

**Conclusion**

This study proposed a novel PIC detection method based on UAV imagery. The proposed method involves roof extraction by semantic segmentation, roof segmentation, and sub-roof primitive change detection combining morphological and spectral features. The proposed method detects newly emerged or disappeared roofs and small PICs within the roofs through the combination of deep learning technology (building semantic segmentation) and object-based image analysis (roof segmentation and change detection). Further research will investigate the comprehensive utilization of the DSM data in change detection and the adaptation of the deep learning-based change detection method to small objects.
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Error Analysis and Optimization of a Sky Full-Polarization Imaging Detection System

Yongtai Chen, William C. Tang, Jinkui Chu, Ran Zhang, and Song Li

Abstract
An accurate sky polarization field map is a prerequisite for polarization navigation applications. In this article, a detector for sky full-polarization imaging detection is described, the major error-influencing factors (MEIFS) are obtained, and the error propagation is modeled and analyzed. We reveal the relationship between the error of the inverted Stokes vector and the condition number of the detector matrix, which shows that the error of the inverted Stokes vector is affected by the Stokes vector of the incident light itself and the MEIFS together, with the MEIFS playing a decisive role. With the MEIFS optimized, the impact of detector error on the inverted Stokes vector is attenuated. A control equation for system calibration is also deduced which can establish the connection between the detector matrix design and calibration process. The work in this article provides a reference for optimization and calibration of sky full-polarization imaging detectors.

Introduction
In recent years, a novel navigation method based on the sky polarization field map (SPFM) has become a research hot spot, expected to become an important supplement to traditional navigation methods (Karman, Diah and Gebeshuber 2012; Yan et al. 2018). Polarization navigation is a navigation method that uses sunlight (Yan et al. 2009) or moonlight (Cui et al. 2013) as a navigation beacon to obtain compass information by detecting and calculating the SPFM (Zhao et al. 2007). Figure 1 shows the theoretical SPFM under Rayleigh scattering in fine weather. Polarization navigation has the properties of insusceptibility to electromagnetic interference and artificial false-signal deception, as well as good independence. Its navigation and positioning functions have wide application value in military and civilian fields (Chu et al. 2016). Polarization navigation is also one of the navigation methods in nature (Chu et al. 2007; Chu et al. 2008; Chu et al. 2009). In 1985, the first research paper was published about the polarization navigation ability of sand ants (Font and Wehner 1985).

In 2000, Lambrinos and colleagues (2000) applied the navigation strategy of desert ants to the autonomous navigation of mobile robots and obtained satisfactory experimental results, which verified the mechanism of biological polarization-sensitive navigation. Since then, many scholars have developed a series of polarization navigation sensors, which can be divided into two major categories: point-source polarization detectors (Chu and Zhao 2005; Cui et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2015; Chu et al. 2017) and imaging polarization detectors (Vedel, Breugnot and Lechocinski 2011; Chahl and Mizutani 2012; Zhang, Zhao and Li 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Lu et al. 2015). Point-source detectors are smaller, lower in cost, and easier to integrate and modify, but the distinction they capture is imperfect, making them unsuitable for applications in complex scenes. On the other hand, imaging polarization detectors have an abundant amount of information, which is beneficial to a variety of semantic processing tasks using the polarization image. They have good potential for making polarization data mining an important technical means for obtaining an SPFM. Many scholars have used their own imaging polarization detectors to study the SPFM under various weather conditions and obtained some meaningful conclusions. However, most of the current research focuses only on the linear polarization characteristics of the SPFM; analysis of the circular polarization characteristics has been neglected (Pomozi, Horváth and Wehner 2001; Pust et al. 2011). There is still knowledge of the SPFM to be explored in order to make this technology more flexible and stable for application. And to enrich the database information of the SPFM for further analysis, it is beneficial to expand the detection range of the Stokes vector from linear polarization to full polarization, which requires a full-polarization imaging detection system.

Figure 1. The theoretical sky polarization field map under Rayleigh scattering in fine weather.
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Hence, an optimized real-time full-polarization imaging detector was developed (Chen et al. 2018). Compared with other detectors, it has higher integration and portability, which will help to efficiently acquire an SPFM and to provide technical support for correcting and supplementing the theoretical model of polarization navigation. This system contains several polarization modulation components, where some deviations of the theoretical nominal parameters exist owing to manufacturing error, and these will introduce systematic error in the polarization inversion processing, thus affecting the detection robustness of the SPFM. There have not been reports of comprehensive study of the systematic error formation and optimization process of this detector. Based on the needs of future work, this article devises the error model of the system and obtains some important conclusions.

Establishment of the Detection System

Polarization Description and Calculation

The Stokes vector with an intensity base unit is one common method to describe polarization light (Hamaoui, 2017; Lu et al. 2011). The Stokes vector has four parameters—\( I, Q, U, \) and \( V \)—where \( S = [I Q U V]^T \):

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix} I \\ Q \\ U \\ V \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I_v + I_{\perp} \\ I_v - I_{\perp} \\ I_{45} - I_{135} \\ I_k - I_l \end{bmatrix}.
\]

where \( I \) represents the total intensity of light, \( Q \) represents the intensity difference between the polarization components in the 0° and 90° directions, \( U \) represents the intensity difference between the polarization components in the 45° and 135° directions, and \( V \) represents the intensity difference between the right and left circular polarization components.

Each Stokes vector can be mapped onto the Poincaré sphere (Millone et al. 2011; Naidoo et al. 2016) as shown in Figure 2, where \( S_0 \) represents the total intensity of light, \( \alpha \) is the azimuth, and \( \beta \) is the elliptic angle. Positive \( \beta \) indicates right-handed polarized light, so each point on the upper hemisphere represents right-handed polarized light, and correspondingly, each point on the lower hemispherical surface represents left-handed polarized light. Each point on the intersection of the spherical surface and the equatorial plane represents linearly polarized light, with \( \beta = 0 \). The upper and lower poles correspond to right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light, respectively. The azimuth difference of the two polarized lights, which are symmetrical about the center of the Poincaré sphere, is 90°, and the absolute values of \( \beta \) are equal and with opposite signs, so a pair of orthogonally polarized lights is formed. The angle between two orthogonally linearly polarized lights is 90°, but on the spherical surface of the Poincaré sphere the corresponding points are located at symmetrical positions with an angle of \( \pi \) between them. The points inside the Poincaré sphere represent partially polarized lights. Thus, the points on the Poincaré sphere can represent polarized lights of any polarization state.

The four parameters of the Stokes vector can define different polarization characterization parameters (Zhang et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2018), called the SPFM when used in sky polarization detection. These are the angle of polarization (AOP), degree of polarization (DOP), degree of linear polarization (DOLP), and degree of circular polarization (DOCP), which are defined as follows:

\[
AOP = \frac{1}{2} \arctan\left(\frac{U}{Q}\right) \tag{2}
\]

\[
DOP = \frac{\sqrt{Q^2 + U^2 + V^2}}{I} \tag{3}
\]

\[
DOLP = \frac{\sqrt{Q^2 + U^2}}{I} \tag{4}
\]

\[
DOCP = \frac{\sqrt{V^2}}{I}. \tag{5}
\]

Components of the System

In order to actualize the fully rationalized Mueller matrix of the system, which can help reduce computational cost, the optical modulator components with special parameters were selected to implement the optical path, mainly including three non-polarization beam-splitting prisms (Thorlabs), four non-polarization relay lenses (Edmund Optics), one quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs), and four polarizers (Edmund Optics), as shown in Figure 3 (left). A wide-angle (180°) fish-eye lens is installed at the entrance of the optical path, and four charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras are installed at the exit to realize simultaneous image acquisition. The host computer control program, which is developed based on MFC and OpenCV, helps to implement real-time solution and analysis of polarized images. To obtain the SPFM video stream, the images from the four CCD cameras undergo a series of image processing, including solving image registration relations, registering the video stream, selecting the image color channel, solving the Stokes vector, and solving the SPFM according to Equations 2–5. The detector is smaller than a basketball, which is beneficial for rapid deployment and for platform and field switching. The physical system is shown in Figure 3 (right), and the specific parameters of the detection system are shown in Table 1.

The theoretical Mueller matrix of the polarization detection system is

\[
A_0 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.125 & 0.125 & 0 & 0 \\
0.125 & 0 & 0.125 & 0 \\
0.125 & -0.125 & 0 & 0 \\
0.125 & 0 & 0 & -0.125
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
where \( i_0, i_1, i_2, \) and \( i_3 \) represent the image intensities obtained by the four CCDs, respectively. The column vector \( I = [i_0, i_1, i_2, i_3]^T \) can be used to calculate the inverted Stokes vector \( S \) of the incident light:

\[
S = \begin{bmatrix} I \\ Q \\ U \\ V \end{bmatrix} = A_0^{-1}I = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 4 & 0 & 4 \\ 4 & 0 & -4 & 0 \\ -4 & 8 & -4 & 0 \\ 4 & 0 & 4 & -8 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} i_0 \\ i_1 \\ i_2 \\ i_3 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

### Error Analysis of the System

#### Major Error-Influencing Factors (MEIFs) of the System

The introduction of systematic errors in the derivation of the system Mueller matrix is mainly caused by the manufacturing error of the components and the positional deviation in the adjusting process, which significantly affects the inversion accuracy of the Mueller matrix parameters. There are 10 MEIFs of the system: the transmittance \( k_1, k_2, k_3, \) and \( k_4 \) in each optical path; the polarizer mounting angles \( \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \) and \( \theta_4 \) in each optical path; the mounting angle \( \theta_0 \) of the fast axis of the quarter-wave plate; and the phase delay \( \phi \) of the quarter-wave plate. All the MEIFs are shown in Table 2.

The design values of all MEIFs are determined according to the ideal parameters of the optical components in the detection system. The transmittance error in each optical path mainly comes from the deviation of the beam energy in the two orthogonal directions of the non-polarization beam-splitting prism, and it is calculated by the component data sheet from the official website of Thorlabs. As there is a quarter-wave plate in the fourth optical path, as shown in Figure 3 (left), the error range of \( k_3 \) is different from those of \( k_1, k_2, \) and \( k_4 \). According to a possible misalignment of the polarizers and the quarter-wave plate during installation, an error range of \( \pm 5^\circ \) of the installation angles is produced. Based on the retardance accuracy (root-mean-square error [RMSE]) of the quarter-wave plate, the error range of the phase delay \( \phi \) is obtained.

The design values of all MEIFs help to get the fully rationalized Mueller matrix \( A_0 \) of the system, but under the error impact of each MEIF, the actual Mueller matrix is not \( A_0 \), which can affect the accuracy of the inverted Stokes vector.

#### Error Propagation

In order to obtain accurate polarization characterization parameters such as AOP, DOP, DOLP, and DOCP, it is necessary to figure out the relationship between all MEIFs and the system Mueller matrix. The detection system consists of four optical paths, each of which has its own Mueller matrix:

\[
M_1 = k_4 \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \cos 2\theta_1 & \sin 2\theta_1 & 0 \\ \cos 2\theta_1 & \cos^2 2\theta_1 & \sin 2\theta_1 \cdot \cos 2\theta_1 & \sin^2 2\theta_1 \\ \sin 2\theta_1 & \sin 2\theta_1 \cdot \cos 2\theta_1 & \cos 2\theta_1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

\[
M_2 = k_3 \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \cos 2\theta_2 & \sin 2\theta_2 & 0 \\ \cos 2\theta_2 & \cos^2 2\theta_2 & \sin 2\theta_2 \cdot \cos 2\theta_2 & \sin^2 2\theta_2 \\ \sin 2\theta_2 & \sin 2\theta_2 \cdot \cos 2\theta_2 & \cos 2\theta_2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(9)

\[
M_3 = k_2 \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \cos 2\theta_3 & \sin 2\theta_3 & 0 \\ \cos 2\theta_3 & \cos^2 2\theta_3 & \sin 2\theta_3 \cdot \cos 2\theta_3 & \sin^2 2\theta_3 \\ \sin 2\theta_3 & \sin 2\theta_3 \cdot \cos 2\theta_3 & \cos 2\theta_3 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(10)

### Table 2. The major error-influencing factors of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( k_1 )</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( k_1 )</td>
<td>-0.073 to -0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( k_2 )</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( k_2 )</td>
<td>-0.073 to -0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( k_3 )</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( k_3 )</td>
<td>-0.073 to -0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( k_4 )</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( k_4 )</td>
<td>-0.0782 to -0.0139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \theta_1 )</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( \theta_1 )</td>
<td>±5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \theta_2 )</td>
<td>45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( \theta_2 )</td>
<td>±5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \theta_3 )</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( \theta_3 )</td>
<td>±5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \theta_4 )</td>
<td>135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( \theta_4 )</td>
<td>±5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \theta_5 )</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>( \theta_5 )</td>
<td>±5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design value</td>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>π/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In each optical path, the Stokes vector is modulated into a light intensity signal by the Mueller matrix $M_1$, $M_2$, $M_3$, or $M_4$, and recorded by the CCDs, respectively; then the first rows of $M_1$, $M_2$, $M_3$, and $M_4$ are extracted to form a new $4 \times 4$ matrix $A_{true}$, as shown in Equation 12. This matrix represents the actual system Mueller matrix under the impact of MEIFs. Equation 12 shows how each factor as an independent variable can affect the derivation process of the actual system Mueller matrix $A_{true}$.

In the real process of light transmission, the column vector $I$ which is composed of the four image intensities is affected by $A_{true}$. But the theoretical Mueller matrix instead is brought into the actual inversion process, causing the error of the inverted incident Stokes vector, as follows:

$$I = A_{true} \cdot S_{true}$$

$$S_{true} = A^{-1}_{true} \cdot I,$$  (13)

$$S' = A^{-1}_{true} \cdot I,$$  (14)

where $S_{true} = [I \ Q \ U \ V]^T$ is the true Stokes vector of the incident light and $S'$ is the inverted Stokes vector with the error. The error transmission process of the system can be deduced from Equations 13–15:

**see equation 16 below**  (15)

where $\Delta S = [\Delta I \ \Delta Q \ \Delta U \ \Delta V]^T$ is the error of the Stokes vector of the incident light.

Then, according to Equation 6, 7, 12, and 16, the relationship between the error in the Stokes vector of the incident light and all MEIFs can be revealed:

**see equation 17 below**  (16)

In Equation 16 and 17, $\Delta S$ is affected by the incident Stokes vector and MEIFs together. In order to figure out the range of $\Delta S$ that can be accepted, and to ascertain the calibration strategy of the system Mueller matrix, a simulation was conducted. The polarized light used in the simulation was within the range of $0.1^\circ$ and all the incident light.

$$\Delta S = S_{true} - S' = (A^{-1}_{true} - A^{-1}) A_{true} \cdot (A_{true} - A^{-1} A_{true}) S_{true} = (E - A^{-1} A_{true}) S_{true} = (A^{-1} A_{true} A^{-1} - A^{-1} A_{true}) S_{true} = A^{-1} \Delta A \cdot S_{true}$$  (17)

The matrix condition number (Vaughn and Hoover 2008; Foster et al. 2015; Bruce et al. 2018) is the key parameter to evaluate the degree of morbidity of the system matrix; $K(A_{true})$ is the system matrix condition number with error, it is defined as

$$K(A_{true}) = |A_{true}| H |A_{true}|.$$  (18)

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) distribution of AOP, DOP, DOLP, and DOCP. (c) Poincaré sphere distribution of the incident Stokes vector corresponding to the 1% of AOP data with RMSE greater than 1°.

The matrix condition number ($K(A_{true})$) is used to evaluate the degree of morbidity of the system matrix. An ideal $K(A_{true})$ is less than 1°, with 75% less than 0.25°, as shown in Figure 4a. The incident Stokes vector corresponding to the 1% of AOP data with RMSE greater than 1° mainly distributes on the surface of the Poincaré sphere, where $S_i$ is greater than $0$, as shown in Figure 4c. The SFPM is one of the targets with low-frequency change (Zhang et al. 2015), and therefore its geometric features have a relatively high noise tolerance. The detection requirements of the SFPM can be basically satisfied by controlling the values of $\Delta I$, $\Delta Q$, $\Delta U$, and $\Delta V$ within $\pm 0.005$.

In Equation 18, the 2-norm (Tyo 2002) of $S_{true}$ represents the Euclidean distance between $S_{true}$ and $S'$, and it can be used to assess the extent to which $S'$ deviates from $S_{true}$:

$$D(S_{true}, S') = \sum (\Delta I)^2 + (\Delta Q)^2 + (\Delta U)^2 + (\Delta V)^2.$$  (19)
There are many possible combinations of MEIFs, producing different condition numbers of $A_{\text{error}}$. One special situation is that different combinations of MEIFs may produce the same condition number of $A_{\text{true}}$. For each combination of MEIFs, the polarization state of the incident light is set using the Stokes vectors that map the entire Poincaré sphere, and the $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ distribution of the inverted Stokes vector under the impact of MEIFs is computed according to Equations 16–19 and then the average value and standard deviation (SD) of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ are calculated. After analyzing the $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ distribution under different MEIF combinations, we obtained the impact of the system matrix condition number with error and the incident polarization state on detection accuracy. It can be seen in Figure 5 that the system matrix condition number with error ranges from 2.78 to 5.06, with an average of 3.84. The blue points represent the average value of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ under different matrix condition numbers, and the value range is between 0.22 and 0.88, while the red points represent the SD of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$, with values ranging from 0.02 to 0.38. The average and SD data of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ reflect that the final accuracy of the polarization detection system is affected by both MEIFs and the polarization state of the incident light.

Taking one set of data points as a sample, it can be seen from Figure 5a that $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ of the sample point has a large value range, between 0.13 and 0.97, as it has a uniquely determined matrix $A_{\text{true}}$, and the influence on $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ is mainly from the polarization state of the incident light. The respective trend lines (solid red and blue lines) are plotted according to the clustering and distribution patterns of mean and SD points, qualitatively showing that the condition number of $A_{\text{true}}$ and the mean and SD of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ are positively correlated, which indicates that the condition number of $A_{\text{true}}$ plays a dominant role in determining $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$. Hence, it is possible to control the $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ error by diminishing the condition number of the system matrix through optimizing the MEIFs. The condition number of the theoretical system matrix designed in this article is 3.2255. As shown in Figure 5, under the influence of MEIFs, about 20% of the condition numbers are smaller than the theoretical matrix condition number, which indicates that in some combinations, MEIFs can produce a self-optimization effect on the system matrix condition number, to a maximum degree of 13.8%; however, this effect is not stable. And one condition number can correspond to different numerical distributions of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$, which indicates that the same condition number with different MEIFs has differential sensitivity to the incident polarization state. This randomness impairs the self-optimization effect of MEIFs on the system matrix, so it is necessary to avoid such randomness.

### Optimization of System Parameters

According to the compatibility of norms, from Equation 16 we can deduce

$$D(S_{\text{true}}, S') \leq \|A_{\text{true}}^{-1}\| \cdot \|A_{\text{true}}^{-1} \circ S_{\text{true}}\| \leq \sqrt{2} \cdot \|A_{\text{true}}^{-1}\| \cdot \|A_{\text{true}}\|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The maximum value of $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ can be constrained by three factors, namely the 2-norms of $A_{\text{true}}^{-1}$, $\Delta A$, and $S_{\text{true}}$, where $\|S_{\text{true}}\| \leq \sqrt{2}$ under normalized condition and $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ is normalized as $S_{\text{true}}$. Intuitively, $A_{\text{true}}$ can affect the 2-norm of $A_{\text{true}}^{-1}$ and $\Delta A$ at the same time, indicating that the degree of the randomness already mentioned is mainly caused by the theoretical Mueller matrix $A_{\text{true}}$. It is possible to control the $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ variation by optimizing the MEIFs of the system matrix.

There are 10 MEIFs, and their relationship to $D(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ is highly coupled. Considering cost control and implementation difficulty, without replacing existing system components, the optimizable parameters are mainly the mounting angles of the polarizers and quarter-wave plate $\phi$, $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$. The flowchart of the optimization process is shown in Figure 6.

The steps of the optimization process are as follows:

1. Set $k_1, k_2, k_3, k_4,$ and $\phi$ as design values, as shown in Table 2.
2. Set the angular optimization ranges for $\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3,$ and $\theta_5$, as $[0, \pi]$, the step length of angular optimization for $\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4,$ and $\theta_5$ as $l$, and the number of optimizations per angle as $\pi/l + 1$.
3. Traverse $\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4,$ and $\theta_5$ in $[0, \pi]$.
a. Set $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$ as initial value 0 and traverse $\theta_i$ with step L. 
b. Traverse $\theta_i$ with step L, and traverse $\theta_i$ with step L once for each additional L in $\theta_i$. 
c. Traverse $\theta_i$ with step L, and repeat step (b) for each additional L in $\theta_i$. 
d. Traverse $\theta_i$ with step L, and repeat step (c) for each additional L in $\theta_i$. 
e. Traverse $\theta_i$ with step L, and repeat step (d) for each additional L in $\theta_i$. 
f. Calculate the condition number CN of the system matrix for each value of $\theta_i$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$

Calculate the minimum of CN, and list the corresponding $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$ values.

Through this simulation, 840 sets of optimal combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$ values were generated. The property of the elementary transformation of a matrix indicates that after adjusting the order of the rows, a changed matrix is equivalent to the original one, and we also verified that the condition number of the matrix would not change. Equations 8–10 are formally similar, so the optimal combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$ can neglect their sequence; $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the angles of the polarizer and the quarter-wave plate in the same optical path, and they are physically sequentially related and need to be listed normally similar, so the optimal combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$ can neglect their sequence; $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the angles of the polarizer and the quarter-wave plate in the same optical path, and they are physically sequentially related and need to be listed separately. Thus, 840 sets of the optimal combinations can be categorized into 96 sets, as shown in Table 3. In this simulation, $\theta_i$ gets 12 optimal values, and each value can correspond to two optimal values of $\theta_i$ and four combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$. For example, when $\theta_i = 0^\circ$, $\theta_i$ equals either $45^\circ$ or $135^\circ$, and the combination of $(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3)$ can be $(0^\circ, 60^\circ, 120^\circ)$, $(15^\circ, 75^\circ, 135^\circ)$, $(30^\circ, 90^\circ, 150^\circ)$, or $(45^\circ, 105^\circ, 165^\circ)$.

With the optimized combinations in Table 3, the condition number of the theoretical system matrix can be diminished from 3.2255 to 2.4842, a reduction of approximately 30%, and the 2-norm of $A_{14}^*$ is decreased from 12.0818 to 9.5808, a reduction of approximately 20.7%, which indicates that the influence of the MEIFs on $DS(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ variation can be reduced to some extent. Although the optimized combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$ are obtained, these ideal combinations may still be affected by the MEIFs in Table 2 during the actual assembly of the system, thus leading to biases in solving the Stokes vector as well. To this end, the effect of the MEIFs on the condition number of the actual matrix $A_{14}^*$ and $DS(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ variation was simulated, with the ideal Mueller matrix $A_0$ being the optimized one in these analyses. Twenty-four out of 96 combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$ were selected for analysis, corresponding to all cases of $\theta_i$ and $\theta_i$ and one subgroup each of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$, respectively. The case before optimization is denoted “ori,” and opt1 through opt24 represent the cases after optimization. In Figure 7, the optimized condition number of $A_{14}^*$ decreases considerably, with the average, 75% fraction, and 95% fraction all smaller.

Table 3. 96 combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$ with the condition number optimized to 2.4842.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgroups of $(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3)$</th>
<th>$\theta_4$</th>
<th>$\theta_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$45^\circ$ or $135^\circ$</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60^\circ$ or $150^\circ$</td>
<td>$15^\circ$</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75^\circ$ or $165^\circ$</td>
<td>$30^\circ$</td>
<td>$0^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0^\circ$ or $90^\circ$</td>
<td>$45^\circ$</td>
<td>$15^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15^\circ$ or $105^\circ$</td>
<td>$60^\circ$</td>
<td>$30^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^\circ$ or $120^\circ$</td>
<td>$75^\circ$</td>
<td>$45^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15^\circ$ or $105^\circ$</td>
<td>$90^\circ$</td>
<td>$60^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^\circ$ or $120^\circ$</td>
<td>$105^\circ$</td>
<td>$75^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15^\circ$ or $105^\circ$</td>
<td>$135^\circ$</td>
<td>$105^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^\circ$ or $120^\circ$</td>
<td>$150^\circ$</td>
<td>$135^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15^\circ$ or $105^\circ$</td>
<td>$150^\circ$</td>
<td>$150^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30^\circ$ or $120^\circ$</td>
<td>$165^\circ$</td>
<td>$165^\circ$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The condition number of the system matrix was calculated for each additional L in $\theta_i$. The property of the elementary transformation of a matrix indicates that after adjusting the order of the rows, a changed matrix is equivalent to the original one. The condition number of the matrix would not change. Equations 8–10 are formally similar, so the optimal combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$ can neglect their sequence; $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the angles of the polarizer and the quarter-wave plate in the same optical path, and they are physically sequentially related and need to be listed separately. Thus, 840 sets of the optimal combinations can be categorized into 96 sets, as shown in Table 3. In this simulation, $\theta_i$ gets 12 optimal values, and each value can correspond to two optimal values of $\theta_i$ and four combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$. For example, when $\theta_i = 0^\circ$, $\theta_i$ equals either $45^\circ$ or $135^\circ$, and the combination of $(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3)$ can be $(0^\circ, 60^\circ, 120^\circ)$, $(15^\circ, 75^\circ, 135^\circ)$, $(30^\circ, 90^\circ, 150^\circ)$, or $(45^\circ, 105^\circ, 165^\circ)$.

With the optimized combinations in Table 3, the condition number of the theoretical system matrix can be diminished from 3.2255 to 2.4842, a reduction of approximately 30%, and the 2-norm of $A_{14}^*$ is decreased from 12.0818 to 9.5808, a reduction of approximately 20.7%, which indicates that the influence of the MEIFs on $DS(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ variation can be reduced to some extent. Although the optimized combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$ are obtained, these ideal combinations may still be affected by the MEIFs in Table 2 during the actual assembly of the system, thus leading to biases in solving the Stokes vector as well. To this end, the effect of the MEIFs on the condition number of the actual matrix $A_{14}^*$ and $DS(S_{\text{true}}, S')$ variation was simulated, with the ideal Mueller matrix $A_0$ being the optimized one in these analyses. Twenty-four out of 96 combinations of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$ were selected for analysis, corresponding to all cases of $\theta_i$ and $\theta_i$ and one subgroup each of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$, respectively. The case before optimization is denoted “ori,” and opt1 through opt24 represent the cases after optimization. In Figure 7, the optimized condition number of $A_{14}^*$ decreases considerably, with the average, 75% fraction, and 95% fraction all smaller.
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than before optimization, and the optimized averages are almost at the same level, indicating that the optimized ideal Mueller matrix \(A_0\) can diminish the negative effect of MEIFs on the condition number of \(A_{\text{true}}\).

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of MEIFs on \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{mean}}\) and \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{SD}}\) before and after optimization. In Figure 8, the optimized \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{mean}}\) has the same average and confidence interval, and the average is smaller than before optimization. Taking ori and opt11 as examples, the normal probability plots show that the \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{mean}}\) for opt11 as a whole indicates a relatively smaller value distribution than for ori. In Figure 9, the average values of almost all optimized \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{SD}}\) are smaller than before optimization, and the normal probability plots also show that the \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{SD}}\) for opt11 has a relatively smaller numerical interval than for ori. Figures 8 and 9 both indicate that the optimized MEIFs have an attenuated effect on \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')\) to some extent.

### Relationship Between System Design and Calibration

When the values of \(\Delta I\), \(\Delta Q\), \(\Delta U\), and \(\Delta V\) are within ±0.005, \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{max}} = 0.01\). Using \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')\) to assess the extent to which \(S'\) deviates from \(S_{\text{true}}\), the uncertainty of the precision control of the incident Stokes vector is replaced by a certain value \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{max}}\). The calibration accuracy control formula can be deduced from Equation 20 as

\[
\| \Delta A \|_{2} \leq \frac{D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{max}}}{\sqrt{2} \| A_0 \|_{2}} = \frac{0.01}{\sqrt{2} \| A_0 \|_{2}}.
\]

Equation 21 contains three variables: \(\| A_0 \|_{2}\) reflects the design accuracy of the polarization detection system, \(\| \Delta A \|_{2}\) reflects the control accuracy of the calibration system, and \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{max}}\) reflects the maximum value of \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')\). The equation links the two mutually independent design processes of the polarization detection system and the calibration system. Designing and implementing the calibration system according to Equation 21 can help to examine the required accuracy of the polarization detection system, and the value of \(D(S_{\text{true}}, S')_{\text{max}}\) can also be set according to the inverted Stokes vector accuracy.

### Calibration Analysis and Experiments

#### Calibration Analysis

Equation 16 and Figure 5 show that the accuracy of the inverted Stokes vector is affected by the incident polarization state itself and the MEIFs together. Equation 21 is deduced and the
calibration accuracy control formula is obtained. In Equation 21, \( \| \Delta A \|_2 \) reflects the control accuracy of the calibration system. However, \( \| \Delta A \|_2 \) can be further divided into two parts:

\[
\Delta A = \Delta A_a + \Delta A_c \tag{22}
\]

\[
\| \Delta A \|_2 = \| \Delta A_a \|_2 + \| \Delta A_c \|_2 \tag{23}
\]

where \( \Delta A_a \) represents the error introduced by the optics components in the detection system and \( \Delta A_c \) represents the error introduced by the calibration system. According to Equations 21–23, with a certain \( D(S_{true}, S_{max}) \), the smaller the \( \| \Delta A \|_2 \), the lower the limit of \( \| \Delta A_a \|_2 \), which means that the error tolerance of the detection system and the calibration system is higher.

Technically, one way to reduce \( \Delta A_a \) is to precisely adjust the optics components in the detection system according to the theoretical parameters, but this is difficult. The value of \( \Delta A_c \) is mainly generated from the light source section of the calibration system. For a full-polarization calibration system, the polarized light generator mainly includes an integrating sphere, a polarizer, and a wave plate. A variety of polarized incident light can be generated by changing the polarizing angle \( \psi \) of the polarizer and the fast axis angle \( \eta \) of the wave plate. However, \( \psi \) and \( \eta \) will dynamically change in operation, and even a small \( \Delta \psi \) or \( \Delta \eta \) can change the polarization state of the incident light and introduce calibration error in the fitting solution of the Mueller matrix. In order to eliminate dynamic error of \( \Delta \psi \) and \( \Delta \eta \), high-precision motorized turntables are required to rotate the polarization and wave plate. Also, \( \Delta \psi \) and \( \Delta \eta \), and the initial values of \( \psi_0 \) and \( \eta_0 \), should be treated as parameters to be calibrated, which can be fitted together with the Mueller matrix of the detection system to eliminate \( \Delta A_a \) and \( \Delta A_c \). Based on these considerations, the method used in the calibration was the nonlinear least-squares fit (NLSF), which is a tool for solving multi-parameter nonlinear problems.

**Experiments**

The nonlinear least-squares fit method was used to calibrate the system. The calibration process includes an integrating sphere light source, a modulation unit of the incident light polarization, and the full-polarization imaging detection system. The modulation unit consists of a 532-nm filter, a high-precision motorized turntable, a polarizer, a precision angle sensor, and a quarter-wave plate, in sequence. The polarizer is mounted on the turntable, and the quarter-wave plate is on the angle sensor. The main calibration steps are as follows:

1. There are 10 MEIFs in the detection system, and the purpose of the calibration is to get the accurate detector system matrix \( M \), so the 16 elements of \( M \) can represent the MEIFs in the calculation. Then 20 unknown parameters of the calibration process are determined: the 16 elements of the detector system matrix \( M \) and four other parameters of the modulation unit—the transmittance \( \tau \), the initial angles \( \psi_0 \) and \( \eta_0 \) of the polarizer and quarter-wave plate, and the phase delay \( \Delta \) of the quarter-wave plate.

2. Rotate the quarter-wave plate in the modulation unit from 0° to 360° at 45° intervals. With each angle of the quarter-wave plate, rotate the polarizer from 0° to 360° at 45° intervals to create polarized incident light, and record all 64 sets of data with the detector.

3. Applying the nonlinear least-squares fitting method, fit the above 20 parameters.

4. According to the fitted initial angle \( \psi_0 \) of the polarizer, use the high-precision motorized turntable to adjust the polarizer direction to 0°. Remove the quarter-wave plate from the modulation unit, vary the polarizer direction from 0° to 170°, and record every 10° by the detection system, for a total of 18 sets.

5. Add the quarter-wave plate and angle sensor behind the polarizer and adjust the direction of the fast axis of the wave plate to 0° according to the fitted value \( \eta_0 \). Adjust the polarizer direction to −45° to create the right-hand circularly polarized light, and record it by the detection system.

6. Repeat (5) for a total of seven times.

7. Calculate AOP, DOLP, and DOCP of the linearly and circularly polarized incident light using the system matrix before and after calibration. Compare the errors with the created known polarized light. Results are shown in Figures 10–12.

Figures 10 and 11 show the AOP and DOLP of the linearly polarized incident light calculated by the detection system before and after the NLSF calibration. The detection errors of AOP and DOLP are less than 0.2° and 2.5%, respectively, after the calibration. Figure 12 shows the DOCP of right-handed circularly polarized incident light calculated by the detection system before and after the NLSF calibration. The detection error of DOCP is less than 3.6% after the calibration. The errors in AOP, DOLP, and DOCP are all reduced by approximately...
50% with the NLSF method, compared with the calibration method without $\zeta$ and $\eta$ as fitting parameters.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this article, the MEIFs of the full-polarization detection system were analyzed, the error propagation process was derived, and the detection system was calibrated. In summary, the error propagation process indicates that the error of the inversed Stokes vector is affected both by MEIFs and by the polarization state of the incident light. By applying the 2-norm of the Stokes vector and the condition number of the system Mueller matrix as the evaluation criteria of detection accuracy and MEIF impact, respectively, we found that MEIFs dominate the formation of detection error, and their relationship is positively correlated, so the detection error can be controlled by attenuating the condition number of the system matrix while designing the detection system.

After the optimization of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, $\theta_4$, and $\theta_5$, 96 sets of angle combinations were obtained with smaller matrix condition numbers, and the analyses indicate that the optimal combinations can diminish the negative effect of MEIFs and the polarization state of the incident light on the detection accuracy. Under the acceptable error range of the inversed Stokes vector, the control equation of system calibration was ascertained, which can help to examine the design and calibration of the detection system. The work in this article provides a reference for the optimization and calibration of full-polarization imaging detectors.
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Abstract
Recently, performance improvement in facade parsing from 3D point clouds has been brought about by designing more complex network structures, which cost huge computing resources and do not take full advantage of prior knowledge of facade structure. Instead, from the perspective of data distribution, we construct a new hierarchical mesh multi-view data domain based on the characteristics of facade objects to achieve fusion of deep-learning models and prior knowledge, thereby significantly improving segmentation accuracy. We comprehensively evaluate the current mainstream method on the RueMonge 2014 data set and demonstrate the superiority of our method. The mean intersection-over-union index on the facade-parsing task reached 76.41%, which is 2.75% higher than the current best result. In addition, through comparative experiments, the reasons for the performance improvement of the proposed method are further analyzed.

Introduction
Facade parsing is an important part of 3D city modeling. It directly determines efficient constructs of detailed 3D urban models with semantic details, such as building models at level of detail 3 in CityGML format (Gröger and Plümer 2012; Biljecki et al. 2014; Biljecki et al. 2016). Facade parsing not only represents the graphic appearance of a building model but also contains the attributes and semantic information of the building (windows, walls, roofs, etc.). There are important applications in the field of smart cities and urban reconstruction (M. Zhang et al. 2013; Wendel et al. 2017; Shao et al. 2016; Saretta et al. 2020). In recent years, with the improvement of photogrammetry and visual-reconstruction technology, we can easily obtain sparse point-cloud data with color attributes based on structure from motion (SfM) at a low cost.

In SfM data, the 3D point cloud with depth information is a good representation of the hierarchical layout features of the facade, and the 2D texture information can express the architectural design style very well. However, it is still challenging to parse the facade structure from the SfM point cloud with high precision and automation. The difficulty of the problem is mainly due to two factors: the point-cloud data reconstructed based on SfM are sparse, and the structure disordered; and facade design styles are very different, with complicated layouts. Among the current mainstream methods, the classic methods based on rule constraints and geometric features (Zheng et al. 2010; Y. Li et al. 2011; Wan and Sharf 2012; Martinović et al. 2015; Z. Li et al. 2017; Gadde et al. 2018) are sensitive to point-cloud density and architectural style types but are not robust, whereas methods based on deep learning do not effectively use the facade structure and other prior knowledge in the model design (Charles et al. 2017; Qi et al. 2017; Su et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019).

In this article, we combine prior knowledge of facades with semantic segmentation methods of multi-view projection to propose a new method based on a hierarchical mesh multi-view (HMMV) domain, which can automatically achieve semantic segmentation of the facade from the SfM point cloud. The main contributions of this article are as follows:

1. We develop a hierarchical mesh (H-Mesh), a new 3D facade mesh model that is capable of extracting prior structure knowledge of the facade. Due to the hierarchical characteristics of various elements in the distribution of facade depth-attribute values, based on prior knowledge this article performs fuzzy clustering on the original mesh to generate the H-Mesh, which can significantly characterize the edge information of the facade elements.

2. We create the HMMV domain, a new 2D facade data domain, through 2D projection and sampling of the H-Mesh. The HMMV domain also integrates facade texture information and edge information to enable a deep segmentation network to learn more discriminative features and improve the accuracy of semantic segmentation. To make the HMMV domain express the 3D H-Mesh as accurately as possible, we design a multi-angle, multi-scale sampling strategy.

3. Based on the previous steps, we propose a new facade point-cloud parsing framework. Without the use of additional data sets or data enhancements, the proposed method achieves the best results in all performance indicators on the RueMonge 2014 data set 3D facade-parsing task: overall pixel accuracy, average class accuracy, and mean intersection over union.

The organization of this article is as follows: In the next section, we introduce the related methods of facade parsing. After that, we describe the method of creating the H-Mesh, the process of generating the HMMV domain, semantic segmentation, and the details of back projection. Then we introduce the experimental data set, implementation details, and qualitative and quantitative analysis of the experimental results. Finally, we summarize the article.

Related Work
The focus of this article is on facade parsing with a point cloud. The goal is to assign semantic labels (windows, balconies, walls, etc.) to each point. This work is closely related to the field of 3D point-cloud segmentation. We divide the related work into two categories of solution techniques:
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knowledge-driven and data-driven. Knowledge-driven segmentation methods are based on features and prior knowledge, whereas data-drive methods are based on deep learning.

**Methods Based on Features and Prior Knowledge**
The use of 3D features and prior knowledge of facades in a point cloud is the key to 3D facade semantic segmentation tasks. The feature descriptor forms a vector or matrix from a single point cloud and its local field through a specific calculation, then inputs this to the classifier to complete the point-cloud classification. Anguelov et al. (2005), Ladicky et al. (2012), and Munoz et al. (2012) have combined a variety of 3D local and domain features and 2D texture features to achieve better segmentation results. L. Zhang et al. (2018) used the ReLu-NN classifier to accomplish the semantic annotation of a point cloud by constructing a feature-descriptor submatrix.

Since the layout of an architectural facade is symmetrical and hierarchical, based on this feature repetitive units are extracted and enhanced by merging them, which can improve semantic segmentation performance (Zheng et al. 2010; Y. Li et al. 2011; Z. Li et al. 2017). Shape grammar is a type of regularized prior knowledge. According to the structure-aware characteristics of facades, corresponding grammatical rules are predefined to guide subsequent parsing tasks (Teboul et al. 2011; Riemenschneider et al. 2012; Wan and Sharf 2012; Martinovic and Van Gool 2013; Kozi ski et al. 2015). Although we can obtain better parsing results based on these grammar rules, the difficulty of designing the grammar is high, which severely restricts the application scope of this method. Gadde et al. (2018) applied contextual prior knowledge to the classification of facades in 2D images and 3D point cloud by using auto-context features to train a series of boosted decision trees to achieve the semantic segmentation. Martinovi et al. (2015) implemented a three-stage method for parsing facade point clouds; however, over-segmentation of facade instances will lead to poor facade-parsing performance.

**Methods Based on Deep Learning**
There are many methods for the semantic segmentation of point clouds based on deep learning, which can be roughly divided into four categories. Among them, projection-based methods (Su et al. 2015; Lawin et al. 2017; Bouch et al. 2018) and discretization-based methods (Jing and You 2016; Riegler et al. 2017; Su et al. 2018; Meng et al. 2019) both transform irregular point-cloud structures into regular expressions in the intermediate stage and then project the intermediate-stage segmentation results back to the original point cloud. In the semantic feature-extraction stage, some special feature-learning methods have been proposed to improve performance (Lin et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018; Shao et al. 2019; Shao et al. 2020). Point-based methods (Charles et al. 2017; Qi et al. 2017) are directly processed on the irregular point cloud. The main purpose of hybrid methods (Shao et al. 2017; Dai and Nießner 2018; Chiang et al. 2019; Jaritz et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019) is to aggregate multi-modal features to improve the prediction ability of the model. The representative work is summarized in the following.

**Projection-Based Methods**
MVCNN (Multi-View Convolutional Neural Networks; Su et al. 2015) is a pioneering work, which first proposed multi-view features and applied them to 3D shape recognition. Similarly, SnapNet (Bouch et al. 2018) randomly acquires a large number of views in the scene and generates RGB and depth snapshots, then uses a 2D segmentation network to perform pixel-wise labeling on these snapshots. Different from SnapNet random sampling, our proposed method samples the building facade at multiple scales and angles. In addition, SnapNet directly takes a snapshot of the original RGB mesh, which is suitable for large-scale scenes but not for objects with fine-grained structures, like facades. The generated views are weak in expressing the local details of the facade. In contrast, the multi-views generated in this article based on the H-Mesh model integrate the edge information of the facade, which can better represent the prior knowledge of facade structures.

**Discretization-Based Methods**
Su et al. (2018) used a sparse bilateral convolutional layer to construct sparse lattice networks (SplatNet). The method first interpolates the original point cloud to the sparse lattice of a tetrahedron, and then the sparse lattice is transformed by the bilateral convolutional layer. The occupied part is convolved, and then the filtered output value is interpolated back to the original point cloud. Riegler et al. (2017) designed OctNet, a 3D convolutional neural network based on an octree and a grid structure, to achieve a deeper network without affecting the resolution. Although OctNet can achieve high-resolution representation of sparse point clouds through an unbalanced octree structure, the 3D octree grid will not only cause information loss when dividing the space but will also inevitably destroy the fine-grained structure of the facade. Our proposed H-Mesh model can retain the local detail features of the facade by losing a small number of fuzzy points.

**Point-Based Methods**
PointNet (Charles et al. 2017) is the first deep network to manipulate point clouds directly. It learns point-wise features through a parameter-sharing multi-layer perceptron network structure and uses symmetric functions to learn global features; however, it does not extract local features. To solve this problem, PointNet++ was proposed (Qi et al. 2017), which aggregates the point cloud layer by layer, gradually increases the local receptive field, and adopts multi-scale and multi-resolution aggregation methods to reduce the influence of point-cloud density changes. The PointNet series network has been widely used in the field of 3D object classification and point-cloud segmentation; however, when directly applied to facade parsing, its effect is far less than those of the other methods. The reason is that the special hierarchical structure and repeated layout of a facade (which directly determine the density of the point cloud) present the law of hierarchical and repeated distribution, while the scale and resolution of the PointNet++ network change uniformly globally, so it is unable to adaptively learn the structural characteristics of the facade.

**Hybrid Methods**
The SGNF method (Liu et al. 2019) integrates MVCNN and a graph network. The graph-network structure is constructed based on the original point-cloud spatial structure, with the advantage that point-cloud spatial-structure characteristics can be better learned theoretically. However, the shortcomings are also obvious. Even for small-scale facade point clouds, the directed acyclic graph network structure is very complex, the model parameters are huge, the computing power required is high, and the depth of the directed acyclic graph is not controlled, which may produce the phenomenon of gradient disappearance.

**Combining the Two Categories**
Knowledge-driven methods rely mainly on handcrafted design and expert experience; their feature-learning ability is not strong, and their algorithm robustness is not high. In contrast, methods based on deep learning have powerful feature-learning capabilities without the need to predefine complex rules, but they do not use the prior knowledge of the potential structure of the facade, which has a major effect on the performance of semantic segmentation. In this article, combining the advantages of prior knowledge and deep-learning methods, we propose a new method through generating an HMMV domain, which merges the edge prior information and texture information of the facade, and then using a multi-view
projection-based deep-learning method to extract more discriminative features, which can give a semantic segmentation model stronger generalizability. Our proposed strategy significantly improves the accuracy of 3D facade parsing in a point cloud.

Methods

Through depth-information histogram statistics of facades, various elements in the facade point cloud show obvious hierarchical distribution characteristics, and the depth distribution of the same class of elements is consistent, which is the potential prior knowledge that can be incorporated into the model design. However, it is difficult to learn this feature by directly using multi-view convolutional neural networks on the original point cloud or mesh models. For this reason, this article designs an automatic method for extracting prior knowledge of the facade. A new submesh model is constructed by fuzzy decomposition of the original mesh model. The mesh surface of the fuzzy area is eliminated to achieve coarse decomposition of the facade surface mesh. Therefore, on the mesh surface of the facade, there are no faces or edges between element patches (windows, balconies, walls, etc.), thus generating many spatially independent submeshes. These submeshes form a special mesh, which is called the H-Mesh in this article, as shown in Figure 3.

Before using 2D semantic segmentation models, an H-Mesh needs to be projected to the 2D multi-view domain, which is called the HMMV domain. The HMMV domain has a different data distribution compared with the original mesh multi-view (OMMV) domain. Intuitively, we propose that in the HMMV domain, the 2D semantic segmentation network can learn more discriminative features, thereby improving the accuracy of facade parsing. The comparative experiment in this article verified this intuition and insight. The overall process of the method is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Overview of method. (1) Triangulated mesh generated from the original point cloud; (2) hierarchical mesh (H-Mesh) model generated based on the hierarchical mesh decomposition algorithm, which consists of multiple submeshes; (3) hierarchical mesh multi-view domain (HMMV) data generated by multi-scale and multi-angle 2D view sampling; (4) 2D segmentation network model—we used U-net and DeepLabv3+ networks separately to perform semantic segmentation on the HMMV data domain; (5) the semantic segmentation results of HMMV, before projection back to the original point cloud to complete the 3D facade parsing.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Schematic diagram of geodesic distance, angular distance, and color distance.
Creation of the H-Mesh Model

The purpose of constructing the H-Mesh model is to extract the edge information of the facade elements. The distance feature vector is constructed through the geometric and color features between the various faces of the original mesh. The H-Mesh decomposition algorithm is used to obtain the coarse boundaries of elements, which are used as structural prior knowledge to improve semantic segmentation performance.

In the field of 3D geographic information systems and computer graphics, there are many mature standard modeling methods (Chew 1987; Blacker and Stephenson 1991; Owen 1998; Shewchuk 2002). In this article, we use the Delaunay triangulation-model method to generate the original mesh model, as shown in Figure 3. Next we decompose the original mesh model to generate an H-Mesh model. The purpose of mesh decomposition is to divide the mesh into several meaningful submeshes, but unlike with mesh segmentation, the submeshes formed by mesh decomposition—or fragments—are relatively coarse and do not contain any semantic label information. This process can be simply understood as a data-reconstruction process.

As the various elements of the facade mesh have obvious depth differences (as shown in Figure 3), the entire mesh surface is uneven. For example, windows are often sunken and balconies are generally convex. A hierarchical mesh decomposition (HMD) algorithm (Katz and Tal 2003) can decompose these uneven regions well. The key idea is to find meaningful components and at the same time create fuzzy boundaries between components. The algorithm is based on a basic assumption: that mesh faces that are far away from each other are unlikely to belong to the same submesh.

The process of HMD is mainly divided into two parts. First, the mesh is fuzzy clustered according to the geometric distance of the mesh surface, and then the fuzzy boundary area is optimized by the minimum-cut method. In the process of fuzzy clustering, the HMD algorithm considers only the two geometric features of geodesic distance and angular distance. However, the color distance between different types of element blocks in the facade mesh has obvious differences. Therefore, this article extends the color distance as one of the weights on the basis of the original algorithm, which effectively represents the texture difference of the facade.

Figure 3. Comparison of original mesh (first row) and hierarchical mesh (H-Mesh; second row), the coarse decomposition result of the original mesh, which can significantly characterize the edge information of the facade elements.
elements and can further improve the mesh-decomposition performance. On the other hand, the fuzzy boundary areas between the components obtained by the original algorithm are intermediate results. This article eliminates these areas to form a new facade H-Mesh that contains many spatially separated submeshes.

In summary, the generation algorithm of the facade H-Mesh proposed in this article is mainly divided into three steps. The first step is to calculate the color distance and geometric distance (including geodesic distance and angular distance) and merge them to generate the edge weight of the dual mesh. The second step is to perform fuzzy clustering using the weight of the mesh surface to complete the preliminary decomposition of the elements of the facade and generate the fuzzy area. In the third step, the fuzzy area of mesh is removed; the remaining parts form the H-Mesh of the facade with coarse element boundaries. The fuzzy process in the second step is consistent with the HMD method (Katz and Tal 2003), so we do not repeat it here. Next we elaborate on the first and third steps.

Fusing Color Distance and Geometric Distance
As the RueMonge data set was collected under natural light, the color distance in Equation 1 is used in this article to be closer to the L*a*b* uniform color space; that is, the color difference represented by the spatial distance is consistent with the difference in human vision. Thus, the chromatic aberration between two grid surfaces can be judged more realistically and stably. Given two adjacent grid surfaces, and , their original color space is \( R, G, B \)—the three primary colors—and the color distance is defined as

\[
\text{Color_Dist}(f_i, f_j) = \sqrt{(2 + \frac{r}{256}) \Delta R^2 + 4 \Delta G^2 + (2 + \frac{255-r}{256}) \Delta B^2},
\]

where

\[
r = \frac{R_i + R_j}{2}, \quad \Delta R = R_i - R_j, \quad \Delta G = G_i - G_j, \quad \Delta B = B_i - B_j.
\]

Geo_Dist\( (f_i, f_j) \) is the shortest distance along the mesh surface between the geometric center points of the mesh faces \( f_i \) and \( f_j \):

\[
\text{Geo_Dist}(f_i, f_j) = \text{Shortest_Distance}(	ext{Center}_i, f_i, \text{Center}_j, f_j).
\]

Ang_Dist\( (f_i, f_j) \) is the angular distance between the normal vectors of the mesh faces,

\[
\text{Ang_Dist}(f_i, f_j) = \eta(1 - \cos \alpha_i),
\]

where \( \alpha_i \) is the angle between the normal vectors of the mesh faces \( f_i \) and \( f_j \), and \( \eta \) is the factor for the convexity of the mesh face. The color distance between adjacent mesh faces characterizes the texture difference of the facade elements, whereas the angular distance and geodesic distance characterize the geometric structure difference of the facade elements at the boundary; therefore, they are merged to generate an edge weight of the dual mesh, which can more comprehensively reflect the features of the mesh faces, generate a more accurate shortest path, and obtain better fuzzy decomposition results. The edge weight of the dual mesh is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Weight}(f_i, f_j) &= \frac{\text{Geo_Dist}(f_i, f_j)}{\text{avg}(\text{Geo_Dist})} + \frac{\text{Ang_Dist}(f_i, f_j)}{\text{avg}(\text{Ang_Dist})} + (1 - \delta_i - \delta_j) \frac{\text{Color_Dist}(f_i, f_j)}{\text{avg}(\text{Color_Dist})},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \text{avg}(\text{Color_Dist}) \) represents the average color distance of all adjacent faces in the mesh, \( \text{avg}(\text{Geo_Dist}) \) represents the average geodesic distance of the center points of all adjacent faces in the mesh, and \( \text{avg}(\text{Ang_Dist}) \) represents the average angular distance of all adjacent faces in the mesh.

Removing Fuzzy Areas
After the first two steps are completed, the original mesh is divided into many independent mesh patches, which are defined as a set \( p \); the \( j \)th patch is \( p_j \), and the probability that the face of mesh \( f_i \) belongs to patch \( p_j \) is \( P(f_i, p_j) \). The distribution is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fuzzy} &= \left\{
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{fuzzy}, & P(f_i, p_j) > 0.5 + \epsilon, \\
\text{fuzzy}, & 0.5 - \epsilon \leq P(f_i, p_j) \leq 0.5 + \epsilon, \\
\text{fuzzy}, & P(f_i, p_j) < 0.5 - \epsilon.
\end{array}
\right.
\end{align*}
\]

In this step, we traverse the entire mesh and remove the faces with probability values in the interval \([0.5 - \epsilon, 0.5 + \epsilon]\) as fuzzy areas, which completes the mesh separation of adjacent facade elements. Removing the fuzzy area loses only a small part of the vertex data; however, the generated H-Mesh significantly represents the prior knowledge of the facade spatial layout and element boundary information, which is precisely the key to improving the accuracy of the facade parsing.

In Figure 3, the first row is the original mesh and the second row is the H-Mesh. When the point-cloud data of the facade are relatively complete and the density is appropriate, based on the H-Mesh decomposition method, a higher-quality facade H-Mesh can be generated, as shown in Figure 3a–3c. When facade point-cloud data are missing, such as in Figure 3d, the decomposition performance will inevitably be affected by the distortion of the distance between the local mesh surfaces.

Generation of the HMMV Data Domain
The HMMV data domain is generated to express the 3D H-Mesh completely through 2D projection. The HMMV data combine the prior edge information and texture information of the facade and are the input of the 2D semantic segmentation model.

As the internal submesh of the H-Mesh presents a discrete state in the spatial topological relationship and cannot directly perform feature learning on the surface of the mesh, this article uses 2D projection to generate an HMMV data domain, which not only has rich texture features but also has significant edge features. The data distribution is different from the multi-view data domain generated by the original mesh. This contains the constraints of structure prior knowledge, so as to improve the feature-description ability of deep neural networks.

Inspired by MVCNN and SnapNet (Su et al. 2015; Boulich et al. 2018), according to the characteristics of the facade object we constructed a new virtual camera that can sample the 2D image of the H-Mesh from multiple angles and multiple scales. This sampling strategy can not only fully express the facade objects but also help with the deep-network learning of salient features, as well as indirectly realize data augmentation, preventing overfitting in later model training.

The virtual-camera model is located on the surface of a 3D sphere. The center of the sphere is the geometric center point of the elevation point cloud. The sampling direction is determined by the normal vector of the mesh surface. Through setting equal-spaced angles, multi-view image sampling is completed. Setting a different sphere radius in each angle achieves multi-scale sampling. The specific process is shown in Figure 4.

By projecting the data onto a 2D plane, a new HMMV domain is generated, in which various elements of the facade are discrete from each other in topological space. This can help humans intuitively perform visual interpretation. Our observation also shows that data distribution in the HMMV domain is more consistent with the laws of human vision, and that the deep neural network in the HMMV domain can extract more discriminative features.

Semantic Segmentation and Back Projection
The input of the semantic segmentation model is the HMMV data, and the output is multi-view images with semantic
labels. The input of the back-projection stage is semantically labeled multi-view images, and the output is a facade point cloud with semantic labels.

Generally, the image semantic segmentation network is mainly composed of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder extracts features from the original image, and the decoder up-samples the feature map generated at the encoding stage to restore the semantic information. This article was based on the U-net (Ronneberger et al. 2015) and DeepLabv3+ (Chen et al. 2018) semantic segmentation models. The encoder uses VGG and ResNet convolutional neural networks (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015; Ho et al. 2016), respectively, to verify the robustness and universality of the HMMV domain to different network structures.

After completing all the 2D HMMV image semantic segmentation, according to the virtual-camera model already defined, the 2D semantic labels are back-projected to the 3D point cloud. The back-projection process is similar to SnapNet (Boulch et al. 2018), and the essence is integrating predicted values from different perspectives. Specifically, since the vertices of the mesh and the pixels of the view are in a one-to-many mapping relationship, the same mesh vertices will appear in multiple views. According to the projected relationship defined in the sampling stage, the predicted value is assigned to the corresponding mesh vertex in the reverse direction. Through iterating through all the views, the label of the mesh vertex is the category corresponding to the maximum predicted value. Finally, through the KD tree index generated in the initial mesh-model creation stage, the nearest mesh vertex v of each point p in the facade point cloud is obtained, and the label of this vertex v is the label of point p, thus completing the semantic segmentation of the facade point cloud.

Experiments
Since there are few publicly available semantic segmentation data sets for 3D facades, we mainly conducted experiments on the RueMonge 2014 data set (Riemenschneider et al. 2014) to test the performance of the method based on the HMMV data domain proposed in this article. The experimental results showed that the method substantially improved the accuracy of 3D facade parsing. Our method was run on the PyTorch version 1.1.0 (Paszke et al. 2019) deep-learning platform. All experiments were performed in the same hardware environment equipped with an Intel 7700K central processing unit and Nvidia GTX 1080Ti graphics processing unit.

Data Set
The ETHZ CVL RueMonge 2014 building-facade data set (Riemenschneider et al. 2014) is used for the 3D reconstruction of the facade in the urban scene and the semantic segmentation of the facade point cloud. The data set is sparse point-cloud data and was created based on the SfM reconstruction and the multi-view stereo method. The architectural design style is Haussmannian. So far, RueMonge 2014 is the largest and only public data set in the field of 3D facade segmentation. The scene of this data set is the Rue Monge in Paris, France, with a total length of 700 m. The facade point clouds along the street are all point-wise semantically labeled. A total of seven semantic categories are labeled: windows, walls, balconies, doors, roofs, sky, and shops. Access to the RueMonge 2014 3D facade data set can be requested at http://www.varcity.eu/3dchallenge/.

Model Specification
On the RueMonge 2014 facade-parsing task, we adopted three main evaluation measures to evaluate our method against state-of-the-art methods: overall pixel accuracy, average class accuracy, and mean intersection over union (IoU). The mean IoU represents the average of the ratio of the intersection and union between the true and predicted values of each element of the facade, and is the most important indicator for measuring the performance of the 3D facade-parsing algorithm.

We designed four comparative experiments to verify the performance of our methods. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the semantic segmentation model used U-net and DeepLabv3+, respectively, and the input data was the HMMV and OMMV data. The multi-views were all images of size 224×224 pixels, the multi-angle sampling range was (0°, 180°), and the multi-scale sampling parameters were [3, 5, 7, 10]; thus, there were four sampling distances in total. In the experiments, we set a total of 17 sampling angles, and therefore the collection size of the multi-view data domain of a single facade mesh was 17×4. The encoder adopted the VGG-16 and ResNet-34 network structures, and used ImageNet pretrained weights as the model initialization parameters. An Adam optimizer was used, and the initial learning rate was 0.0001. All models were trained in parallel on two GTX 1080Ti graphics processing units, and the parameters of the model were updated 5100 times.

Results on the RueMonge 2014 Data Set

Quantitative Analysis
To evaluate the parsing performance of our methods in detail, we quantitatively analyzed (Table 1) the four proposed methods (Ours1–4) and the current six main methods—OctNet (Riegler et al. 2017), 3D All the Way (Martinović et al. 2015), Auto-Context (Gadde et al. 2018), SPLATNet3D (Su et al. 2018), SPLATNet-2D&3D (Su et al. 2018), and SGPNet (Liu et al. 2019)—on the RueMonge 2014 data set. Our proposed semantic segmentation method (Ours4) based on the HMMV data domain and DeepLabv3+ achieved 76.41% on the core indicator of the mean IoU, leading the current best result by 2.75%. The other two indicators were also on par with the current best results. In comparing the experimental results of Ours1–4 using the same semantic segmentation model, the HMMV-based method was significantly better than the OMMV-based method, with respective increases of 6.53% and 6.93%. This is a significant improvement, indicating that the performance based on the HMMV method is superior.

Qualitative Analysis
In this section, we compare only the published prediction results. A visual qualitative analysis of the facade-parsing results was performed to intuitively compare the advantages of the proposed method against the other methods, as shown in Figure 5. SPLATNet-3D is a SplatNet method that uses only 3D features, Ours3 is a method based on OMMV, and Ours4 is a method based on HMMV. These use DeepLabv3+ as the semantic segmentation model. Figure 5 shows the test results of each method on the RueMonge 2014 facade-segmentation data set. Using the ground truth as a reference, we can intuitively see that the HMMV-based method (Ours4) performed better than the other methods.
Specifically, it is difficult for human eyes to recognize windows that are blocked by shadows (the first row) and shops with complex structures (the second row). Benefiting from the prior knowledge of the fuzzy boundary of the H-Mesh, the Ours4 method can identify facade elements completely, while the segmentation results of the other two methods are not ideal. In addition, for the situation of the facade without occlusion and shadow (the third row), SPLATNet3D, due to the lack of learning the 2D texture features, divided part of the wall into balconies. The method based on OMMV (Ours3), due to the lack of 3D geometric features, mistakenly divided shops with similar colors into balconies, but the Ours4 method accurately completed the parsing of the entire facade, showing strong robustness.

Discussion
To explore the reasons for the improved performance of the method proposed in this article, we combined two types of input data and two semantic segmentation networks in pairs, and designed four sets of controlled experiments. We adopted the controlled variable method for comparative experiments; that is, only the input mesh multi-view data were changed, and the other factors remained unchanged. First, multi-view sampling was performed on the original mesh, and the virtual-camera model was kept consistent. Then the same multi-view sampling was performed on the H-Mesh, and the model training was performed without any other data set or data augmentation. The hyper-parameters of the deep-segmentation network were consistent. Finally, we evaluated the prediction results based on the official evaluation code. We analyze the results in detail.

Table 1. Three main evaluation indicators of different methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Overall&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Mean IoU&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OctNet (Riegler et al. 2017)</td>
<td>73.60</td>
<td>81.50</td>
<td>59.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D All the Way (Martinović et al. 2015)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>61.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto-Context (Gadde et al. 2018)</td>
<td>75.30</td>
<td>84.70</td>
<td>62.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLATNet3D (Su et al. 2018)</td>
<td>79.34</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>65.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLATNet-2Dx3D (Su et al. 2018)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>69.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGPN (Liu et al. 2019)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>73.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours1 (OMMV with U-net)</td>
<td>76.62</td>
<td>88.52</td>
<td>66.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours2 (HMMV with U-net)</td>
<td>82.18</td>
<td>90.21</td>
<td>73.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours3 (OMMV with DeepLabv3+)</td>
<td>79.57</td>
<td>89.17</td>
<td>69.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours4 (HMMV with DeepLabv3+)</td>
<td><strong>84.55</strong></td>
<td><strong>91.15</strong></td>
<td><strong>76.41</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HMMV = hierarchical mesh multi-view domain; IoU = intersection over union; OMMV = original mesh multi-view domain.

<sup>a</sup>Overall pixel accuracy.
<sup>b</sup>Average class accuracy.
<sup>c</sup>Boldface indicates the best segmentation results of all facade elements.

Figure 5. Sample facade-parsing results of different methods.
From Table 2, based on the proposed facade-parsing method of the HMMV, the segmentation accuracy of most facade elements was significantly improved, especially for doors and shops. Normally, these two types of elements are distributed at the bottom of the facade. During data collection, the shadow of the sun had a greater impact on the texture expression of the surface. Therefore, the method based on OMMV cannot learn discriminative texture features to recognize facade elements, whereas the HMMV-based method incorporates geometric edge information, so that the encoder of the semantic segmentation model can focus more on the area within the edge.

The performance for walls and roofs did not improve significantly. The main reason is that both of them are large-area plane elements in the facade structure, and the concave/convex properties are not obvious; thus, the geometry feature descriptions in the H-Mesh and the original mesh are relatively consistent, and as a result the parsing accuracies in the same semantic segmentation model are not greatly different. Windows and balconies, on the other hand, are concave and convex structures; they are clearly separated from other facade elements in the HMMV data domain, as shown in Figure 3, and so the generated feature maps are more compact during the encoding stage of the semantic segmentation model, thus improving parsing performance.

To verify the generation ability of the HMMV-based method, we conducted an experiment with cross-domain input data, taking OMMV data as the input and using the model trained Table 2. Semantic segmentation results for different categories of facade elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Class Mean IoU</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Wall</th>
<th>Balcony</th>
<th>Door</th>
<th>Roof</th>
<th>Sky</th>
<th>Shop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours1</td>
<td>OMMV</td>
<td>U-net</td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>65.56</td>
<td>88.96</td>
<td>68.01</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>72.08</td>
<td>73.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours2</td>
<td>HMMV</td>
<td>U-net</td>
<td>73.28</td>
<td>71.45</td>
<td>88.63</td>
<td>75.23</td>
<td>45.55</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>77.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours3</td>
<td>OMMV</td>
<td>DeepLabv3+</td>
<td>69.48</td>
<td>71.49</td>
<td>88.84</td>
<td>72.70</td>
<td>39.74</td>
<td>71.76</td>
<td>66.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours4</td>
<td>HMMV</td>
<td>DeepLabv3+</td>
<td><strong>76.41</strong></td>
<td><strong>76.81</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.10</strong></td>
<td><strong>78.78</strong></td>
<td><strong>54.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.74</strong></td>
<td><strong>81.37</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| HmmV = hierarchical mesh multi-view domain; IoU = intersection over union; OMMV = original mesh multi-view domain. |
| Boldface indicates the best segmentation results for each facade element. |

Figure 6. Prediction of the original mesh multi-view data through the semantic segmentation model trained on the hierarchical mesh multi-view data domain. (a) The original mesh; (b) the cross-domain facade-parsing results; (c) the segmentation mask on the original mesh surface.
in the HMMV data domain to perform semantic segmentation. From the segmentation results (shown in Figure 6b), the method based on the HMMV data domain learned that the obtained features had a more essential description of the data, and also had certain semantic segmentation capabilities for the input of the original mesh, which was cross-domain.

Figure 7a is the input data from the HMMV domain, and Figure 7b is the input data from the OMMV domain. The “holes” at the edges of H-Mesh are mapped as background information. Feature maps Conv1_6 and Conv1_34 represent the filter or channel generated in the first convolution layer of the encode stage of the semantic segmentation model. Feature map Conv1_6 shows the feature extracted by the encoder on the window boundary of the facade, and Feature map Conv1_34 shows the feature extracted by the encoder on the wall area. In comparison between them, based on the H-Mesh the encoder could better characterize the features, thereby improving the semantic segmentation performance. By comparing the results of the four experiments, we can draw the following conclusions: the HMMV data domain was invariant to the network structure, and in the HMMV data domain, the model was able to extract more salient features of the facade elements.

Although the proposed method can be applied to most types of urban facades, it still has limitations. For facade types that do not conform to the characteristics of the hierarchical layout, such as office blocks or towering hotels, their facades are often composed of a whole glass plane, and the depth information of various elements is similar. It is difficult to extract boundary features of the elements using our method. At present, the proposed method is based on the multi-view deep-learning model, which is more complicated. The next step is to use the deep-network model to directly perform semantic segmentation on 3D facade mesh to form a simple and efficient end-to-end 3D facade-parsing method. Since there are few public 3D point-cloud facade data sets currently, we only conduct experiments with the RueMonge 2014 3D facade data set. In the future, we will use visual-reconstruction technology to generate a 3D facade data set of Chinese street scenes based on Internet street-view map data. We hope that it will attract more researchers to participate in the work in this field, and will be beneficial for verifying the robustness of the algorithm. In addition, due to the high cost of creating a 3D facade data set and the variety of facade styles, conducting cross-domain learning based on a small sample of a facade data set is a research hot spot in the future of 3D facade parsing.

Conclusions
The new data domain constructed based on the hierarchical mesh is essentially an initial feature map, which contains fuzzy object-boundary information, similar to the feature map output of the shallow structure in the deep-network model (often including object boundaries, color features, etc.); however, the process of feature extraction is completely different, the output results of the convolutional neural network model are poor in interpretability, and feature extractors often use local information of the image. In contrast, the method in this article uses the geometric distance and color distance of the mesh to construct features, and these features have real physical meanings, comport with human visual laws, and make full use of the global information of the facade during the fuzzy clustering process. Thus, the decomposition results are highly reliable and can guide the encoder to extract more salient features.

At present, in the field of computer vision perception, the advancement of the technology has entered a bottleneck period with the development of the basic model of deep learning and improvement of its accuracy. The performance improvements brought by designing more complex network structures

---

**Figure 7.** Comparison of feature maps with different data domain images in the same encoders. Conv1_6 is the sixth filter of the first layer of the encoder; Conv1_34 is the 34th filter of the first layer of the encoder.
are limited and consume huge computing resources. From the perspective of data distribution, in this article we constructed a new hierarchical-mesh multi-view data domain based on the characteristics of a facade object to achieve fusion of deep-learning models and prior knowledge, thereby significantly improving the segmentation accuracy. We believe that this research idea will also show value in other applications.
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Scene Classification of Remotely Sensed Images via Densely Connected Convolutional Neural Networks and an Ensemble Classifier

Qimin Cheng, Yuan Xu, Peng Fu, Jinling Li, Wei Wang, and Yingchao Ren

Abstract

Deep learning techniques, especially convolutional neural networks, have boosted performance in analyzing and understanding remotely sensed images to a great extent. However, existing scene-classification methods generally neglect local and spatial information that is vital to scene classification of remotely sensed images. In this study, a method of scene classification for remotely sensed images based on pretrained densely connected convolutional neural networks combined with an ensemble classifier is proposed to tackle the under-utilization of local and spatial information for image classification. Specifically, we first exploit the pretrained DenseNet and fine-tuned it to release its potential in remote-sensing image feature representation. Second, a spatial-pyramid structure and an improved Fisher-vector coding strategy are leveraged to further strengthen representation capability and the robustness of the feature map captured from convolutional layers. Then we integrate an ensemble classifier in our network architecture considering that lower attention to feature descriptors. Extensive experiments are conducted, and the proposed method achieves superior performance on UC Merced, AID, and NWPU-RESISC45 data sets.

Introduction

Technological advancement has made it possible to acquire high-resolution remotely sensed images at meter and submeter levels (such as with SkySat and QuickBird). These remotely sensed high-resolution images contain not only lots of spatial and texture information but also scene semantic information. Due to the enormous number, complex geometric structures, and rich spatial patterns of remotely sensed images, scene classification of these images has become a challenging but active subject in the field of remote sensing (Cheng, Han and Lu 2017). Existing scene-classification methods often consist of two components: a feature extractor and a classifier, as shown in Figure 1. The feature extractor is of importance for scene classification by providing effective image features to a classifier (Lu et al. 2017). Early studies in scene classification (Newsam et al. 2004; Bhagavathy and Manjunath 2006; Yang and Newsam 2008, 2010; H. Li et al. 2010; Cheng, Han, Guo and Liu 2015; Chakraborty et al. 2017) were primarily based on handcrafted low-level features (color, texture, edge, etc.), which can seldom satisfy demands for automatic and accurate scene classification in real applications such as natural-hazard monitoring, land cover/land use mapping, geospatial object detection, geographic image retrieval, environment monitoring, and urban planning (Cheng, Han and Lu 2017).

With recent progress in machine learning, many excellent convolutional neural network (CNN) models, such as VGG-Net (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) and GoogleNet (Szegedy et al. 2015), have been developed and successfully used in computer vision as well as scene classification of remotely sensed images (Heipke and Rottensteiner 2020). The success of CNN-based methods is attributed to their capacity to learn hierarchical representation to describe the image scene. In the past several years, many studies have been performed in CNN-based remote-sensing image scene classification. Cheng, Li et al. (2017) developed a novel feature representation for scene classification...
classification in remotely sensed images, known as bag of convolutional features, which generated visual words directly from deep convolutional features. Wan et al. (2017) employed a local feature-representation scheme based on feature pooling and nonlinear divisive normalization for scene classification. Chaib et al. (2017) fused two deep image features to improve the discriminability of semantic objects, which first combined full connected layers of different CNNs to construct the final feature representation of the input image. H. Yu et al. (2018) proposed a multi-scale hierarchical structure to represent large-scale images from unmanned aerial vehicles. G. Li et al. (2018) proposed a multi-model feature-extraction framework to derive powerful remote-sensing image features for classification. Y. Liu et al. (2018) used a new CNN-based scene-classification model to achieve the extraction of high-level and multi-scale features of the objects for high-resolution remote-sensing scene classification. Most recently, a novel feature-representation method introducing a frequency-domain branch to the traditional space-domain-only architecture was proposed by Zheng et al. (2019).

Although CNN-based methods have been popular and made remarkable achievements in scene classification of remotely sensed images, limitations still exist. The main challenge is due to the high within-class variation and between-classes ambiguity of remotely sensed data. Most of the previous CNN-based scene-classification methods use outputs from full connection layers of CNNs as the global image features (Castelluccio et al. 2015; Luus et al. 2015) to represent features conveyed from lower-level layers. However, remotely sensed images with the same global features may have quite dissimilar semantic objects. The use of outputs from fully connected layers as classification features only can lead to scene misclassification. Besides, with the increasing challenges in computer-vision and machine-learning tasks, the models of deep neural networks get more and more complex (Gu et al. 2018), which may not satisfy the requirement of real-time applications.

Nogueira et al. (2017) explored three strategies to exploit existing CNNs for remote-sensing image scene classification in different scenarios: fully trained CNNs, fine-tuned pretrained CNNs, and pretrained CNNs as feature extractors. Their experiments demonstrated that the fine-tuning strategy tended to perform the best at scene classification. As remotely sensed images contain more semantic objects, CNNs pretrained on natural images to extract deep image features are not tailored to remote-sensing images. In this study, we use a pretrained network—DenseNet (G. Huang et al. 2017)—and then fine-tune it using augmented remotely sensed image data to extract remote-sensing image features.

DenseNet, which is a novel deep learning network developed from GoogLeNet Inception (Szegedy et al. 2015) and ResNet (K. He et al. 2016), uses dense connection and concatenation for feature aggregation to guarantee maximum information communication between layers. Due to its compelling advantages, including reduced gradient vanishing and strengthened feature propagation, DenseNet has since its proposal in 2017 received increasing attention and application in a variety of visual tasks, such as scene classification (K. Zhang et al. 2019), superresolution (L. Wang et al. 2018; Zhou et al. 2018), image caption generation (X. He et al. 2019), video action recognition (Hao and Zhang 2019), and human pose estimation (Chu et al. 2019). It has especially shown its superiority in the field of medical science (R. Zhang et al. 2018; Z. Zhang et al. 2018; Bui et al. 2019; Dezaki et al. 2019; Khened et al. 2019; H. Wang et al. 2019). Although there exist studies introducing DenseNet into the field of remote sensing for object extraction (X. Li et al. 2018), few of them use the network for scene classification. To the best of our knowledge, DenseNet was first used for scene classification of aerial images (Dede et al. 2019). In that study, three of ensemble strategies—snapshot, homogeneous, and heterogeneous—were explored with both DenseNet and Inception networks to show the superiority of ensemble networks over a single network in the context of aerial scene classification. Minetto et al. (2019) developed the Hydra framework to automatically create ensembles of CNNs to perform land use classification in satellite images. The Hydra’s body was a CNN that was coarsely optimized and then fine-tuned multiple times to form the heads. To prove its validation, ResNet and DenseNet were used to create ensembles. To better fuse the network deepening and widening strategies, C. Zhang et al. (2019) utilized the “network in network” concept, in which the idea of DenseNet was introduced to make a deeper network. The validation was tested on 10 kinds of satellite images, but the proposed networks, containing many convolution, pooling, nonlinear, and concatenating layers, were rather complex and time-consuming. Tao et al. (2018) proposed a novel depth-width-reinforced deep neural network for per-pixel classification of very-high-resolution remote-sensing images, in which densely connected neural networks and internal classifiers were combined to build a deeper network and balance the network depth and performance. The limitation of that study was the complexity of the network, similar to the work of C. Zhang et al. The difference between these DenseNet studies and ours is that we make full use of the advantages of DenseNet to present an effective and efficient feature representation instead of building an ensemble network.

In this study, we exploit a pretrained DenseNet and fine-tune it to release its potential in remote-sensing image scene classification. To further strengthen representation capability and robustness of the feature map captured from convolutional layers, a pyramid structure and a Fisher-vector coding strategy are leveraged. Another important aspect of this study is the consideration of the integration of an ensemble classifier except for feature descriptors. Huge efforts have been made in reinforcing the capability of feature representation via feature descriptors, feature fusion, or feature aggregation. Comparative less attention has been paid to building ensemble classifiers.

Specifically, our proposed method includes three main parts. First, DenseNet—pretrained by the ImageNet data set—is used to extract visual features. The output of the final dense block is treated as the local feature of the input image. The pretrained DenseNet is further fine-tuned by using augmented remotely sensed images to ensure the robustness of its image-representation capability. Second, deep feature descriptors are trained to obtain a visual dictionary with K dictionary items. Then, since spatial information is underutilized in existing CNN-based image-classification methods, feature maps extracted from convolutional layers are partitioned into a spatial pyramid with m blocks in N pyramid levels. A spatial block is represented as a vector by using the improved Fisher-vector (FV) method. Thus, m blocks correspond to m FVs, which are concatenated into a 2mDk-dimensional feature vector as the final image-level representation. Finally, as previous studies usually pay more attention to feature descriptors than classifiers, an ensemble classifier, the AdaBoosting algorithm, is used to train individual base classifiers and stack them all into one by giving them a weight per classification performance. In sum, the main contribution of this work is to improve performance in scene classification of remotely sensed images by providing powerful and discriminative image representation based on a pretrained DenseNet as well as an ensemble classifier. We conducted comparative experiments on three challenging data sets: UC Merced, AID, and NWPU-RESISC45. Experimental results demonstrate the good performance of our classification approach.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the next section we provide a brief overview of previous studies in scene classification of remotely sensed images. After
that, the proposed framework is described in detail. The data analysis and results on several benchmark databases are then presented. Finally, a discussion and conclusions are offered.

Previous Work
This section comprehensively reviews existing methods for scene classification of remotely sensed images comprehensively. Different from per-pixel or object-based image classification, which explain remotely sensed images in a bottom-up way, scene classification tends to directly model the remote-sensing scene through an overall representation (Cheng et al. 2014; Cheng, Han, Guo et al. 2015). Scene-classification methods for remote-sensing images can be divided into three types based on the semantic level of features extracted from satellite images: low, mid, and high.

Scene Classification Based on Low-Level Features
In early years, low-level features such as spectrum, color, texture, structure, and local invariant features were used to classify images. Feature vectors extracted from low-level visual characteristics are often used to describe remotely sensed images either locally (Yang and Newsam 2008) or globally (Aptoula 2014). In real applications, local structure descriptors—e.g., the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT; Lowe 2004)—are used to describe the complex structure of remote-sensing images. Information from spatial cues such as color and texture (Risojević and Babić 2011) is usually investigated to depict spatial arrangements of remotely sensed images. Dos Santos et al. (2010) evaluated various global color descriptors, texture descriptors, and local binary patterns for scene classification. It is worth noting that handcrafted features have limited representation capability and cannot depict highly diverse and nonhomogeneous spatial relationships within remote-sensing scenes well, resulting in high-dimensional and noisy features.

Scene Classification Based on Mid-Level Features
The limitation of low-level descriptors make it difficult to classify image scenes accurately to meet the needs of practical applications (e.g., natural-hazard monitoring, land cover/land use mapping, geospatial object detection, geographic image retrieval, environment monitoring, and urban planning). Therefore, some previous works (Yang and Newsam 2008; L. Huang et al. 2016) attempted to develop a holistic scene representation using high-order statistical patterns formed by the extracted local visual attributes. The main idea underlying mid-level feature-based methods is to encode the local image features—e.g., SIFT and local binary patterns—to build a holistic mid-level representation for remotely sensed images.

Bag of visual words (BoVW) has been considered a mid-level descriptor, which learns image features based on visual dictionaries. It creates a codebook of visual discriminative patches and computes the statistical word frequency of the test image. Because of its simplicity and efficiency, the BoVW descriptor and its variants have been state-of-the-art for many years in computer-vision tasks (Csurka et al. 2004; Faraji and Shanbehzadeh 2015) and have been widely adopted to compute mid-level representations for remotely sensed images (Negrel et al. 2014; L. Zhao et al. 2014a, 2014b). There have been many other methods used to encode low-level features to mid-level features, such as FV (Sánchez et al. 2013), vector of locally aggregated descriptors (Jégou et al. 2010), and sparse coding (Cheriyadat 2013; Taigman et al. 2014).

To encode high-order spatial information from low-level local visual words for scene modeling, topic models based on the BoVW scheme are developed to model the semantic relationship among the visual words (Lienou et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2013; Kusumaningrum et al. 2014; Zhong et al. 2015). These models include the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (Haralick et al. 1973), CIELab color moments (Stricker and Orenro 1995), latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al. 2003), edge-orientation histogram, probabilistic latent semantic analysis (Bosch et al. 2006), spatial-pyramid matching kernel (Lazebnik et al. 2006), and spatial-pyramid coexistence kernel (Yang and Newsam 2011). However, all the mid-level features built for scene classification are based on handcrafted local image descriptors which cannot fully describe complex spatial structures of images. Plus, feature-extraction algorithms rely greatly on expert knowledge for the design of handcrafted local image features, rendering them inflexible and inadaptable to scenes in different geographic regions. Therefore, methods based on semi-supervised or unsupervised feature learning are alternatives.

Scene Classification Based on High-Level Features
In recent years, a variety of CNN-based methods (Castelluccio et al. 2015; Luus et al. 2015; Chaib et al. 2017; Cheng, Li et al. 2017; G. Huang et al. 2017; Wan et al. 2017; G. Li et al. 2018) have been popular in the field of remote-sensing image scene classification (Cheng et al. 2018). Deep learning-based classification methods can learn more abstract and discriminative semantic features and yield better classification performance (Castelluccio et al. 2015; Luus et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2015; F. Zhang et al. 2016) than methods based on low-level and mid-level features. This better performance should be attributed to the fact that deep learning-based methods use a multi-stage global feature-learning architecture to adaptively learn image features and often cast scene classification as an end-to-end problem. Deep learning-based scene-classification methods for remotely sensed images can be further divided into two categories: methods based on pretrained CNNs and on retrained CNNs.

Methods Based on Pretrained CNNs
Using deep neural networks pretrained on natural images (Russakovsky et al. 2015), Penatti et al. (2015) showed that deep features of daily objects not only can be generalized to remote-sensing domains but also exhibit impressive performance on remote-sensing scene classification. Nogueira et al. (2017) evaluated six pretrained deep CNN architectures—AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. 2012), OverFeat (Sermanet et al. 2014), CaffeNet (Jia et al. 2014), VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015), and GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al. 2015)—for scene classification of remotely sensed images. Alternatively, a pretrained network can be used as a feature extractor. Studies have shown that CNN-based feature extractors can be successfully translated to computer-vision tasks (Girshick et al. 2014; W. Yu et al. 2014). When a pretrained CNN is applied to image classification, feature maps in higher layers associated with semantic information are selected to represent the whole image. Scott et al. (2017) used a multi-layer perceptron as a classifier with input features extracted from a fully connected layer of pretrained CNNs. Marmanis et al. (2016) composed features extracted from a fully connected layer into a 2D array and then fed them into a neural network to obtain the classification results. B. Zhao et al. (2017) trained a multi-layer perceptron as a classifier with input features extracted from pretrained networks and then connected it with the feature-extraction part of the pretrained networks. Their experimental results showed that classification performance improved slightly, but an additional data set was needed to build a fully pretrained network. Hu et al. (2015) extracted features from the fully connected layers from different CNNs and concentrated these features into a single feature vector. Sheng et al. (2012) presented a new classification approach based on the sparse codes of multiple features for high-resolution satellite scenes. Their approach generalized vector quantization to sparse coding and used a two-stage linear
support vector machine classifier to effectively compose a set of diverse and complementary features.

In addition to features of fully connected layers, convolutional-layer features have attracted attention. J. Wang et al. (2017) designed a linear principal-component analysis (PCA) network to synthesize spatial information of remotely sensed images in each spectral channel before feeding them to pretrained deep CNNs. Cheng et al. (2016) and Huo et al. (2017) made efforts to address rotation and scale variations in remote-sensing images. Mahendran and Vedaldi (2015) and Yosinski et al. (2015) proved that outputs from layers other than fully connected ones of CNNs could be used as image features for scene classification. Hu et al. (2015) used multiscale dense CNN activations from the last convolutional layer as local feature descriptors, which were further coded using feature-encoding methods such as BoVW, vector of locally aggregated descriptors, and improved Fisher kernel to generate the final image representation. Q. Liu et al. (2018) proposed a multi-scale deep feature-learning method for high-resolution satellite-image scene classification, in which pretrained spatial-pyramid pooling was employed to automatically generate a multi-scale fixed-length feature representation regardless of image size or scale. W. Zhang et al. (2019) proposed an effective remote-sensing image scene-classification architecture to make full use of the strengths of both CNNs and CapsNet, using CNNs without fully connected layers as an initial feature map extractor. Flores et al. (2019) utilized a pretrained deep CNN and a Gaussian mixture model to generate more robust and compact dictionaries of deep features.

Methods Based on Retrained CNNs

In addition to scene classification based on pretrained CNNs, CNNs can be trained from scratch or fine-tuned from pretrained networks. To better adapt to small remote-sensing image data sets, small-size classification networks have been trained (Yang and Newsam 2011). F. Zhang et al. (2016) developed a gradient-boosting random convolutional network for classifying remotely sensed images with only two convolutional layers. Marmanis et al. (2016) observed improved classification accuracy using fine-tuned pretrained networks; they compared CaffeNet and GoogLeNet for scene classification (using the UC Merced data set) in three different ways—retraining from scratch, fine-tuning, and using pretrained CNNs as a feature extractor.

The Proposed Method

The overall flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2. First, DenseNet is used to extract image features. The output of the last dense block in DenseNet is used as the local feature. Second, a visual dictionary is generated by training a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with local features extracted from training images. Then a spatial-pyramid structure is used to partition the feature map into m blocks in N pyramid levels. Each block feature map is encoded into a single vector using the improved FV. After that, the m single vectors are concatenated to a 2mDk-dimensional feature vector as the final image representation. Finally, an ensemble classifier is built to perform classification.

Feature Extraction

DenseNet (G. Huang et al. 2017), developed from ResNet and the Inception structure of GoogLeNet, essentially has a brand-new network structure that is effective for scene classification. In recent years, there have been two main directions for optimizing CNN performance in tasks such as image classification and pattern recognition: deepening or widening the network structure. In CNNs, as the network depth increases, gradient disappearance becomes obvious. New networks have been devised to solve this problem, such as ResNet, highway networks, stochastic depth, and FractalNet. Although the structures of these networks are different, the core idea is the same: creating short paths from layer to layer. In DenseNet this idea is continued, as the input of each layer comes from

![Figure 2. The flowchart for the proposed classification method. First, local features are extracted using DenseNet. Second, a spatial pyramid and Fisher-vector Encoding are used to derive the final feature representation of input images. Finally, an ensemble classifier is used to perform the scene classification.](image-url)
the transmission of features and gradients. In this study, we chose DenseNet as the feature extractor. As feature maps extracted by DenseNet have information from each layer, these features are expected to better describe the training images than those from networks in which the input of each layer is related only to the output of a previous layer. DenseNet was trained using the ImageNet data set with four dense blocks. Given the differences between remotely sensed images and those in the ImageNet data set, the pretrained DenseNet was further fine-tuned for feature extraction.

**Feature Processing**

The convolutional features extracted from DenseNet cannot be directly used by the classifier for scene classification, because convolutional-layer features are of different sizes. After extraction of feature maps, these features are normalized to remove outlier features for classification. A spatial pyramid is used to partition features, which are later aggregated into a single vector using FV. Finally, the single feature vectors from all feature blocks are used as the final image representation.

**Feature Normalization**

Let \( X = [x_1, ..., x_t, ..., x_t] \) be the image features extracted from image \( I \) by DenseNet. These image features are usually transformed by PCA to improve the overall classification performance (e.g., PCA-transformed SIFT features). However, in practical applications, PCA-transformed features often lose information. In this article, we use two normalization methods, \( \ell_2 \) vector normalization (Equation 10) and \( \ell_2 \) matrix normalization (Gao et al. 2015), using the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_t &= x_t / x_{2t}, \\
    x_t &= x_t / x_{2t}.
\end{align*}
\]

In Equation 3, \( x_t \) represents the modulus of the vector \( x_t \), and in Equation 4, \( x_{2t} \) represents the spectral norm of the matrix \( X \)—i.e., the maximum singular values of the matrix \( X \). Compared to \( \ell_2 \) vector normalization, \( \ell_2 \) matrix normalization is the normalization of features by the information of the entire image.
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Image Representation Based on a Spatial Pyramid

The main function of a spatial pyramid is to capture the spatial patterns in an image. It has been shown that the synergistic use of spatial and spectral information can significantly improve image-classification performance (Lazebnik et al. 2006). He et al. (2015) showed that a sparse spatial-pyramid network improved recognition performance by adding a spatial-pyramid pooling layer. A more intuitive and natural idea that they proposed is to aggregate features extracted from a CNN into an FV. Thus, in this study, we use a spatial pyramid to capture the spatial information in an image and then use an FV to aggregate the features in each block of the spatial pyramid into a single feature vector (Table 1).

As mentioned before, feature maps derived from neural networks can be used as local image features. In a feature map, a single cell corresponds to a local image patch in the input image, and the arrangement of all feature-map cells form a regular grid of image patches in the input image. Thus, it is easy to form a spatial pyramid by partitioning an image into multiple subregions and then calculating local features in each subregion (Figure 4). The level 0 spatial pyramid aggregates all the local features. The level 1 spatial pyramid, as shown in the red part of Figure 4, divides the entire feature map into five subregions: four quadrant regions and one central region. The features in each subregion are then aggregated by FV; eventually, five aggregated single vectors will be generated. In practical applications, the number of layers of the spatial pyramid is determined by the task and an expert. In this study, given the dimension of the final image representation and the computational cost, only two spatial-pyramid layers are used: levels 0 and 1. Therefore, a total of six single vectors are finally generated to form the final representation for an image.

Fisher Vector

Unlike BoF and vector of locally aggregated descriptors, which use K-means to cluster image features, the FV method constructs a visual dictionary with a GMM. Although the GMM method is also a clustering method, it considers the distance from a feature point to each cluster center—not the linear combination of all cluster centers used for image representation. The generic framework of a Fisher kernel combines the benefits of generative and discriminative approaches (Perronnin et al. 2010). According to the framework, a matrix of like images can be further represented by a single vector through FV. Let $X$ denote an input scene image; then the set of convolutional features of $I$, can be represented by $X = \{ I \} = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m \} \in \mathbb{R}^P$. Let $\lambda = \{ w_i, \mu_i, \Sigma_i \}$ be the parameters of a GMM fitting the distribution of features from the convolutional-feature set $\{ I \}$, where $w_i$, $\mu_i$, and $\Sigma_i$ are, respectively, the mixture weight, mean vector, and covariance matrix of the Gaussian model; $k$ is the component number of the GMM; and $M$ is the number of scene images. It is assumed that the generation process of $X$ can be modeled by a probability density function $P(X|\lambda)$ with the parameters $\lambda$. In this case, $X$ can be described by the gradient vector

$$G(x, \lambda) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \nabla \log p(x|\lambda), \quad \text{(5)}$$

where

$$p(x|\lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} w_i p_i(X|x_{i}), \quad \text{(6)}$$

$$p_i(x|x_{i}) = \frac{\exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} (x - \mu_i)^{\top} \Sigma_i^{-1} (x - \mu_i) \right\}}{(2\pi)^{P/2} |\Sigma_i|^{1/2}}. \quad \text{(7)}$$

Table 1. Steps for extracting image features using a spatial-pyramid structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Build a spatial pyramid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> The feature map $X = { x_1, \ldots, x_m }$ of image $I$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> The final image representation $f(X)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. For each activation vector $x_{i,v}$, perform $\ell_2$ matrix normalization $x_{i} = x_{i}/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Use the training set to estimate a Gaussian mixed model $\lambda = { w_i, \mu_i, \Sigma_i }$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Generate a spatial pyramid $(X_1, \ldots, X_m)$ for $X$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. For each $X_1(1 \leq m)$, the Fisher vector is used to generate the corresponding feature vector $f(X)$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Concatenate $f(X)(1 \leq m)$ to form the final spatial-pyramid representation $f(X)$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, the Fisher vector $g^x$ of $X$ is defined as

$$g^x = F_{1/2} G^x, \quad \text{(8)}$$

where $F_i$ is the Fisher information matrix of the GMM model $\lambda$. According to Perronnin et al. (2010), the $D$-dimensional gradients with respect to the mean $\mu_i$ and standard deviation $\sigma_i$ are defined as follows

$$g^{x}_{\mu_i} = \frac{1}{T \sqrt{w_i}} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \gamma_i (x_{i} - \mu_i), \quad \text{(9)}$$

$$g^{x}_{\sigma_i} = \frac{1}{T \sqrt{2w_i}} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \gamma_i \left[ \frac{(x_{i} - \mu_i)^{2}}{\sigma_i} - 1 \right], \quad \text{(10)}$$

$$\gamma_i (x_{i}) = \frac{\omega_i p_i(x_{i}|\lambda)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \omega_i p_i(x_{i}|\lambda)}. \quad \text{(11)}$$

In Equations 9–11, $\gamma_i (x_{i})$ is the occupancy probability of $x_{i}$ to the $i$th Gaussian component, $\sigma_i$ is the standard deviation, and $\sigma_i = \text{diag}(\Sigma_i)$. The FV theory explains three gradients; here only two—with respect to the mean and standard deviation—are used to construct the FV representation, since the gradient with respect to the mixture weight $\omega_i$ has little effect on image-recognition results and is always discarded in practical applications. As a result, an FV can be denoted as $F(X) = \{ g^{x}_{\mu_1}, g^{x}_{\mu_2}, \ldots, g^{x}_{\mu_k}, g^{x}_{\sigma_1}, g^{x}_{\sigma_2}, \ldots, g^{x}_{\sigma_k} \}^T$, where $k$ is the number of GMM components. The final FV of an image is the concatenation of the gradients $g^{x}_{\mu_1}$ and $g^{x}_{\sigma_2}$ for all $k$ Gaussian components. Thus, an image can be represented by a set of deep descriptors $X$ with a

FIGURE 4. The spatial pyramid at level 0 and level 1. Six vectors are finally generated for image representation: one from the level 0 spatial pyramid and five (in four quadrant regions and one central region) from the level 1 spatial pyramid.
An Ensemble Classifier

An ensemble classifier is a high-performance classifier created by appropriately stacking a plurality of classifiers. In this study we build an ensemble classifier to improve the classification accuracy. Figure 5 outlines the three steps used to build an ensemble classifier. First, base classifiers are individually trained with the training data set. Then each base classifier makes its own predictions for a test data set. Finally, predictions from all base classifiers are stacked to yield final classification results.

This study constructs a simple weighted voting classifier by using the AdaBoosting algorithm. The AdaBoost.M1 algorithm has been favored in some classification competitions in recent years. The specific steps of the algorithm are shown in Table 2. It gives each training sample a weight representing the influence of the sample on the final classification model. The sample weight also determines the probability that a sample will be selected as a training sample. Before training, the weight of each sample is the same. According to the sample weight, sample subsets are obtained for training the base classifiers and then evaluating them. During each epoch of training, the sample weights are adjusted according to the learning results of the base classifier—that is, the weights of misclassified samples are unchanged, whereas those of correctly classified ones decrease. In this way, when the training samples are chosen in the next training epoch, the misclassified samples will receive more attention. By repeating this process, base classifiers are trained. Finally, when the ensemble classifier is applied to the test samples, the weights of each base classifier are combined to predict the categorical results.

Experiments

Experimental Data Sets

Three public high-spatial-resolution image data sets are used for evaluating the proposed method. The three data sets are described here and further summarized in Table 3.

UC Merced

The UC Merced land use data set (Yang and Newsam 2010) contains 2100 overhead scene images divided into 21 scene-level land use classes. Each class consists of 100 aerial images of 256x256 pixels with a spatial resolution of 0.3 m. This data set is manually extracted from a large number of orthoimages downloaded from the United States Geological Survey.
National Map for 20 US cities. It has been widely used for evaluating the performance of methods in scene classification of remotely sensed images.

### AID

The AID data set (Xia et al. 2017) is collected from Google Earth and made up of 30 aerial scene categories. The sample number of each class varies from 220 to 420, and the data set contains 10 000 images in total. The pixel resolution ranges from 8 to 0.5 m, and the spatial size of an image is 600×600 pixels.

### NWPU-RESISC45

The NWPU-RESISC45 data set (Cheng, Han and Lu 2017) consists of 31 500 remote-sensing images divided into 45 scene classes. Each class contains 700 images with a size of 256×256 pixels. As with the AID data set, this data set is also extracted from Google Earth. The 31 500 images cover more than 100 countries and regions all over the world. Compared with other existing scene-classification data sets, this set contains much more data, richer image variation, and higher intraclass diversity and interclass similarities. This data set contains not only changes in viewpoint, translation, object pose and appearance, spatial resolution, illumination, background, and occlusion for each category but also some fine-grained categories with high semantic overlapping, such as circular and rectangular farmlands, commercial and industrial areas, and basketball and tennis courts.

### Computing Environment and Model Configuration

Data processing and analysis in this study were completed using the 64-bit Ubuntu operating system with 32 GB running memory, a 2TB hard disk, a 12-GB Titan Xp graphics card, and Python 3.5. The evaluation metric for the proposed method was the overall accuracy—i.e., the number of images correctly classified as a percentage of the total number of test images. The proposed method for scene classification was divided into three parts: fine-tuning of the pretrained DenseNet, image feature extraction, and classifier construction.

### Fine-Tuning of DenseNet

Before feature extraction, the pretrained DenseNet was used as the ImageNet images were fine-tuned to adapt to remotely sensed images. The pretrained DenseNet selected in our study had four dense blocks (i.e., DenseNet201; G. Huang et al. 2017), with network parameters in each layer shown in Table 4. The fine-tuning began with initial parameter values of the pretrained DenseNet201 and was achieved in subsequent 15-epoch training using images in the training sets. The batch size was set to 128. In addition, to enhance the robustness of the network, various transformations were applied to the original images, including image transpose and rotations. Examples of data enhancement are shown in Figure 6, where Figure 6a shows the original image, Figure 6b and 6c are the images flipped horizontally and vertically, and Figure 6d–6f are images rotated at 90°, 180°, and 270°. In this way, the number of the original image increased by five times. Labels and the associated seed images were linked to the new augmented data sets, allowing a massive expansion of the available labeled training data. Figure 7 shows cross-entropy loss (Figure 7a) and overall accuracy (Figure 7b) of the training process (blue curve) and the validation process (red curve). With longer training (increasing epochs), the performance improves, and the loss and accuracy converge after 15 epochs of training.

### Results

This section presents the accuracy assessment of a series of scene-classification methods using the UC Merced and AID data sets. Three additional experiments using the DenseNet201 were conducted, based on the pretrained DenseNet201, the fine-tuned DenseNet201, and the proposed method.

Table 5 shows that DenseNet is superior to VGG, GoogLeNet, ResNet, and other networks in scene classification of remotely sensed images. Compared with the performance of the pretrained DenseNet201, the proposed method improved classification accuracy by 3.41% and 2.02% on the UC Merced and the AID data sets, respectively. Compared with
the performance of the pretrained DenseNet201 with fine-tuning and data augmentation, the proposed method improved classification accuracy by 1.8% and 1.22%, respectively. The proposed method yielded the highest classification accuracy: 98.76% and 95.83% on the UC Merced and AID data sets, respectively (Figures 8 and 9).

Comparisons of the proposed method and existing methods for scene classification were also performed based on the NWPU-RESISC45 data set. Table 6 shows that the proposed method achieves the highest scene-classification accuracy compared to existing classification methods on the NWPU-RESISC45 data set. The classification accuracy for each class of the

Figure 6. An image in the NWPU-RESISC45 data set with a few rotations: (a) the original image, (b) the original image flipped horizontally, (c) the original image flipped vertically, (d) the original image rotated 90°, (e) the original image rotated 180°, and (f) the original image rotated 270°.

Figure 7. Training results for DenseNet: (a) loss of the training and validation set; (b) accuracy of the training and validation set.
Table 5. Accuracy assessment of scene-classification methods using the UC Merced and AID data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>UC Merced</th>
<th>AID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OA (%)</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>42.10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>46.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained OverFeat &amp; Caffe + feature fusion (Penatti et al. 2015)</td>
<td>97.43</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained OverFeat + feature fusion (Marmanis et al. 2016)</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained CaffeNet (Marmanis et al. 2016)</td>
<td>95.02</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGG16</td>
<td>95.21</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained AlexNet</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained GoogleNet</td>
<td>94.31</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained AlexNet + fine-tuning (B. Zhao et al. 2017)</td>
<td>96.67</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGGNet + fine-tuning</td>
<td>98.10</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained ResNet50 + fine-tuning (Scott et al. 2017)</td>
<td>98.50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained GoogleNet + fine-tuning (Castelluccio et al. 2015)</td>
<td>97.10</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained GoogleNet + training from scratch (Castelluccio et al. 2015)</td>
<td>92.86</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear PCA + pretrained GoogleNet (Hu et al. 2015)</td>
<td>95.94</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear quaternion PCA + pretrained GoogleNet (J. Wang et al. 2017)</td>
<td>95.76</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGG16 + 1st-FC (Hu et al. 2015)</td>
<td>96.88</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained PlacesNet + 1st-FC (Hu et al. 2015)</td>
<td>94.90</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGG16 + feature coding (BOW) (Hu et al. 2015)</td>
<td>96.51</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGG16 + feature coding (LLC) (Hu et al. 2015)</td>
<td>95.64</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained DenseNet201</td>
<td>95.35</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained DenseNet201 + fine-tuning</td>
<td>96.96</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>98.76</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOW = XXXX; LBP = XXXX; LLC = XXXX; OA = overall accuracy; PCA = principal-component analysis; SD = standard deviation; SIFT = scale-invariant feature transform.

Table 6. Accuracy assessment (overall accuracy, %) of each classification method using the NWPU-RESISC45 data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Train Ratio 80%</th>
<th>Train Ratio 90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGGNet-16</td>
<td>72.06</td>
<td>73.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained Inception V3</td>
<td>79.10</td>
<td>79.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained ResNet50</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>69.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained VGGNet-19</td>
<td>76.58</td>
<td>77.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuned VGGNet-16</td>
<td>87.15</td>
<td>87.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuned Inception V3</td>
<td>84.90</td>
<td>86.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuned ResNet50</td>
<td>85.56</td>
<td>88.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuned VGGNet-19</td>
<td>88.29</td>
<td>89.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG + SVM</td>
<td>35.88</td>
<td>40.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP + SVM</td>
<td>29.20</td>
<td>32.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT + SVM</td>
<td>44.97</td>
<td>59.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGNet-16_fc + SVM</td>
<td>81.85</td>
<td>82.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception V3_fc + SVM</td>
<td>80.03</td>
<td>83.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50_fc + SVM</td>
<td>79.97</td>
<td>85.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGGNet-19_fc + SVM</td>
<td>81.18</td>
<td>81.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16_conv + SVM</td>
<td>85.97</td>
<td>86.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception V3_conv + SVM</td>
<td>85.47</td>
<td>85.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16_conv + BoW + SVM</td>
<td>82.15</td>
<td>83.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception V3_conv + BoW + SVM</td>
<td>82.65</td>
<td>82.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16_conv + VLAD + SVM</td>
<td>87.33</td>
<td>87.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet + SIFT + SVM</td>
<td>89.58</td>
<td>90.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet + Inception V3 + SVM</td>
<td>88.93</td>
<td>89.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretrained DenseNet201</td>
<td>81.22</td>
<td>82.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine-tuned DenseNet201</td>
<td>90.36</td>
<td>92.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>95.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BoW = XXXX; HOG = XXXX; LBP = XXXX; SIFT = scale-invariant feature transform; SVM = XXXX; VLAD = XXXX.
NWPU-RESISC45 data set is shown in Figure 10. The proposed method yielded a classification accuracy greater than 90% for most scene categories in the data set, and for aircraft, clouds, and forests it reached almost 100%. However, for some fine-grained scenes, such as medium and sparse residential areas, the classification accuracy was relatively poor, around 85%.

As shown in Tables 5 and Table 6, the proposed method performed well on the UC Merced, AID, and NWPU-RESISC45 data sets, with the best classification results on the UC Merced and AID data set. Compared to the method based on fine-tuned, pretrained ResNet50, the proposed method improved classification accuracy by 0.26% on the UC Merced data set. For the AID data set, the proposed method exhibited a classification accuracy of 95.83%, followed by the method based on fine-tuned, pretrained VGGNet. The proposed method also yielded the highest classification accuracy—94.16%—on the NWPU-RESISC45 data set. These results not only prove the effectiveness of the proposed method on small data sets but suggest that the method is also well suited to large and complex data sets. In addition, the effects of three different factors—the parameter $K$ of the GMM, the feature-normalization methods, and the classifiers—on the classification accuracy for the NWPU-RESISC45 data set were explored. The training-set ratio in the subsequent experiments was 80%.

The value of $K$ was set from 1 to 4 in this study. Table 7 shows that when the number of Gaussian components in the GMM is set to two, the proposed method can produce the best classification accuracy. To explore the effects of different normalization methods on the classification accuracy, three comparisons were carried out: no normalization, $\ell_2$ vector normalization, and $\ell_2$ matrix normalization. Table 8 suggests that feature normalization can greatly improve classification accuracy. Compared with $\ell_2$ vector normalization, $\ell_2$ matrix normalization produced better classification accuracy. This better classification performance should be attributed to the inclusion of the global features invariant to illumination or scale.

Table 9 shows the impact of different classifiers on the classification accuracy. The results suggest that an ensemble classifier stacking base classifiers exhibited better classification accuracy than individual classifiers. The effect of the number of iterations of the integrated classifier on the classification accuracy is shown in Figure 11. As the number of iterations increased, the classification accuracy improved. However, when the number of iterations reached around 45, the classification accuracy increased only slowly, eventually stabilizing. This slow increase or stagnation in classification accuracy may be due to the overfitting of base classifiers. Since the final classification results were voting results of all base classifiers, overfitting of base classifiers should have little effect on the final classification results.

Conclusions
In recent years, achievements have been made in promoting CNNs for semantic-level scene classification of remotely sensed images. Despite great performance, existing methods based on CNNs for scene classification still have limitations, mainly because they generally use outputs from fully connected layers at the end of a CNN as classification features, ignoring local and spatial information that is vital in scene classification.

Table 7. Classification accuracy with different $K$ values for the NWPU-RESISC45 data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.11</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>7680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>93.72</td>
<td>11 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>93.25</td>
<td>15 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OA = overall accuracy.

Table 8. Classification results with different normalization methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normalization</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No normalization</td>
<td>91.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell_2$ vector normalization</td>
<td>92.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ell_2$ matrix normalization</td>
<td>94.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OA = overall accuracy.

Table 9. Classification accuracy of different classifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>OA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>74.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>87.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>91.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>73.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>85.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian Gaussian</td>
<td>81.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBDT</td>
<td>80.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our classifier (decision tree)</td>
<td>85.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our classifier (Bayes)</td>
<td>89.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our classifier (LR)</td>
<td>94.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GBDT = XXXX; LR = XXXX; MLP = XXXX; OA = overall accuracy; SVM = XXXX.
classification of remotely sensed images. To address this issue, a scene-classification method of remotely sensed images based on a pretrained DenseNet combined with an ensemble classifier was proposed in this article. Although our work was motivated by the merits of DenseNet, obviously it illustrates more than a simple and direct application of DenseNet. Specifically, our proposed method not only took full advantage of DenseNet, with its distinguished capacity to learn hierarchical representation to describe the image scene, but also further strengthened the image-representation capability by using the pyramid structure and improved FV coding. At the same time, an ensemble classifier was built to overcome the limitation arising from a single classifier, which improved the classification performance. We synthetically considered local and spatial characteristics of remotely sensed data and their scale and rotation invariance, as well as the efficiency of the network. Results on three benchmark data sets showed that the proposed method exhibited the highest classification accuracy, particularly for the NSPU-RESISC45 data set, with a classification accuracy of 94.16%, which is superior to the state-of-the-art methods. Our future work will focus on exploiting other feature-coding strategies for optimization and exploring ensemble classifiers in depth, since the current one is relatively simple with low cost.
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